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Gita Devi reached down through the folds of her heavily pleated 
woolen skirt, scooping up a handful of earth from the compost pit 
on which she stood. Built into the mountainside and bounded by 
a recently constructed waist-high concrete wall, the pit contained 
jaivik khād, organic manure made from the dung and soiled stall 
bedding of the cattle, buffalo, and goats kept and cared for by resi-
dents of Nagthari, the Himalayan village where Gita Devi lived. 
Near her, three younger women paused for a moment to consider 
her outstretched hand and my interest in what she held. They soon 
resumed their work, filling large handwoven baskets with the khād 
and then hoisting them onto their backs. From this compost pit on 
the edge of Nagthari they would carry these baskets, each weighing 
some sixty pounds, along steep and narrow mountain paths, even-
tually depositing their contents on terraced fields to prepare near- 
permanently cultivated land for the coming rabı̄ season during the 
winter months.1

 It was not difficult for me to discern that the khād in Gita Devi’s 
outstretched palm was, in color and texture, qualitatively different 
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from the lighter, drier, and often stonier soils of the terraced fields 
surrounding Nagthari. In this region, as elsewhere in the Himalaya, 
manure from domestic livestock has long been a primary means for 
preserving and improving soil fertility and structure, a crucial con-
dition of possibility for cultivating fields on steep and largely un-
irrigated mountain slopes. Collecting it daily and moving it to the 
fields several times a year are among the practices that link ongoing 
care for animals, land, and crops. Though it is an essential part of 
agricultural labor, such work has long been seen as routine and un-
remarkable. Performed predominantly by women, it has remained 
economically invisible.2 And yet Gita Devi’s carefully cupped hand 
displaying the compost made in her village, as well as the concrete 
pit constructed to hold it, signaled something different.
 Since 2003, the village of Nagthari has been part of a program 
spearheaded by the state of Uttarakhand in India’s central Hima-
laya to promote organic agriculture among smallholder farmers. 
Uttarakhand’s formal adoption of organic agriculture as part of its 
rural development policy, epitomized by the epithet “Organic Ut-
tarakhand,” initially drew me to the region in 2005, curious to learn 
more about the emergence and rapid rise of organic farming at the 
beginning of the twenty-first century. As a graduate student in the 
United States at that time, I could not help noticing how organic 
agriculture was becoming more prominent in public discourse and 
how organic products were finding their way not only onto the 
stands of proliferating farmers’ markets but also onto the shelves of 
mainstream American grocery stores.3 New England farmers’ mar-
kets near where I lived presented their products as socially and eco-
logically sustainable, and large supermarket chains with evocative 
trademarked names such as “Nature’s Promise” and “Wild Harvest” 
promoted an image of organic foods as more natural and more pure 
than their conventional counterparts.
 The marked growth of certified organic agriculture—and sus-
tainable agriculture more broadly—has been understood largely in 
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relation to late industrial societies at the end of the twentieth cen-
tury. In Europe and the United States, organic farming movements 
are inseparable from experiences of industrialization and urbani-
zation that transformed agriculture in these regions over the last 
two hundred years, and they trace longer histories rooted in bio-
dynamic, natural, or biological farming and permanent agriculture.4 
Reacting to these profound changes, proponents of these forerun-
ners to modern-day organic agriculture rejected the notion that 
agriculture should establish mastery over nature and instead argued 
that it should mimic “nature’s methods.”5 This ideal still informs 
certain aspects of today’s organic movements, which often hold up 
organic farming as a means of establishing different relations with 
nature.
 Organic agriculture might seem the perfect agrarian response 
to recent reckonings with human-environment relations. In an age 
that some have hailed as the Anthropocene, these debates call for 
radically different understandings of nature and culture and work 
to reconceptualize the boundaries of the human and the social.6 
Yet, at the same time that organic agriculture has been an exemplar 
of such promise, it has also experienced waves of standardization 
and codification through the development of national and inter-
national organic certification systems and standards. The arrival of 
organic agriculture in Uttarakhand is part of this larger story of its 
expansion worldwide. Between 1999 and 2015, the area of land 
under certified organic production across the globe quintupled to 
just over 50 million hectares (124 million acres). During the same 
period, the value of trade in organic food and beverages more than 
quadrupled to U.S. $84 billion, consumption being overwhelmingly 
concentrated in Europe and North America.7 These trends are in 
tension with claims that organic agriculture involves more mutual-
istic relations with nature. As Julie Guthman observes, on the basis 
of her pioneering work on organic agriculture in California, “Or-
ganic farming is becoming more akin to farming off of nature’s 
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image, as the idiom of a ‘purer’ nature is deployed to sell what is 
increasingly commodified nature.”8

 The rise of organic agriculture is undeniably bound up with the 
legacies of agricultural industrialization and modernization. But 
what does it mean to become organic in Uttarakhand, a part of 
the world where industrial and conventional agriculture never took 
root? For much of the twentieth century, Uttarakhand remained on 
the periphery of agricultural transformations occurring mostly in 
the plains regions of India, such as the Green Revolution, which 
brought high-yielding hybrid seeds and chemical fertilizers to 
these regions and, later, the introduction of agricultural biotech-
nology. Although organic agriculture remains a small market seg-
ment in India in terms of both production and consumption, it has 
expanded remarkably in the years since I began my fieldwork. This 
is evident in, among other things, the rapid rise of organic retail 
outlets in many Indian cities, the proliferation of organic terrace 
gardening in metropolises such as Bengaluru, the conversion to 
organic agriculture by farmers in the Green Revolution heartland 
of Punjab, the pursuit of fair-trade and organic certification on tea 
plantations and smallholder farms in Darjeeling, and the growth of 
organic cotton production to such an extent that India has become 
the leading producer globally.9

 Although the arrival of organic agriculture in Uttarakhand could 
be told as a story of its global expansion, that is not the approach 
that I adopt here. Rather, I undertake a situated study of becom-
ing organic in order to probe what organic means and entails for 
the people and institutions in Uttarakhand charged with its daily 
production. The meanings of organic farming emerge from its dia-
lectical relation with industrial and conventional agriculture and 
attendant processes of commodification, globalization, and neolib-
eralism.10 But they also extend beyond them. Organic agriculture, I 
suggest, can be only partially understood through these world his-
torical phenomena, which help situate and explain its emergence. 
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In this book I build on such framings to show that organic is less a 
physical property of land or its produce than a diffuse quality com-
posed across historical, cultural, institutional, and affective registers.
 The compost pit in Nagthari might seem an unlikely place from 
which to begin such an inquiry. But Gita Devi’s deliberate display 
of jaivik khād gestured toward relatively recent official recognition 

Uttarakhand; the inset box shows its location within India.
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and value accorded to a long-standing practice, while the concrete 
pit hinted at the way in which this practice had also recently be-
come a site of intervention and investment for state and multilat-
eral actors. The three younger women, I later came to know, hailed 
from Nagthari’s Kolta community, a scheduled caste whose mem-
bers often labored for Rajput and Brahmin families such as Gita 
Devi’s. As I spent more time in Nagthari in subsequent months, the 
difference between cradling khād lightly in the hands and hauling 
it on one’s back began to carry new weight. In Nagthari, the advent 
of organic agriculture cannot be satisfactorily understood as a re-
sponse to histories of industrialization and conventional agriculture. 
Instead, other kinds of questions were more puzzling and perti-
nent: Why and how did compost pits and composting practices, for 
example, become emblematic markers of organic agriculture in the 
region? What did the arrival of organic farming mean for configu-
rations of tradition and modernity in a region long seen as under-
developed in national imaginaries of development? And how, in 
such an evidently socially and economically stratified landscape, 
did different cultivators relate and respond to the promise of be-
coming organic?
 This book, then, tells a story about the development of organic 
agriculture by an ambitious, newly created state government and 
about what becoming organic signifies for residents of Uttarakhand’s 
villages where the program took root. How does a region that was 
deemed backward in colonial and postcolonial development dis-
course for much of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries come to 
redefine itself as organic in the twenty-first? And, in a region that 
many insist has always been organic, what does becoming organic 
mean and entail? My attention to these questions led me not only 
to Nagthari in the lower Himalaya but also to basmati paddy fields 
in the Doon Valley, through bureaucratic offices in Dehradun and 
Delhi, and into state archives. Set in the first decade of the new 
millennium, in the wake of Uttarakhand’s formation as a state, and 
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over a decade after transformative liberalizing economic reforms 
were introduced across India, this book recounts how state bureau-
cratic efforts to remake Uttarakhand’s agrarian landscapes as or-
ganic encountered the fields, homes, and villages of its farmers.

Assembling Organic: Quality as Method
In its late twentieth-century incarnation, organic agriculture is as-
sociated with the “quality turn” in agro-food systems.11 Such a turn 
is evident, more widely, in the use of particular qualities—such as 
fair, wild, natural, artisanal, and local—to distinguish otherwise sim-
ilar food products. This increased focus on singularity and distinc-
tiveness marks a shift away from an emphasis on quantity and yield 
associated with a productivist ethos. Instead, particular qualities are 
negotiated, constructed, and institutionalized in agro-food networks 
in a range of ways.12 The quality turn in food and agriculture re-
flects what Michel Callon and others have called the “economy of 
qualities,” in which differentiating products according to their as-
cribed attributes has come to be crucial to ordering many different 
types of markets.13

 The perspective articulated by Callon and others, and emanat-
ing from economic sociology and science and technology studies, 
differs significantly from approaches that understand agricultural 
products through commodity networks or value chains. Such stud-
ies have helped illuminate colonial and imperial projects, globali-
zation, and the postcolonial character of international trade. Sidney 
Mintz’s pathbreaking Sweetness and Power took sugar as a point of 
departure for considering the origins of capitalism, the intercon-
nected labor regimes of slavery and factory work, and the early 
formation of modern social class in Britain.14 Susanne Freidberg’s 
French Beans and Food Scares follows the journeys of fresh vegetables 
from farms in Burkina Faso and Zambia to Parisian markets and 
British supermarkets to analyze the “social relations of food provi-
sioning on both an interpersonal and transcontinental scale.”15
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 My study draws inspiration from commodity histories and, more 
broadly, biographical accounts of the social life of things.16 But in-
stead of following organic commodities themselves, I pursue the 
assembly, or making, of organic quality. In this pursuit, my work is 
in dialogue with recent anthropological interest in questions of 
quality more generally. This interest has yielded the insight that 
quality is never a given essence, but is rather continually produced. 
For example, in The Life of Cheese, Heather Paxson shows how the 
distinctive qualities of farmstead artisanal cheeses are cultivated 
through multispecies ecologies that enfold cheesemakers, microbes, 
and domestic livestock.17 Karen Hébert demonstrates how the labor 
of handling, bleeding, and chilling Alaskan salmon is vital to pro-
ducing it as distinctively wild.18 Through his study of North Caro-
lina heritage, pastured pigs, Brad Weiss examines how local food 
denotes not simply place as geography, but encompasses affect, 
sentiment, attachment, and ideology.19 Though these studies attend 
to specialty or luxury foods, Sarah Besky has explored the making 
of quality in mass-produced black tea.20 Taking a singular comesti-
ble as their focus, these works extend the study of the biographies 
and social life of food by richly describing and unraveling the ma-
terial and sensorial dimensions of quality.
 But unlike those qualities embodied in artisanal cheese, wild 
salmon, heritage pork, and mass-market black tea, organic is a qual-
ity that is largely imperceptible in any obvious physical, sensory, or 
material sense—despite the material practices and physical labors 
involved in its creation. In the Doon Valley one would be hard-
pressed to distinguish a basmati rice paddy being cultivated organ-
ically from one that was cultivated conventionally—never mind to 
distinguish organic and nonorganic grains of rice themselves. This 
difficulty of discerning organic quality is one reason the articula-
tion of standards and certification systems has become so crucial in 
the expansion of organic agriculture, assuring and attesting to or-
ganic quality in the absence of more physical or sensory ways of 
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perceiving and recognizing it. Guidelines and standards for organic 
agriculture, in India and elsewhere, have accordingly attempted to 
grapple with how to assure the singularity and distinctiveness of a 
quality that is for the most part imperceptible to those not bound 
up in its everyday production. Invariably, therefore, one finds in 
such standards a prohibition on parallel production, that is, the si-
multaneous cultivation of the same or visually similar crops in both 
organic and conventional systems on the same farm. Since organic 
quality itself cannot be directly perceived, it must be made indi-
rectly perceptible through other means, such as the selection of 
seeds. For farmers in Uttarakhand, and elsewhere, such rules exist 
in tension with other exigencies involved in the selection of varie-
ties for cultivation: seed availability, crop resilience and yield, taste 
and other sensory or culinary characteristics, the suitability of a 
given variety to their own household composition and socioeco-
nomic position, to name just a few.
 The seeming imperceptibility of organic quality is one of its 
striking and consequential features, shaping the way in which this 
quality comes to be constituted. This, then, necessitates a different 
approach to the study of quality—one that seeks to understand 
quality not as something that is necessarily physical and sensory, 
discernable, for example, in the flesh of wild salmon or heritage 
pork, or in the familiarity of a cup of black tea. My focus is not on 
a particular comestible and the production of its qualities per se, 
but the making of a quality—organic—that is itself imperceptible, 
that traverses commodities and their spaces of production.
 I trace the composition of organic quality across multiple spaces, 
practices, and registers: in Uttarakhand, organic quality is assem-
bled through practices that range from making compost to keeping 
documents, in settings both institutional and agrarian, and in regis-
ters that are, among other things, discursive, regulatory, and affec-
tive. This involves situating organic agriculture in the specificities 
of Uttarakhand’s regional history in the colonial and postcolonial 
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periods, during which it came to be popularly known as devbhumi, 
or “abode of the gods.” By doing so, I seek to provincialize, or de-
center, the concept of organic that has long been connected to par-
ticular historical experiences of agricultural modernization and 
industrialization in Europe and North America.21 Provincializing 
organic entails, first, paying attention to the intersection of organic 
agriculture in Uttarakhand with political and economic reforms 
in India after liberalization, which have, at times, inflected develop-
ment aspirations and interventions with a notably post-reform and 
regionally distinctive character. Second, it calls for inquiry into 
how rural cultivators fashion and navigate agrarian agencies and 
modes of subjectivity through organic farming. Provincializing or-
ganic in this manner allows for taking careful account of what be-
coming organic means and entails for farmers in Uttarakhand. More 
broadly, it opens up further possibilities for understanding how or-
ganic agriculture reworks notions of modernity and tradition, nature 
and agriculture, that powerfully inform understandings of human- 
environment relations in the Indian Himalaya and beyond.

State of Nature and “Abode of the Gods”
In the late summer of 2002, just two years after the formation of 
the new state of Uttarakhand (then called Uttaranchal), R. S. Tolia, 
its first forest and rural development commissioner, crafted a memo 
boldly charting a new agrarian future.22 It lay, he suggested, in 
“turning Uttaranchal Organic in all agricultural and horticultural 
products in a gradual and systematic manner.” The development 
of organic agriculture, he argued, would “build Uttaranchal brand- 
equity as a region ‘pure’ and ‘pristine.’ ”23 As a senior officer in the 
Indian Administrative Service (IAS), the commissioner possessed 
unparalleled administrative expertise in the hill development of 
Uttarakhand. In the years before Uttarakhand’s formation, he had 
served as commissioner of Kumaon division, and he had also worked 
as head of the hill development department and convener of the 
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cabinet committee on Uttarakhand in the Uttar Pradesh state bu-
reaucracy.24 Hailing himself from the tribal Bhotia community in 
Uttarakhand’s northeast borderlands, the commissioner had con-
siderable administrative experience with and personal connection 
to this hill region—both before and after its formation as a separate 
state—which put him in an incomparable position from which to 
articulate a new state imagination.
 In setting out to establish the state’s “brand-equity as a region 
‘pure’ and ‘pristine,’ ” the commissioner sought to capitalize on 
characteristics long associated with the region using the market- 
oriented language of post–economic reform development. The no-
tion of the pahar (mountains) as pure and pristine is deeply reso-
nant in a region that is both popularly known as devbhumi (the 
abode of the gods) and widely famed for its nature, yet was also left 
on the periphery of the most transformative changes in agricultural 
development during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. This 
mobilization of brand equity through a broad regional imagination 
aptly illustrates how cultural and historical differences inflect, shape, 
and are produced through processes of globalization and global 
capital.25 In Uttarakhand it was precisely those markers of histori-
cal and cultural distinctiveness—the persistence of agricultural and 
cultural practices understood as traditional, not to mention the re-
ligious and ecological significance of landscape—that enabled the 
new state to articulate its ambition to become organic at the begin-
ning of the twenty-first century. Here tradition and modernity are 
not so much the end points of a spectrum as endlessly entangled 
and forever in the making.26 For it is indeed Uttarakhand’s status 
as a region simultaneously marginal, mythical, and wondrous that 
makes its fashioning of a new organic identity possible.
 Notions of Uttarakhand’s pure and pristine character are linked 
with the popular imagination of the region as devbhumi, which 
marks its centrality for Hinduism. References to the region are 
found throughout many classical Hindu epics and scripture, includ-
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ing the Mahābhārata, Vedas, and Puranas. This form of Sanskritic 
Hinduism has made the Garhwal region of western Uttarakhand 
in particular a major place of pilgrimage for Hindus who journey to 
sites in the upper Himalayan reaches—including shrines near the 
sources of the revered and sacred Ganges and Yamuna rivers in the 
Gangotri and Yamunotri glaciers. Epic legends from the Ramayana 
and Mahabharata are said to be set in the region and are often as-
sociated with physical marks in the landscape—lakes, boulders, 
mountain peaks, ruins, and terraced fields.27 But as the abode of the 
gods, this Himalayan landscape is also home to an abundance of 
lesser-known local deities particular to paharı̄ Hinduism who, as 
Radhika Govindrajan observes, “reside in its mountains and are as-
sociated with its stones, streams, and forests.”28 Ritual productions 
of the Pandav Lila, described by William Sturman Sax, or of spirit 
possession, which I observed in Jaunsar Bawar, connect the region 
to pan-Indian Hinduism, while simultaneously marking its distinc-
tive place in this wider ecumene. The sacred geography of dev-
bhumi also implies a distinct ontological relation between landscape 
and religious faith. Nowhere is this more evident than in the divine 
attributes of the waters of the Yamuna and Ganges, which are capa-
ble of purifying, cleansing, and blessing.29 Such ontological posi-
tions have found expression in regional environmental activism, 
such as the Chipko and anti-dam movements, which see “life in all 
living beings—trees, rivers, and mountains.”30

 The idea of devbhumi has been significant in the development 
of a regional consciousness and imagination because it endows Ut-
tarakhand with pan-Indian significance while simultaneously ren-
dering the region distinctive.31 Reviewing several local historiogra-
phies from the early twentieth century, Antje Linkenbach observes 
that their authors were careful not to depict Uttarakhand as an iso-
lated, marginal region, but, rather, represented it as central to the 
larger Indian polity.32 In the early decades of the twentieth century, 
the region’s emerging nationalist elite sought to interweave the 
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 area’s ancient mythological and scriptural sanctity with an equally 
ancient Himalayan nature. Ram Bahadur’s Garhwal, Ancient and 
Modern emphasizes attributes that rendered Garhwal distinct in the 
larger mosaic of the nascent Indian nation.33 In the opening pages 
of the book, Bahadur implicitly invokes Hinduism as a point of 
connection between “this small tract of country” and the larger 
whole, writing, “The whole of India, seems to have been linked 
with Garhwal from a very remote antiquity by the bond of a highly 
consecrated faith.”34 Bahadur’s regional nationalism posits that an 
implicitly Hindu India is crucially bound to Garhwal on account 
of the centrality of Uttarakhand’s Himalayan nature in the Hindu 
faith.35 Devbhumi elides the religious and the secular as notions of 
Uttarakhand as the land of the gods that have infused regional po-
litical imaginations.
 Colonial understandings of Uttarakhand’s Himalayan landscapes 
further undergird recent figurations of Uttarakhand as a region 
pure and pristine. A map produced by the East India Company 
in the eighteenth century shows the land that now constitutes Ut-
tarakhand as a terra incognita, an untouched and unknown region 
identified only through the words “Extensive Forests full of Bears 
and Monkeys.”36 During the nineteenth century, British colonial 
officers came to know the region’s history largely through texts and 
epics central to Hindu mythology as interpreted by Orientalist 
scholars.37 Edwin Atkinson’s monumental Himalayan Gazetteer con-
nects the region’s mythological past with its natural features, hint-
ing at a certain familiarity with devbhumi among colonial officials 
by noting that the “wanderings of the Pándavas” are inscribed in 
the landscape.38 Displaying his debt to Orientalist imaginings of 
the region, he cites at length a passage by von Christian Lassen, a 
scholar of Hindu literature and history at the University of Bonn 
during the nineteenth century: “The daily prospect of the snowy 
summit of the Himálaya glittering far and wide over the plains and 
in the strictest sense insurmountable, and the knowledge which they 
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had of the entirely different character of the table-land beyond, with 
its extensive and tranquil domains, its clear and cloudless sky and 
peculiar natural productions, would necessarily designate the north 
as the abode of the gods and the theatre of wonders; while its holi-
ness is explicable from the irresistible impression produced upon 
the mind by surrounding nature.”39

 These chronicles of the pahar show how in Orientalist visions, 
renderings of the region as devbhumi were coupled with a wider 
change in European perceptions of mountain landscapes. For ex-
ample, the European Alps, which were characterized as “strange,” 
“horrid,” and “fearful” in the late seventeenth century, became the 
Romantic subject of “awed praise of mid and later eighteenth- 
century and nineteenth- and twentieth-century travellers.”40 Such 
changing descriptions make evident broader shifts in understand-
ings of nature.41

On this eighteenth-century map, the area that is now Uttarakhand (shown as the 
region above “Camoun”) is largely blank, save for the words “Extensive Forests 

full of Bears and Monkeys.” L. S. de la Rochette, Hind, Hindoostan or India. 
(London: William Faden, 1788; General Collection, Beinecke Rare Book and 

Manuscript Library, Yale University.)
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 Though some colonial accounts represent the Himalaya as a 
largely unpeopled land, other records reveal how colonial travelers 
and officials construed relations between nature and human settle-
ment as harmonious and peaceful. In 1832 Thomas Skinner, a cap-
tain in the 31st Regiment of the British Army, published an account 
of his travels, Excursions in India, including a “walk over the Hima-
laya Mountains to the sources of the Jumna and the Ganges.” Skin-
ner’s “walk” took him through a significant swath of present-day 
Uttarakhand, not far from Nagthari, where I conducted my field-
work some 175 years later. Of his excursion in this part of the 
Himalaya he wrote: “It was three hours before we were able to en-
camp at Luckwarie. . . . It is a very neat village, built near the sum-
mit of a hill, at the base of which, and about one thousand feet 
below it, flows the Jumna. . . . The village is remarkably clean, and 
all around well cultivated. The women are busy reaping, for that 
and drawing water seem to form their regular occupations. They 
are fair and good-looking, with small and strong but neat figures; 
their dress consists of a coarse linen petticoat drawn round the 
waist, with a little jacket, and abundance of rings from the nose to 
the toes.”42 This passage is remarkable for the manner in which 
it demonstrates the enduring ways in which gender, agricultural 
practice, and environment are tightly interwoven in depictions of 
Himalayan village life. Ramachandra Guha, in The Unquiet Woods, 
observes that European travelers to the region in the nineteenth 
century “were frequently given to lyrical descriptions of peasant 
life in the Himalaya, comparing it favorably not merely to social 
conditions in the adjoining Indo-Gangetic plain but also to the 
everyday existence of British and Irish villagers.”43 Indeed, Skinner’s 
account variously characterizes the mountain landscape as “quiet 
and happy,” “an Arcadian picture,” and an “enchanted garden, where 
the produce of Europe and Asia—indeed of every quarter of the 
world—was blended together.”44

 Such idealized depictions of the pahar have persisted in narra-
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tives of travel and tourism in the region into the twenty-first cen-
tury. A long-standing campaign of the state’s Tourism Development 
Board uses the tagline “Uttarakhand. Simply Heaven!” to promote 
and describe the region. Advertisements and promotional material 
prepared by the Tourism Development Board evoke the region’s 
natural splendor, be it in mountains or valleys, rivers or forests. 
These ads showcase an array of possible experiences, ranging from 
sport and adventure in trekking, rafting, and skiing to serenity and 
silence in meditative mountain retreats, to divinity in its sacred riv-
ers and pilgrimage routes.45 An advertisement that the Uttaranchal 
Tourism Development Board placed in a major English-language 
daily in 2006 reflects the way that its mountainous geography is 
inscribed with the qualities of purity and pristine nature. The ad-
vertisement features a Tetra Pak container branded with the state’s 
tourism logo and the iconic image of Nanda Devi, India’s second- 
highest peak. With trees and forests dotting the foreground, the 
label invites the reader to “Come to Uttaranchal,” while the moun-
tainous terrain depicted on the Tetra Pak blends into the bed of ice 
on which the package rests. The advertisement describes the region 
as a “refreshing escape,” likening it to a cold drink—something 
conveniently packaged that may be readily consumed for respite 
from the heat of India’s summer months. Listing the state’s natural 
riches as “dense forests, countless flora and fauna, cascading rivers 
and rivulets,” the text of the advertisement also suggests the kind of 
pure and pristine nature evoked in discourses regarding the pahar.
 Uttarakhand has assumed a central place in India’s religious and 
ecological imagination, but during the twentieth century it occu-
pied a position at the margins of the country’s agrarian revolutions 
and modernization projects. For this reason, agriculture in the re-
gion has been characterized as “backward and unscientific.”46 Such 
conditions did not simply reflect Uttarakhand’s marginal position 
but were actively produced through it; during much of the last cen-
tury, the region was a hill hinterland within the large, populous, and 
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mostly plains state of Uttar Pradesh. In the late 1980s and 1990s, 
demands for a separate state invoked this experience of economic 
and political marginality relative to the Uttar Pradesh plains.47 The 
region suffered as policies were devised by bureaucrats stationed in 
the Uttar Pradesh plains with little attention to, or familiarity with, 
the specificities of hill environments. In this respect, Indu Tewari 
opens her monograph Unity for Identity: Struggle for Uttarakhand 
State with the suggestion that “all the decisions and policies of the 
region have been taken irrespective of its [Uttarakhand’s] unique-
ness. This had disastrous effect resulting in mismanagement and 
degeneration of natural resources and environment. Aberrations in 
the system further rendered the region a picture of neglect and 
backwardness.”48 Claims for statehood in the latter decades of the 
twentieth century portrayed this backwardness not as indicative of 
the region’s original condition, but as politically created through a 
de facto policy of internal colonialism. Writing of the extractive 
policies that gave rise to the famed Chipko movement, Gerald Ber-
reman argues stridently: “One might say that Uttarakhand has be-
come a colony with the state and nation which administers it. It 
is  an internal colony, a domestic colony, but a colony nonethe-
less.”49 Paradoxically, in the early twenty-first century, amid grow-
ing awareness about the Green Revolution’s deleterious ecological 
consequences and considerable public controversy about agricul-
tural biotechnology, it is precisely this condition of backwardness 
and neglect that allowed the new state to reinvent itself as a region 
where agriculture remains pure and pristine.

Provincializing Organic
Since the last decade of the twentieth century, organic has become 
a term that circulates globally as a signifier of food that is natural, 
pure, and ecologically produced. Its global expansion has been 
abetted by the proliferation of organic standards and certification 
regimes both nationally and internationally. An increasing number 
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of national jurisdictions have introduced legislation and regulatory 
standards for organic agriculture. Internationally, initiatives in both 
the private and public sphere have further encouraged the growth 
of international trade in organic products. In this realm, the Inter-
national Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements (IFOAM), 
a private membership-based association founded in 1972, works to 
facilitate trade worldwide, and the intergovernmental Codex Ali-
mentarius Commission, which establishes international food stan-
dards, created the “Guidelines for the Production, Processing, Label-
ing, and Marketing of Organic Foods” in 1999. As a consequence 
of this global expansion, the meanings of organic agriculture now 
extend beyond the specificities of historical experience from which 
it emerged in the early to mid-twentieth century.50

 Against a tendency to regard this rise of organic agriculture in-
ternationally as a recent phenomenon, it is worth noting that from 
some of its earliest formulations, organic has been a postcolonial 
idea. As we shall see in chapter 1, Sir Albert Howard, an imperial 
economic botanist employed by the British government, spent the 
first three decades of the twentieth century in India studying meth-
ods of improving soil fertility using the “waste products of agricul-
ture.”51 Returning to England in the 1930s, he drew on his experi-
ence in India to become a vocal opponent of the industrialization 
of agriculture that he observed in Britain; his work helped lay the 
foundations for the 1946 formation of the British Soil Association, 
which today remains the preeminent organization in the United 
Kingdom promoting and certifying organic agriculture.
 Such transnational histories of a concept that is now more pop-
ularly connected to projects of getting “back to the land” than to 
those of imperial domination are, perhaps not surprisingly, often 
effaced. As a result, organic agriculture remains a phenomenon still 
widely understood as a reaction to the proliferating use of synthetic 
chemicals and fertilizers, increasing mechanization and factory farm-
ing, and rising corporate intervention in agriculture that began in 
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the early twentieth century and continues—albeit in different forms—
to this day. Scholarly debates have explored the extent to which 
organic agriculture comes to be conventionalized, resembling in-
dustrial modes of agricultural production as it scales up and be-
comes more mainstream; other inquiries have examined how certi-
fied organic production affects, positively or adversely, smallholder 
agriculture in developing countries.52 Guntra Aistara complicates 
binaries of Global North and South that often frame these debates, 
drawing on her research in Latvia and Costa Rica to advocate in-
stead for a perspective that attends to the rise of organic agriculture 
as “an outgrowth of locally situated agricultural trends over the 
course of decades or centuries, resulting in variations in organic 
agricultural practices and meanings in different contexts.”53 The 
particular and situated everyday experiences of organic agriculture 
are thus, on the one hand, shaped by the processes of standardiza-
tion and harmonization at play in its global expansion; on the other, 
these distinctive experiences also shape how such processes play 
out as organic agriculture becomes established in ever more diverse 
regions of the world.
 Despite the fact that the idea of organic has circulated globally 
from its very beginnings, it is still in need of provincialization. Pro-
vincializing organic means stepping away from the notion that or-
ganic is primarily a physical essence or property, and instead seeing 
it as a quality that is produced from historically situated social, cul-
tural, economic, and political practices and relations. In Uttara-
khand, organic agriculture emerged in a landscape where histories 
of human-environment relations, development, and modernity are 
notably distinct from those where organic movements first took 
root in Britain, Europe, and North America. Uttarakhand’s loca-
tion on the margins of modernizing development in India, and at 
the center of the nation’s mythological and ecological imagination, 
trouble the notion that organic farming is simply an alternative to 
ecologically damaging industrial modes of agriculture associated 
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with modernity. Uttarakhand’s experience helps us better grasp how 
organic acquires meaning and how farmers—and agriculture—in the 
region are understood to become organic in a postcolonial land-
scape long seen to be on the margins of modernity.
 In this sense, organic agriculture straddles an enduring division 
between nature and culture that has been identified as a defining 
feature of modernity.54 “The passage from pre-modern to modern,” 
Timothy Mitchell writes, “is always understood as a rupture and a 
separation, whether of a rational self from a disenchanted world, of 
producers from their means of production, or of nature and popu-
lation from the processes of technological control and separation.”55 
In the political theory and philosophy of the Enlightenment, for 
example, the departure from a figurative “state of nature” signifies 
the advent of political modernity, associational life, and “social 
man.”56 Yet even as nature provided a foil against which civil and 
political society could be imagined and elaborated, ideas of nature—
and of agriculture—were equally shaped by this division.
 The notion of an autonomous sphere of nature existing outside 
human experience and intervention is a defining and well-docu-
mented feature of modernity.57 From around the eighteenth cen-
tury in Europe, ideas of “unmediated” nature began to develop at 
a  time of increasing detachment from and exploitation of nature 
through those signature forces of the modern age—industrialization, 
urbanization, and imperial expansion.58 Raymond Williams and 
William Cronon, for example, trace how the material, regulatory, 
and imaginative separation of the categories of city and country 
was consequential for ideas of nature in England and the United 
States, respectively.59 By the mid-nineteenth century, Cronon writes, 
“Chicago had become ‘urban,’ spawning belching smokestacks and 
crowded streets, at the same time that the lands around it became 
‘rural,’ yielding not grass and red-winged blackbirds but wheat, 
corn, and hogs.”60 Imperial expansion in Asia, Africa, and the Amer-
icas helped sow the seeds of modern European and North Ameri-
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can environmentalism from the seventeenth century. These impe-
rial expeditions, often premised on Edenic quests for unspoiled 
lands, occurred precisely at a historical moment of accelerated deg-
radation and pollution in both colonies and metropole owing to the 
gathering force of the industrial revolution.61

 Agriculture, understood as the taming and domestication of na-
ture, has long been seen to belong to the realm of culture.62 This 
separation, or purification as Bruno Latour terms it, is arguably 
nowhere more clear than in the monocultured landscapes, factory 
farms, and slaughterhouses that have become emblematic of agri-
cultural modernization. Recent organic movements in Europe and 
North America are, in part, a response to the manner in which the 
deep and far-reaching division between nature and culture play out 
in conventional agriculture. Opposing this hierarchical separation 
of nature and culture, which has so powerfully informed ideas of 
agrarian modernity, some in the United States have claimed that or-
ganic agriculture “implies a fundamentally different worldview and 
cultural ethos, with a qualitatively different orientation to people- 
nature relations.”63 The core epistemological basis of organic agri-
culture, this line of argument goes, instead emphasizes interdepen-
dencies and dynamic interaction among humans and nonhumans 
within agrarian landscapes, along with ethics of stewardship and 
care. Wary of legislation and standards that elide such foundational 
differences, these scholars and proponents of organic agriculture 
contend that in its “purest” form, organic agriculture may offer the 
possibility of overcoming the binary separation of nature and cul-
ture and the kind of human exceptionalism that has long marked 
agrarian worlds.64

 In many regions of South Asia, divisions between nature and so-
ciety not only denote a passage from the premodern to the modern, 
but also have come to be part of the way that people and land are 
governed. Forests, in particular, have been much studied as a site 
where tensions between nature and culture were brought into relief 
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with the extension of colonial rule.65 The word jangal, Michael Dove 
observes, has only recently come to refer to a densely forested, wild 
landscape.66 Its antecedent, the Sanskrit term jangala, was described 
in Vedic literature as a savannah landscape managed through ani-
mal husbandry and fire. Though the more recent jangal is associ-
ated with barbarism and primitivity, the ancient meaning of jangala 
encompassed society within nature.67 These shifts in ways of know-
ing nature also marked shifts in ways of governing it. Changes in 
the meanings of jangal and of wildness more broadly signaled the 
positioning of nature in strategies of colonial rule.68 In colonial 
Bengal, K. Sivaramakrishnan shows, “the partitioning of landscapes 
and social spheres came to characterize large aspects of modernist 
state formation.”69 In the early phases of empire, during East India 
Company rule, jungle zones in Bengal were seen as “zones of anom-
aly” resistant to the incursions of the modern apparatus of state and 
capital.70 As forests became zones of wildness and incivility, a dis-
tinction was further drawn between forested and agrarian land-
scapes. In contrast to forests, agrarian landscapes were treated “as 
the product of culture.”71

 In Uttarakhand, however, forests and agriculture figure rather 
differently within the ambit of nature, state, and society relations. 
From the late nineteenth century, as timber extraction gathered pace 
during the expansion of India’s railways, forests in the Garhwal and 
Kumaon regions of what is now Uttarakhand were increasingly 
placed under state control.72 Dehradun itself became a center of 
state scientific forestry in the early twentieth century, with the es-
tablishment of the Imperial Forest Research Institute in 1906. 
When India became independent in 1947, Haripriya Rangan notes, 
forests accounted for well over half of the land area of the Garhwal 
region of present-day Uttarakhand; authority over the majority of 
forested land was granted to the Uttar Pradesh State Forest De-
partment and State Revenue Department.73 The region’s abiding 
histories of peasant resistance and rebellion, which span the colonial 
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and postcolonial periods, speak to the ways in which Uttarakhand’s 
forests have been sites of intensive and extractive state- making proj-
ects. Unlike other regions of India, then, where agriculture was 
encompassed within a sphere of culture and state control, while 
forests existed as a domain of wildness, in Uttarakhand this relation 
was reversed. In Uttarakhand it is agriculture, rather than forests, 
that has arguably constituted a “zone of anomaly,” as the rugged, 
mountainous terrain of the region has long been inimical to state 
projects of agricultural development.
 The alignment of agriculture unambiguously with the sphere of 
culture, then, is certainly not as straightforward as it appears. Seek-
ing to problematize the making of the agrarian—as both idea and 
landscape—Neeladri Bhattacharya shows that it is far from a time-
less given. In colonial Punjab, he argues, it was brought into being 
as “the universal rural” through forms of conquest, intervention, 
and control that were part and parcel of British rule.74 If the agrar-
ian is to be problematized, as Bhattacharya suggests, what does this 
imply for Uttarakhand, a Himalayan frontier that has long been 
outside the fold of both colonial and postcolonial projects of agri-
cultural improvement? In Uttarakhand’s hills, popular images of 
“traditional,” “unscientific,” and “backward” hill farming position 
agriculture as closer to nature than to culture. Such associations 
resonate across the Himalaya, expressed as what Sarah Besky has 
called “the Third World agrarian imaginary.” She explains that this 
imaginary “is not only an image of farming as an original, ecolog-
ically balanced form of connection between people and place but 
also a set of ideas about the relation between people and nature.”75 
Besky’s ethnography of fair-trade Darjeeling tea examines how 
plantations come to be figured as gardens and workers as stewards, 
which obfuscates the violence of their ecological and social histo-
ries while producing a redemptive narrative about harmonious re-
lations between nature and culture. Yet something of the opposite 
is true in Uttarakhand. Rather than differentiating itself from the 
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plantation, that icon of agricultural modernity and industrialization, 
organic farming in smallholder settings must instead distinguish 
itself from agricultural practices that are widely seen as traditional 
at best or backward and primitive at worst. Part of the appeal of 
organic farming for Gita Devi and others I came to know was the 
affordances it offered in terms of establishing a stake in the region’s 
cultural and agrarian modernity. Gita Devi’s gesture, cupping com-
post in her hand, was a claim to such modernity. Becoming organic 
thus entails striking a delicate balance: in Uttarakhand, advocates 
and practitioners of organic agriculture must both invoke elements 
of the “Third World agrarian imaginary” and adhere to institution-
ally recognized practices of certified organic farming that mark it as 
distinct from visions of timeless and traditional hill agriculture.

Organic Agriculture and Post-Reform Development
Even as it sheds light on enduring debates about the relation be-
tween nature and culture, environment and society, organic agri-
culture has emerged in Uttarakhand at a time when the state and 
market are assuming new forms in India. These configurations of 
institutions and practices that the advent of organic agriculture in 
Uttarakhand has called forth are themselves significant for under-
standing contemporary development processes.
 For much of India’s colonial and postcolonial history, agriculture 
has been a principal site of state intervention in rural areas, as the 
demarcations of zones of nature and culture served as important 
axes of state making. In the mid-1990s, Akhil Gupta asked what 
postcoloniality might mean for villagers of Alipur, in rural Uttar 
Pradesh. For India’s rural population, he argued, the postcolonial 
condition was defined by hybridity—the coming together of “con-
tradictory logics and incommensurable discourses.”76 Many of these 
contradictions were evident in practices of working the land, he 
suggested, and related to the categories of modern and traditional, 
foreign and indigenous. Hybridity could be observed in the ways 
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that farmers in Alipur combined applications of livestock manure 
with chemical fertilizers, and in how they interspersed discussions 
about the application of such synthetic fertilizers with references to 
the dispositions of soils and the agency of land. The postcolonial 
condition, moreover, was conjunctural, arising at the intersection 
of the “apparatus of development,” changing modes of global capi-
talism, and technologies of agricultural production that emphasized 
yield with the aim of achieving national food grain self-sufficiency.
 Gupta’s research in Alipur was undertaken in the 1980s and 
1990s, at a relatively early stage in India’s consequential political 
and economic reforms. But the postcolonial condition is a key con-
cept in relation to which more recent institutional formations of 
development and capitalism in agriculture can be reexamined. For 
a start, the apparatus of development, which Gupta identified as 
key to the postcolonial condition, is today differently configured, 
as the role of the national state in development interventions has 
come to assume different forms.77 In the mid-twentieth century 
the national state played a leading role in the Green Revolution 
through public-sector agricultural research, development programs, 
and extension. It is not so much that the state has withdrawn as a 
consequence of accelerating liberalization in the 1990s as that its 
role vis-à-vis agriculture increasingly involves establishing legal frame-
works, regulations, and standards within which ever more mobile 
and flexible forms of capital can operate.78 Gupta noted the in tro-
duction of intellectual property rights as one instance of how “trans-
formations in global capitalism have worked in concert with changes 
in development orthodoxy and the politics of nation-states.”79 The 
development of standards for organic production and certification 
is another instance of such shifts, which are also captured in the 
proliferation of non-state actors—nongovernmental organizations 
(NGOs) and private companies, among others—in agricultural 
spheres.80

 These transformations in the organization of political and eco-
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nomic life have often been heralded in public discourse as indica-
tions of a “New India.”81 If part of what Gupta identified as so cen-
tral to the postcolonial condition was India’s status as a third-world 
or developing nation-state, ideas of a “New India” signal something 
different. India is “no longer representative of deprivation and dys-
topian collapse, but a signifier of a new world of affluence, enter-
prise, techno-mobility, consumption and fresh market opportunities 
that an economically stagnant Western world is in search of.”82 But 
as much as an aura of novelty and dynamism circulates around cel-
ebratory notions of a “New India,” popular narratives of its emer-
gence that emphasize novelty and rupture encounter challenges. 

Certified organic basmati paddy (unmilled rice) is cultivated in the Doon Valley 
and is procured from farmers under contract farming arrangements. Here 

laborers load it on a truck bound for a rice mill in the state of Haryana, from 
where it will be distributed in metropolitan domestic markets and exported 

overseas. Doon Valley, December 2007.
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Post-reform India continues to wrestle with tensions and contra-
dictions between new and old, modern and traditional. As evidence 
of this, Kaur and Hansen observe, “ ‘New’ India is premised on a 
muscular nationalism espousing a (Hindu) civilizational narrative 
of the nation and celebrating the achievements and cultural predi-
lections of a largely upper caste Hindu elite and middle class.”83 
The popularization of Hindu traditions of ayurveda, yoga, and 
zero- budget natural farming are just some of the ways in which 
tradition—and invariably Hindu tradition—is reworked as cultur-
ally modern in post-reform India.
 Much of the attention paid to India’s program of liberalization 
has been riveted on those sites where its transformations and ef-
fects are most visible: on its cities, emergent and growing middle 
class, new industries, commodities, and consumption practices. 
There is also a decidedly urban focus in much of this scholarship. 
Becoming Organic instead moves deliberately to approach liberaliza-
tion through supply and production in agrarian settings. Specifi-
cally, I consider how organic agriculture may be taken as a window 
onto processes of development and relations between states, mar-
kets, and other actors. I do not focus primarily on the national state, 
as much of postcolonial theory and subaltern studies do.84 Rather, I 
attend to the subnational state and the more flexible and capacious 
idea of the region. Exploring forms and expressions of develop-
ment in India, Sivaramakrishnan and Agrawal advanced the term 
regional modernities to capture the many and varied ways in which 
development is related to modernity, and to recognize “the histor-
ically sedimented social, economic, and spatial structures that shape 
development.”85

 Such attention to the region, linked with but not limited to par-
ticular scalar or geographic referents, is further warranted, given 
that regional and local states are becoming stronger as a result of 
decentralization and liberalization.86 If the nature of the state is 
conditioned by globalization and economic reforms, India’s experi-
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ence of liberalization is equally shaped by political dynamics of 
decentralization and devolution.87 These phenomena have helped 
give rise to “regional states,” which now wield primary authority 
over the industrial and economic policies in their jurisdictions.88 
Considerable autonomy over private domestic and foreign direct 
investment has drawn regional states further into competition with 
each other. Uttarakhand’s formation, then, coincides not only with 
economic liberalization, but with a broader move to political devo-
lution and decentralization that accentuates the regional character 
of India’s federal system. Becoming Organic speaks to the ways in 
which the Indian state and state-making processes are reshaped 
through economic liberalization and political reforms and so con-
dition the forms of agricultural and rural development. The start-
ing point for this inquiry, however, is not at the level of the nation- 
state, the focus of much postcolonial and post-development theory, 
but rather the subnational regional state within the specific context 
of the formation of Uttarakhand. These broader phenomena, how-
ever, take shape through the everyday, lived experience of farmers 
and bureaucrats, certification inspectors and corporate retailers—
that is to say, in the subjects and subjectivities fashioned around 
Uttarakhand’s turn to certified organic agriculture.

Agrarian Subjects after Liberalization
In Uttarakhand, the hill cultivator has long been a vexed and am-
biguous figure in public, state, and development discourses, posi-
tioned both as a subaltern environmentalist living in harmony with 
nature and as an unruly and backward peasant degrading the re-
gion’s rich and valuable resources. The region’s history of peasant 
rebellion has powerfully shaped understandings of agrarian subjec-
tivity in the region. This history dates from the precolonial era, but 
it has been embodied most famously by the Chipko movement, 
which arose in the 1970s as a popular mobilization against Forest 
Department rules that restricted access of hill villagers to local for-
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ests while simultaneously facilitating access for commercial timber 
extraction. Subsequently, Chipko has become, though not without 
debate, an iconic example of grassroots social movements in the 
Global South, of peasant environmentalism, and of ecofeminist con-
sciousness.89 Garhwal villagers at the heart of the Chipko move-
ment have been emblematic of popular resistance to extractive and 
exploitative colonial and postcolonial state policies pursued in the 
region. Ramachandra Guha famously argued that hill farmers are 
environmentalists of a kind: “Peasant movements like Chipko are 
not merely a defence of the little community and its values, but also 
an affirmation of a way of life more harmoniously adjusted with 
natural processes. At one level they are defensive, seeking to escape 
the tentacles of the commercial economy and the centralizing state; 
and yet at another level they are assertive, actively challenging the 
ruling- class vision of a homogenizing urban-industrial culture.”90 
This claim melds perspectives that position hill cultivators politi-
cally and culturally as subaltern subjects of India’s colonial and post-
colonial states and as guardians of authentic tradition, while situat-
ing them within a balanced agricultural ecology, uncontaminated by 
modernizing development.91

 From the perspective of state officials and development pro-
grams, however, hill farmers have often been construed less as pro-
tectors than as poor managers of natural—and, in particular, forest—
resources. Arun Agrawal notes that in the early part of the twentieth 
century, villagers in the Kumaon region of eastern Uttarakhand 
deliberately set fires to forests to protest strict government policies 
of forest reservation, earning them a reputation as “fire-wielding, 
state-defying, rebellious hill men.”92 Even as this resistance came 
to assume more ecological hues in the post-independence period, 
through the Chipko movement in particular, activities associated 
with hill farming—especially livestock grazing and the collection 
of fuelwood and fodder—have been routinely painted as the source 
of environmental degradation in the Himalaya.93 But the region’s 
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strong history of resistance and rebellion, Haripriya Rangan and 
Emma Mawdsley have pointed out, is less an outright critique or 
rejection of development than it is an expression of the aspirations 
and desires of hill farmers for locally meaningful development and 
of their struggles to realize it.94

 Agrarian subjectivities in the Himalaya, however, must be parsed 
more finely than categories such as hill farmer, villager, or peasant 
allow. Feminist scholars of political ecology have pointed out that 
agricultural labor and practices are aspects of everyday life not only 
where such identities and subjectivities are made visible, but also 
where they are constituted.95 Forests and fields are not then purely 
natural or agricultural spaces; they need to be understood as social 
and cultural spaces in which forms of identity and subjectivity asso-
ciated with gender, caste, and age are produced and reproduced.96 
Pioneering this line of argument, Shubhra Gururani has described 
how in Uttarakhand’s Kumaon region, “forests create cultural spaces 
through which social relationships and a feminized sense of self, 
notions of work, proper behavior, and respect are constituted along 
multiple relations of power.”97 Along similar lines, Jane Dyson traces 
how movement associated with herding livestock proves crucial in 
shaping experiences of gender, youth, and adulthood in Garhwal.98 
These insights are crucial for the nuanced attention they draw 
to  the ways in which various subjectivities are fashioned in and 
through Uttarakhand’s forested and agrarian landscapes. Recalling 
the scene that opened this book, the way that compost is handled and 
carried—cupped in the hand, or hauled on the back—embodies 
distinctions of caste hierarchy, youth, and age. Newly introduced 
organic practices, too, are areas in which enduring forms of socio-
cultural differentiation are produced and negotiated.
 In this book, I pick up the abiding question of agrarian subjec-
tivity in Uttarakhand. But I suggest that when it comes to com-
mercially ambitious, certified organic agriculture in Uttarakhand, 
we must also look beyond the state as a primary locus of subject 
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formation and toward new figures and processes at play within Ut-
tarakhand’s agrarian landscapes. Scholars of neoliberalism have 
argued for the emergence of an entrepreneurial self, advancing at-
tendant ideas about the cultivation and valorization of “active” and 
“enterprising” citizenship. In India, after liberalization, “enterprise—
economic and political—is more important to the exercise of citi-
zenship in India than it is before liberalization.”99 Frequently, such 
notions of entrepreneurship are deployed in relation to the provi-
sion of welfare or worlds of work, where they intersect with gender, 
race, and class subjectivities.100 These “active” or “entrepreneurial” 
citizens are praised for their self-promotion and their understand-
ing of themselves as a “bundle of skills, assets, qualities, experiences 
and relationships, a bundle that must be constantly managed and 
constantly enhanced.”101 These notions of entrepreneurship have 

Preparing land for cultivation on Nagthari’s terraces. The figure of the Himalayan 
hill farmer, and hill farming more generally, has been variously represented and 
contested in environmental and development imaginations from the nineteenth 

century to the present day. Jaunsar Bawar, April 2008.
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tended to emerge in the more familiar post-reform settings of cities, 
call centers, start-up companies, and the like. In this book I refrain 
from linking entrepreneurial qualities exclusively with neoliberal-
ism and post-reform development; I show that they are instead part 
of a more long-standing mode of cultivating agrarian citizens and 
subjects in the region. To that end, I ask: How are notions of agrar-
ian entrepreneurship expressed in organic agriculture? How do in-
stitutions and practices developed to enable organic agriculture—
certification, contract farming, composting methods, and marketing 
fairs—reorient and refashion agrarian subjectivity?
 This book also claims, however, that agrarian subjectivity and 
agency are eminently affective, even as they are conditioned im-
portantly by development policies and institutional practices, as 
well as by cultural and social positions of caste and gender. The 
“agrarian landscape is a terrain of natural and moral cultivation,” 
Anand Pandian writes, demonstrating how working the land entails 
moral work on the self.102 For the Kallars, a tribe formerly classified 
as criminal, and among whom Pandian conducted his research, this 
work strives toward an ethical life. For farmers in Uttarakhand, or-
ganic agriculture holds out the promise of breaking away from ste-
reotypical notions that cast them as either premodern or timelessly 
traditional. Achieving organic status, therefore, taps aspirational 
visions and desires for farmers long seen as “backward.”103

 These aspirations to become organic take shape amid shifting 
relations of state and market that characterize post-reform devel-
opment. Sudipta Kaviraj, in an influential essay published in 2005, 
claimed that the Indian state remains for many of its citizens “the 
primary source of modernity” as well as the “only repository . . . of 
people’s moral aspirations.”104 In the wake of more than two de-
cades of liberalization, however, one might ask how transformations 
in economic life condition people’s ideas about how to be modern 
and the horizons of their aspirations. In post-reform India, it is also 
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possible to speak now of an “enchantment of the market.” Whether 
in the growing number of vast, air-conditioned malls, in overt dis-
plays of private wealth, in a booming IT sector, or in the cacophony 
of busy call centers, the market too appears to be increasingly a 
repository for aspirations to modernity and belonging, promising 
its own opportunities for invention and reinvention.105 This book, 
then, offers an account of how people in rural India, navigating 
changing modes of agricultural production introduced by organic 
agriculture, come to relate to the state and market, and how this 
relation shapes their own identities and subjectivities.

Organic Connections: Of Sites and the Field
Tracing what is involved in the making of organic quality required 
that I move within and between farmers’ fields, government and 
corporate offices, trade fairs and exhibitions. Fieldwork of this kind 
is often characterized as multisited ethnography. This rendering of 
ethnography, as well as notions of circulation, connection, and fric-
tion that have attended efforts to think about scale and site in an-
thropology, have been extraordinarily generative for me.106 But as I 
tried to follow various endeavors to remake the agrarian in Uttara-
khand, what George Marcus described as the “posited logic of asso-
ciation or connection” was not always evident.107 Nor was it always 
clear to me what it was that I was following. For organic was not a 
thing that was given, around which congealed a stable set of mean-
ings or uniform practices; it was, as I have said, a more diffuse qual-
ity, one continually in the making. This ethnography is thus only 
partially the result of having conducted research in different places. 
It is also an effort to think of the field not only as the “where of 
anthropology” but also, as Akhil Gupta and James Ferguson have 
urged, the “what.”108 The field, in my work, is not the sum total 
of  sites in which I established some physical presence. Rather, 
it emerged out of the questions and puzzles I encountered; it was 
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conditioned by the relations I formed and also by those I did not. It 
was delimited by what I did and did not, could and could not, do. 
And it remains to this day a place of ongoing inquiry.
 While I conducted the majority of my fieldwork independently, 
undertaking this research en famille meant that I was by no means a 
solitary ethnographer. Toward the end of my fieldwork, in 2008, I 
was grateful for the research assistance of Nuri Rawat. Together we 
undertook a series of in-depth interviews with organic cultivators 
that inform this ethnography. Throughout the period of my re-
search in 2007 and 2008, Dehradun was home for me and my fam-
ily. From there I was able to regularly visit the UOCB, as well as 
other state government offices, and travel to farms and villages in 
the surrounding Doon Valley. The village of Nagthari, in Jaunsar 
Bawar, was around three hours from Dehradun, and it became a 
second home for us as I regularly conducted fieldwork there. Less 
frequently, my research took me to Delhi, Haryana, and other parts 
of the Garhwal and Kumaon regions of Uttarakhand.

Uttarakhand’s Organic Bureaucracies
It was in the UOCB office that, in 2005, I first became acquainted 
with some of the board’s staff and with the broad scope of its his-
tory and activities. I returned in 2006 to lay the foundations for my 
extended period of fieldwork in 2007 and 2008. Indeed, this period 
of preliminary research led me to focus on the conjunction of state 
formation and organic agriculture, so, when I returned to Dehradun 
in 2007, it seemed logical to locate myself in the UOCB headquar-
ters, the institutional hub and nerve center for the state’s organic 
program.109 In its office, visions for expanding organic cultivation 
and forging new market opportunities were imagined and crafted 
as the day-to-day work of running a statewide organic program—
managing records, writing reports, developing communications 
materials—occurred.
 In 2007 and 2008, when I conducted my fieldwork, the head-
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quarters of the Uttarakhand Organic Commodity Board were lo-
cated in a lush residential colony on the outskirts of Dehradun, a 
stone’s throw from the expansive, historic grounds of India’s mon-
umental Forest Research Institute, built in the heyday of the Brit-
ish Raj in 1906. Bearing physical testimony to these very different 
epochs of state formation and to the rapid bureaucratic transfor-
mation of Uttarakhand in the wake of the new state’s creation in 
November 2000, the UOCB’s office—like those of several other 
government-affiliated agencies in the same colony—was located in 
a modest, converted private home.
 Establishing my presence at the UOCB took time. Though many 
people passed through the office, it was clear that I was neither an-
other short-term visitor nor an employee, nor even a volunteer or 
intern. As much as I sought to immerse myself in the UOCB’s work, 
my research among its registered farmers meant that I also main-
tained some distance from the board and its staff. This was not a 
balance struck once, but a challenge that I navigated throughout 
my fieldwork. Invariably, inquiring into the meanings and practices 
of organic agriculture in Uttarakhand took me beyond the UOCB’s 
headquarters. Outside its compound walls, I was able to observe the 
interface among the board, farmers, field staff, private-sector buy-
ers, certification inspectors, bureaucrats in the state and central gov-
ernments, and a wider public in Dehradun and Delhi.
 During my time in Dehradun, I also made several visits to the 
Uttarakhand State Organic Certification Agency (USOCA). Al-
though my visits to USOCA were less frequent, they proceeded 
along similar lines as I conversed with external certification inspec-
tors employed by the state and assisted with their work by prepar-
ing a comparative chart of standards for organic certification in 
India, the United States, and the European Union. I also conducted 
more focused interviews with a range of government officials and 
with researchers at G. B. Pant Agricultural University. These inter-
views helped me situate organic farming in the state’s wider agri-
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cultural policy and observe how the state’s own agricultural univer-
sity responded to the government’s initiative to promote organic 
cultivation.
 The research I conducted in the UOCB’s headquarters helped 
me understand how organic was both imagined and administered 
bureaucratically. I recognized, however, that while locating myself 
within this setting offered me a rare opportunity to observe the 
work of a novel, partly governmental, partly nongovernmental in-
stitution, it also limited my perspective in other ways. Basing my-
self in the UOCB’s office offered insight into how organic agricul-
ture took on bureaucratic life, but it could not shed light on what 
happened when bureaucratic plans and visions traveled to the fields 
and homes of the state’s organic farmers. What did becoming or-
ganic mean to those people whom the Organic Board sought to en-
roll in the implementation of its vision? Pursuing this question took 
me to farmers in the Doon Valley surrounding Dehradun and into 
the lower Himalayan ranges of Jaunsar Bawar.

Contracting Organic Basmati in the Doon Valley
The Doon Valley surrounds the rapidly expanding state capital of 
Dehradun. It has acquired fame for, among other things, its long-
grained, aromatic basmati rice. The valley itself is bounded by the 
Shivalik Hills to the south and the lower Himalaya to the north. 
Fertile alluvial soil is fed by the waters of the Ganges and Yamuna 
rivers and their major tributaries, such as the Tons and Song. Agri-
culture in the valley is organized mainly around a rice-wheat rota-
tion, although in eastern parts of the Doon sugarcane is also grown. 
The proximity of the Doon Valley’s agricultural land to the rapidly 
growing city of Dehradun means that farming is no longer a pri-
mary source of income for the valley’s cultivators. Indeed, among 
residents of Asanpur—a village in Dharampur block located only 
about a half hour by car or scooter from the center of Dehradun 
and where I conducted some of my fieldwork in the Doon Valley—
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many adult male household members held jobs as shopkeepers, 
drivers, or daily laborers, some ran their own seasonal trucking busi-
nesses, and other, more affluent residents relied on army pensions.110 
Since 2005, farmers in the Doon Valley have contracted with a 
large Indian rice retailer, which I call Hira Foods, to produce or-
ganic basmati rice for export.111 Farmers in the Doon Valley are 
organized into four farmers’ federations, each consisting of several 
hundred farmers, which act as units for the purposes of group or-
ganic certification and contracting with the rice retailer. Under the 
terms of the contract, members of the federation agree to supply 
the company with a given quantity of organic basmati at a given 
time for a prearranged price. During the course of my fieldwork, 
farmers set up a similar contract with an Indian wheat retailer.
 My research in the Doon Valley was, in many ways, a natural 
extension of my work in UOCB headquarters. Based in its board-
room, I came to learn that traffic between the UOCB’s office and 
the villages and fields of Doon Valley farmers was frequent. Field 
officers and master trainers often came into the office to meet with 
the quality, production, or marketing managers. Farmers’ federa-
tion presidents also assembled for meetings about contract ar-
rangements with officials from the UOCB, Hira Foods, and other 
prospective buyers, as well as to bring matters of concern to the 
attention of the board’s staff. After some time at the UOCB, I found 
it relatively easy to accompany officers making visits to farms in 
the valley as well as to observe the 2007 procurement of basmati 
rice from Doon Valley farmers and inspections conducted by the 
UOCB’s own internal control system (ICS) inspectors. These visits 
and the conversations I had on journeys to and from the field al-
lowed me to get to know the staff who worked across the bounda-
ries of office and field and to explore the interface where cultivation 
practices meet bureaucratic procedures.
 In addition to visits of this nature, invariably made with employ-
ees of the UOCB or Hira Foods, I came to spend time in the village 
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of Asanpur independently of the UOCB. Because I was conducting 
my research across different sites, I did not take up residence in 
Asanpur but, rather, made visits at least once a week. Asanpur is 
located only ten miles from the bustling center of Dehradun, at 
the foot of the lower Himalaya. It was settled within the past two 
generations as families in a mountainous village in nearby Tehri 
Garhwal district moved down to the valley to diversify their culti-
vation and take up employment and educational opportunities in 
Dehradun. Close connections remain between immediate and ex-
tended kin in each locale, and families exchanged both labor and 
harvests. All families in Asanpur were of Rajput or Brahmin caste; 
scheduled-caste families lived a short distance away from the main 
village. Because most households relied on off-farm income, daily 
wage labor was used as needed for agricultural tasks such as trans-
planting, weeding, and harvesting, although at the time of sowing 
basmati, I observed that male household members plowed the fields 
and sowed basmati seeds in nurseries. On the whole, farm sizes in 
Asanpur were small: most families cultivated less than half a hectare 
(1 ¼ acre) of land.

Cultivating Organic Quality in Jaunsar Bawar
The pattern of agriculture in the Doon Valley, as well as the con-
tract arrangement between Hira Foods and organic basmati farm-
ers there, differs significantly from organic practices in more 
mountainous tracts of Uttarakhand. With a view to perceiving 
these differences more precisely, I conducted part of my fieldwork 
in Nagthari, a village in the lower Himalaya situated above a bend 
in the Yamuna River at an elevation of approximately 900 to 1,200 
meters (3,000 to 4,000 feet).
 Nagthari is located on the western boundary of Uttarakhand, 
in the region of Jaunsar Bawar. Since 1967, when it was declared 
a scheduled area, residents of Jaunsar Bawar have held scheduled 
tribe (ST) status; Jaunsaris claim a culture and heritage distinct from 
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Garhwalis and Kumaonis. Its distinctiveness and tribal designation 
stem importantly from a tradition of fraternal polyandry based on 
a claim of mythical descent from the Pandava brothers and their 
marriage to Draupadi. Indeed, social scientific writings about the 
region have overwhelmingly latched on to its polyandrous cus-
toms.112 Though they hold ST status, residents of Nagthari also ad-
here to caste distinctions; high-caste Brahmins and Rajputs are in-
cluded, somewhat unusually, in the ST category alongside low-caste 
Bajgis and Koltas.113 The homes of dominant-caste Rajputs are 
clustered around a central courtyard that forms the heart of the 
village. Bajgi families, traditionally landless tailors and drummers, 
also reside around the central courtyard. Koltas, a low-caste group 
now also designated a scheduled caste, reside in a hamlet a short 
distance away from the main village, whereas high-caste Brahmins 
live in an entirely separate village referred to by local residents sim-
ply as “Brahmin gaon.”
 Caste relations within the village permit intermarriage among 
Brahmins and certain Rajput castes, but in many other respects the 
caste distinctions are stark and align with divisions of wealth and 
power. Rajputs and Brahmins, as expected, constitute the wealthy, 
landowning households in Nagthari. Nagthari’s Kolta families, how-
ever, own little land today and were historically landless.114 They are 
often linked to landowning families through a sharecropping sys-
tem in which they cultivate land in exchange for providing the 
landowner with half of the harvest from it. In an alternative ar-
rangement that has been described as bonded labor,115 a number 
of Kolta families have long-standing relationships with Rajput and 
Brahmin families to whom they provide agricultural labor, care for 
livestock, and remove the dead, typically for compensation with 
grain or food.
 Unlike that in the Doon Valley, agriculture in Nagthari was 
largely rainfed (that is, unirrigated), and there was a much higher 
level of crop diversity. In the main kharı̄f (summer monsoon) sea-
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son, when farmers in the Doon Valley planted rice and perhaps 
sugarcane, farmers in Nagthari planted maize, dryland rice, millet, 
kidney beans, lentils, amaranth, ginger, and turmeric. After harvest-
ing kharı̄f crops, some families would plant oilseeds, such as mus-
tard and rapeseed, and subsequently barley and wheat. Some of the 
wealthier families in Nagthari and its surrounding villages—often 
higher-caste Rajputs and Brahmins—were further diversifying into 
horticulture by planting mango, apple, and lychee orchards and pro-
ducing more vegetable crops. It was these high-caste families who 
were Nagthari’s most frequent adopters of organic methods.

Becoming Organic
In the chapters that follow, I investigate what becoming organic 
means and entails in Uttarakhand. I demonstrate that organic is 
neither an indelible property of land and agricultural commodities 
nor a dialectical node in trajectories of agrarian change, but rather 
a quality that is produced across diffuse and overlapping settings, 
practices, and registers.
 While organic agriculture is often associated with practices of 
composting and certification, the next two chapters of the book 
look within each of these practices in turn, in an effort to under-
stand more precisely what constitutes organic quality. Chapter 1 ex-
amines how state authority and agrarian agency are co-constituted 
through discourses about manuring and composting practices and 
come to crucially inform the meanings of organic agriculture in 
Uttarakhand. This chapter combines archival research with ethno-
graphic fieldwork in Nagthari to show that relations among culti-
vators, state officials, and Himalayan earth are significant, if unlikely, 
sites in which agrarian identities and notions of human agency are 
produced, represented, and reworked in relation to the larger Him-
alayan environment. Chapter 2 shifts from practices of composting 
to those of certification, and from forms of hill agriculture prac-
ticed in Nagthari to the contract farming of basmati in the Doon 
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Valley. In this chapter, practices of certification—in particular doc-
ument keeping and inspections—unfold in a manner that calls into 
question the rational and bureaucratic characteristics so often as-
cribed to it. Ultimately, notions of viśvās (trust or faith in Hindi) 
become as essential to the enterprise of certified organic agriculture 
as inspections and documentation. Together, these first two chapters 
show how practices often taken as central to organic agriculture—
composting and certification—are undergirded in complex ways by 
representations of agency, on the one hand, and forms of trust, on 
the other. Organic quality is thus not simply an outcome of adher-
ence to these practices themselves. Rather, it is produced within 
these practices, as farmers come to be recognized as agentive (or 
not) in relation to their efforts to improve soil fertility, and as the 
uncertainties and ambiguities generated by certification processes 
make trust a sentiment indispensable to sustaining certified organic 
quality.
 The subsequent three chapters focus more particularly on the 
ways in which state bureaucratic as well as private-sector authority, 
together with agrarian subjectivity and agency, shape organic qual-
ity and converge in the making of new agricultural markets. Chap-
ter 3 examines the relation between the quality of place and organic 
quality as it is manifest in tensions surrounding the production of 
organic basmati rice grown in the Doon Valley under a contract 
arrangement with Hira Foods. Dehradun is famous for its basmati, 
but the history of commoditization through which basmati came 
to be globally traded has changed the very definition of the grain. 
Cultivating organic basmati proves to be a process conditioned not 
only by practices of organic agriculture and certification, but also by 
standards defining basmati rice and contract farming arrangements 
in the Doon Valley. Chapter 4 continues to explore the conditions 
under which organic produce becomes a marketable commodity, 
but it shifts attention from basmati to hill crops that are marketed 
in buyer-seller meets organized by the UOCB. The question of 
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agency surfaces again in this penultimate chapter, as imaginative 
and aspirational agency are key to making markets in Jaunsar Bawar 
and the wider Uttarakhand Himalaya. Chapter 5 considers how 
Uttarakhand’s “brand equity” is crafted through the idea of organic 
agriculture. It focuses on a series of trade fairs and melas (bazaars or 
fairs) in which the UOCB participated in 2007 and 2008, revisiting 
notions of tradition and modernity, nature and agriculture, that un-
derlie and are also complicated by the advent of organic agriculture 
in Uttarakhand. The book concludes with an epilogue that situates 
the emergence of organic agriculture in more recent conversations 
about the green economy and transitions to sustainable agriculture.
 To see organic as a quality, not a property or an essence, is to 
understand it as being conditioned historically and composed not 
only through a myriad of regional, national, and global processes—
ranging from political decentralization to economic liberalization, 
to the mainstreaming of sustainable development agendas—but 
also within everyday practices. Attending to these quotidian prac-
tices directs attention on the minute work of composing and sus-
taining quality, as well as on how such practices are variously parsed 
by certification agencies, state bureaucracies, and corporate author-
ities as part of the production of organic quality. This kind of atten-
tion, then, allows us to see in a different light what might be other-
wise regarded as innocuous practices—to perceive better what is at 
stake in keeping compost in a concrete pit rather than in a heap by 
the side of a field. Such perception enables further inquiry into who 
is able to become organic under what conditions—and who is not. 
And to thereby see how organic quality is inflected and conditioned 
by cultural, economic, and social position, caste and gender rela-
tions. In tracing how organic quality is thus composed and contin-
gent, this book is driven by a curiosity to understand what becom-
ing organic means and entails, and for whom. The account offered 
in the pages that follow describes one effort to differently imagine 
and constitute relations among agriculture, nature, and develop-
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ment in a region where these relations have long been a source of 
imagination and a site of tension. In doing so, this work seeks to 
more fully understand not only what organic is, but what becoming 
organic becomes.
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The Yamuna River snakes three thousand feet below the Himala-
yan village of Nagthari in Jaunsar Bawar, making its long journey 
southward where, some 855 miles from its source in Bandarpunch 
glacier in the Garhwal Himalaya, it eventually joins the Ganges. Its 
rich alluvial deposits, together with those of the Ganges, have cre-
ated the Indo-Gangetic plain’s fertile Doab region, which encom-
passes parts of Uttarakhand and western Uttar Pradesh. These riv-
ers, sacred in Hindu mythology, are also revered for the life they 
bring to land—not only in the form of water, but in the sediments 
and minerals that they carry down from the Himalaya. The vol-
ume of sediment, and the distance it travels, is observable in satel-
lite images that show deposits from the Ganges and Brahmaputra 
stretching out into the Bay of Bengal nearly as far as Sri Lanka.1

 The power with which water moves earth in the Himalaya be-
came clear to me when a sudden, unexpected spring rainstorm in-
terrupted the intensive labor of readying the land for cultivation in 
Nagthari. Here on the terraces, cultivators spent weeks before the 
arrival of the monsoon preparing the fields. Painstakingly they re-
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built and reinforced terrace walls, reclaiming cultivable land from 
the mountainside and clearing away excessive brush and grass from 
the field perimeters; with bent knees and backs they combed the 
ground, pulling rocks and stones out of the soil by hand to ensure 
that the earth would be well-plowed and the growth of young plants 
not impeded; along narrow, often steep mountain paths they car-
ried large handwoven baskets, heavy with compost, to apply to their 
fields. Eventually, using bullocks, they plowed the fields and some-
times leveled them before sowing began. On these terraces, they 
planted a multitude of crops, among them maize, cowpeas, kidney 
beans, as well as other pulses, millets, and dryland rice.
 The torrential rain, however, brought this work to an abrupt halt. 
Over the next hours and days, I watched as the Yamuna changed its 
color and form—and as the rains carved channels into terraced 
fields sown with the seeds of maize and kidney beans only the day 
before. Pouring over terrace walls, the rains swept rich topsoil into 
the river below. In a matter of hours the glacial greenish blue of the 
Yamuna, its constant hue during the preceding winter months, be-
came a surging and swollen muddy brown.
 During these pre-monsoonal rains, my host father, Rawatji, beck-
oned me over to watch a video he had made some years earlier of 
an organic mela held in Nagthari and attended by the district mag-
istrate and other mid-level government officials. Rawatji hailed 
from one of Nagthari’s dominant-caste Rajput families and was 
active in local politics in his own village and surrounding ones. He 
made frequent trips to Dehradun, where his eldest son and nephew 
were studying and his family maintained a small apartment in the 
town’s main bazaar. Much of his time in Dehradun seemed to be 
spent in meetings with officials from the mandı̄, the government- 
regulated agricultural marketing yard, and others in the Agricul-
ture Department and Organic Board, through which he was often 
able to secure funds for development initiatives in the village. While 
his wife, Amrita Devi, was president of the village women’s self-
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help group that operated a microfinance scheme and managed 
other development initiatives in the village—including the organic 
program—Rawatji too played a prominent role locally in promot-
ing the Uttarakhand Organic Commodity Board’s program for 
organic agriculture, referred to in Hindi as jaivik khetı̄. This was 
evident in the video he had personally commissioned to record the 
proceedings of Nagthari’s first organic mela.
 This silent film’s initial images show women from Nagthari 
clothed in customary Jaunsari attire of a heavy woolen skirt, but-
toned blouse, and scarf tied around the head and walking single file 
along paths to the barns where livestock are kept. The camera zooms 
in for close-ups of different kinds of compost prepared by the group, 
showing women carefully cupping the prepared earth in their 
hands and stirring liquid manure. In the absence of sound, signs in 
Hindi indicate the type of compost, such as Cow Pat Pit (CPP), 
taral khād, and vermı̄ khād.2 The video then shifts to Nagthari’s 
central courtyard surrounded by several houses at the heart of the 
Rajput settlement, on which crops are dried, grains roasted, local 
deities propitiated, festivals celebrated, animals sacrificed, and cricket 
played. On this day, the courtyard serves as the site of the mela and 
showcases agricultural bounty and handicrafts as villagers gather to 
listen to visiting officials who deliver speeches from a specially con-
structed dais.
 Even as the rains outside washed away earth only recently and 
painstakingly manured, plowed, and sown, the images captured by 
the video convey how Nagthari’s residents worked to make their 
efforts to enrich the soil visible and recognizable to government 
officials at the mela. Watching these scenes as I listened to rain 
pound the roof above us brought into relief the sustained, deliber-
ate efforts of Nagthari’s cultivators to create fertile ground for their 
crops and to project their commitment to becoming organic for 
governmental officials and, through the film, for other viewers. In 
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and beyond India, agricultural fairs and model or “show” farmers 
bring a dramaturgical dimension to agricultural practice as they 
performatively enact narratives of modernity, progress, science, and 
technology that bind farmers to state institutions and, increasingly, 
private agribusiness.3 This was no less the case in Nagthari. In a re-
gion where hill cultivation has long been neglected by the state, and 
where cultivators have been portrayed as backward and destructive, 
the organic mela—and its filming—marked an effort to refashion 
the much-maligned figure of the Himalayan hill cultivator into an 
organic farmer. As he redirected my attention away from the dra-
matic rainstorm sweeping through his village, Rawatji was keen for 
me to see Nagthari’s cultivators as careful, knowledgeable stewards 
of Himalayan soil.
 Soil has long been at the center of debates about environmental 
degradation in the Himalaya. From the early twentieth century, the 
“loss of fine soil to rain-wash” was identified as an impediment to 
agricultural production across India.4 This concern persisted after 
independence, when the Himalaya became a particular focus for 
such anxieties. A number of articles in the Indian Forester, a journal 
published by the Dehradun-based Forest Research Institute, cast 
soil conservation as particularly challenging in such a geologically 
dynamic region. “Having been formed by the crumpling, folding 
upthrust of the sedimentary strata in a weak region of the earth’s 
crust,” V. S. Rao wrote in its pages in 1961, “the mountains are steep 
and the rock unstable.”5 K. M. Tiwari drew attention to issues of 
forest cover that compound the unpredictability and instability of 
the region’s geology, arguing that forest cover tempered the inten-
sity of rainfall during the monsoon period and thereby reduced 
erosion from runoff.6 Though Rao conceded that such erosion had 
occurred since the formation of the mountain range, as is evident 
from the depth of the alluvium on the plains below, in an article 
published over a decade later Rameshwar Sahai recast this view on 
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soil erosion, stating categorically that “the problem of soil erosion 
is man-made. It does not exist in virgin areas, untouched by man, as 
such areas have a natural protection of green vegetation.”7

 From the 1970s onward, those concerned about erosion in the 
region increasingly cited population growth and increased demand 
for fuelwood and fodder as a major source of soil degradation. Pop-
ulation growth in the Himalaya also came to be seen as the cause 
of increased use of ecologically fragile lands for agriculture, which 
in turn drove environmental degradation through the interlinked 
processes of deforestation and soil erosion.8 Such concerns were 
framed vividly in publications about the Himalayan environment:

The net effect of overcropping, overgrazing, and overcutting in 
each geoecological zone is accelerated erosion of fertile topsoil. 
Brown-colored, silt-laden rivers—the Indus and its tributaries, 
the Ganges, the Yamuna, the Gandak, the Tista, and the 
Brahmaputra—carry away the soil that forms the basis of life 
for the Himalayan people. An estimated 250 million cubic 
meters of topsoil are washed away annually from Nepal Hima-
laya to the Gangetic Plain in India and Bangladesh. Himalayan 
silt stains the Bay of Bengal as far as 645 kilometers from the 
shore, and during the devastating annual floods the debris 
spreads over the delta. A vast portion of the population of the 
Indian subcontinent lives on plains of streams that flow from 
the Himalaya and is thus vulnerable to the consequences of 
ecological mis-uses upstream. Of immediate concern is the 
effect of forest clearing on the ambitious and expensive irri-
gation projects that have sustained the green revolution in 
northern India.9

Evocative images of life-sustaining soil being carried away from 
the Himalaya, “staining” the Bay of Bengal, and threatening the 
progress of the Green Revolution created a stark picture of human- 
induced erosion in the region. State and scientific discourse thus 
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not only represented Indian cultivators as “obstacles” to progress, 
but now also posited hill farmers as actively degrading mountain 
environments.10

 In this region, then, soil forms an enduring medium in which 
larger ideas about the relations between people and their environ-
ment are claimed and contested. Since at least the mid-nineteenth 
century, human agency has been understood to determine these 
environmental relations. Agency may be conceived of as “the so-
cioculturally mediated capacity to act,” Laura Ahearn writes, ges-
turing toward the way in which individual action is socially and 
culturally conditioned.11 This understanding is also consistent with 
notions of agency and subjectivity advanced by Michel Foucault, 
and further developed by Judith Butler, which hold that possibili-
ties of agency are conditioned in and through relations of power.12 
In other formulations, agency is often closely connected to deliber-
ate action. Along these lines, Sherry Ortner conceptualizes agency 
as “conscious intentionality,” whereas Philip Abrams calls it “pur-
poseful, individual action,” and Ivan Karp depicts it evocatively as 
“how we work to constitute the world.”13 Different ways of concep-
tualizing what agency is have sparked lively debates within agrarian 
studies, subaltern studies, and gender and feminist scholarship, 
among others, about what kinds of capacities, practices, and activ-
ities may count as agentive, and about the possibilities of agency 
within relations of power and domination.14

 In Himalayan agriculture, what I call agrarian agency is variously 
expressed through the practices of manuring land, building irriga-
tion canals, tree lopping and felling, and collecting fodder and fuel-
wood. But the status of such practices as agentive is not a given in 
the Uttarakhand Himalaya. Rather, it must be recognized (or not), 
appraised, and represented by state institutions, development pro-
grams, and policies. Agrarian agency, further, is differently evaluated 
and valued by these same actors—fodder and fuelwood collection have 
long been seen as examples of destructive human agency, whereas it 
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is only recently that practices of manuring and composting have 
been positively evaluated or even recognized as agentive at all. When 
it comes to enriching and improving the soil, what counts as agency, 
and who or what is recognized as an agent, is not automatic or self- 
evident. Indeed, as this chapter will also show, at times these assess-
ments have elevated nonhuman agents in agrarian environments 
over human cultivators. Agrarian agency in Uttarakhand, then, is 
not only socioculturally mediated and shaped through relations of 
power. What counts as agency, and what does not, is itself a mode 
through which power works.
 The qualities mentioned above that are widely ascribed to human 
agency—intention, consciousness, and purposiveness—were invoked 
by state officials in Uttarakhand as they characterized the develop-
ment of organic agriculture in the region. State officials, NGO 
staff, agricultural scientists, and others often claimed that hill farm-
ers in the region had always been organic. They distinguished tra-
ditional forms of hill agriculture, which they described as “organic 
by default,” from an agriculture that was “organic by design,” 
marked principally by preparing compost according to methods 
prescribed in training sessions and brochures about organic farm-
ing. Though this distinction may seem simple, it signals the way in 
which practices that appear materially similar come to be evaluated 
as differentially agentive in state and scientific discourse. This is 
not incidental. Though the official recognition of certain com-
posting practices as agentive may be recent, debates about human 
agency in relation to the soil, and more broadly to Himalayan en-
vironments, are entangled with historic and ongoing processes of 
state formation in the region. This chapter, then, considers these 
abiding relations, examining the ways in which they figured in both 
colonial and postcolonial discourses about soil, agricultural im-
provements, and environmental degradation. By considering the 
historical record and present-day practice concurrently, I suggest 
that agrarian practices of working with soil, manure, and compost, 
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along with their recognition and representation by state institutions 
as a form of agentive action, powerfully inform state and develop-
ment interventions and, in the twenty-first century, are central to 
what it means to become organic.15

Capital, Energy, and Enterprise:  
Colonial Reckonings with Agrarian Agency

The question of agency in relation to farming surfaced from the 
latter half of the nineteenth century through the first decades of the 
twentieth amid growing colonial concern with agriculture, soils, 
and the formation of an institutional apparatus for their manage-
ment.16 In the 1860s provincial agricultural research stations were 
formed in the wake of famines, and commercial preoccupation with 
agricultural productivity grew as the decades passed. In Dehradun 
district, as elsewhere in the Uttarakhand Himalaya and beyond, 
settlement reports also expressed colonial concern with the soil, 
often out of a larger interest in agricultural productivity and the 
assessment of land for revenue purposes. Landowners and cultiva-
tors received little mention in these accounts, or they figured as 
obstacles to, rather than agents in, the work of improving the soil. 
In this vein, the commissioner of Meerut, remarking on the 1866 
Settlement of Dehradun, compared “the richness and strength of 
spontaneous vegetation in the Doon” with what he deemed “a slov-
enly style of tillage,” and he declared that “when man improves his 
work, it can hardly be doubted that the soil too will respond.”17

 As settlement efforts in the Doon Valley became progressively 
more elaborate during the last decades of the nineteenth century, 
government concern shifted somewhat from questions of tenure to 
the criteria for assessing various rates to be levied. Settlement re-
ports, drafts, and correspondence between officers of the colonial 
government reveal a preoccupation with the relation between cul-
tivators and the soil, and with the nature of the labor performed to 
enrich it. In 1883 the settlement officer of Dehradun district, H. G. 
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Ross, protested the heavier revenue assessment of lands that had 
received the benefit of farmyard manure in a letter to his superior, 
W. Lane, Esq., the commissioner of Meerut. Ross wrote: “I observe 
in most settlements that manure is a factor taken into consideration 
[in revenue assessments]. . . . I think this is a wrong procedure. . . . 
Manure is the result either of outlay of capital or the display of 
energy and enterprise or both combined and so in my opinion 
should not be taken into consideration. . . . I allude to fields where 
manure is carried from a distance[,] the manure being stored up 
with care and labor.”18 The settlement officer supported his claim 
by pointing out an inconsistency in how the underlying principles 
for determining revenue assessments were applied in practice: a 
landowner who invested capital and labor in the construction of an 
irrigation canal was not taxed at a higher rate so as not to under-
mine his efforts to improve agricultural productivity, whereas one 
who instead invested capital and labor in the care of livestock, 
using manure to enhance the land’s fertility, was subject to heavier 
assessment.
 Dismissing these arguments, the commissioner replied some 
weeks later, “The application of manure appears to me as much a 
part of the ordinary process of agriculture as water.”19 Against the 
claims made by Ross, the settlement officer, the commissioner noted 
that land that is watered from wells is also more heavily taxed. The 
commissioner’s opinion reveals how only certain forms of agrarian 
practice—notably those clearly linked with specific material forms 
of capital—were officially recognized as agentive expressions of 
“energy and enterprise.”20 Ultimately, the commissioner’s approach 
prevailed with the Board of Revenue, which deemed the settlement 
officer’s view “rather too liberal.” This decision proved consistent 
with the central place accorded to the development and expansion 
of irrigation technology in north India during this period. Unlike 
the work of keeping livestock and manuring fields, the construction 
of canals was seen to hold the key not just to greater agricultural 
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productivity, but to the exercise and consolidation of colonial power 
through “increased government revenue, and enhanced govern-
ment prestige and control.”21 For these administrators, it was not 
soils or manure in themselves that posed a problem for systems of 
classifying and taxing agricultural land. Rather, internal debates 
pivoted on what kinds of agricultural labor could be recognized as 
agentive. Their correspondence illuminates two remarkably differ-
ent ways of representing agency in agrarian practices. For Ross, the 
settlement officer stationed in Dehradun, the care of livestock and 
the labor of manuring fields were just as deliberate and purposive 
as the construction of an irrigation canal; for his superior, the com-
missioner, manuring could not be considered an agentive expres-
sion of capital, “energy and enterprise.” For him, this practice was 
as “ordinary” as water itself, and not at all comparable to the irriga-
tion canals that might carry such water.
 Colonial engagement with agricultural concerns deepened in the 
early years of the twentieth century across India, though it departed 
little from the earlier stance that denied the agency of cultivators 
whose ongoing efforts enriched soil with compost and manure. In 
1905 Albert Howard, who was to become one of the founding fa-
thers of the modern-day organic movement, arrived in India with 
his wife, Gabrielle; both took up positions as imperial economic 
botanists at the newly created Imperial Agricultural Research Insti-
tute at Pusa in present-day Bihar (then part of the Bengal Presi-
dency). Tasked with a broad mandate to improve agricultural pro-
ductivity, the Howards discovered that plant breeding alone could 
not accomplish this feat, and that the success of improved varieties 
depended crucially on the condition of the soil and organic matter 
in it. Later, as director of the Institute of Plant Industry at Indore, 
in present-day Madhya Pradesh, Albert Howard and his colleague 
Yeshwant Wad developed the Indore method of manufacturing 
compost.22 Howard and Wad combined scientific methodology with 
observations of how India’s cultivators used crop residues and ma-
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nure on their fields to develop a precise method for converting 
agricultural waste into nutrient-rich humus in what they called a 
“compost factory.” Later, describing the processes of decomposi-
tion and decay at work in this method, Howard wrote that “living 
organisms, and not human beings, are the agents which make com-
post.”23 Although the Indore method drew on extant cultivating 
practices, cultivators themselves were largely absent in this work, as 
earthworms, mycorrhizal fungi, and soil bacteria became Howard’s 
protagonists.24

 Such sentiments reveal a value accorded to nonhuman agencies 
that not only predates more recent attention, but that also de- 
emphasizes and marginalizes human agencies in the making of com-
post.25 What the Howards call “the human factor” hinders rather 
than advances efforts to improve soil fertility through composting. 
They write: “Everywhere it is the human factor which stands in the 
way of progress. . . . Till the inhabitants of the villages of India can 
be awakened and till a general desire for rural uplift can be im-
planted in the people themselves, it must take centuries to effect 
any real and lasting development.”26 In writings that the Howards 
produced decades apart, the vitality of spontaneous vegetation and 
soil organisms serves as a foil to the imputed inertia of the Indian 
cultivator.
 These colonial reckonings with soil and compost illuminate 
abiding tensions that are contained within the recognition and rep-
resentation of both human and nonhuman agencies, and that arise 
from their discursive separation (and, more broadly, the separation 
of nature and culture). For colonial officers and scientists, such ten-
sions were very much bound up with—and necessary for—the ad-
ministration of land, the development of colonial science, and the 
advancement of efforts to intervene in Indian agriculture. In these 
milieus, denying the possibility that human agency might be exer-
cised in the labors of manuring fields or preparing compost went 
hand in hand with the elevation of nonhuman or “natural” agency. 
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This denial was a vital precondition both for the assertion of colo-
nial power over land and cultivators and for determining the precise 
manner in which agriculture was to be made more productive.

Dung and Development Policy in Uttarakhand
Debates about Himalayan soil stemming from the late colonial and 
post-independence eras infuse the recent promotion of organic ag-
riculture, continuing to inform the way that contemporary policy 
makers and cultivators alike understand the environment in which 
they work and live. As we sat in the vast Dehradun office of the 
forest and rural development commissioner one bright October 
morning in 2007, she explained to me carefully:

Landholding in Uttarakhand is minuscule and fragmented. 
Most households have less than 0.8 hectare, and even this is 
fragmented into smaller plots. Holdings are very marginal. So 
any kind of farming is very marginal to the economy of the 
farmer. We have to make it economically worthwhile. Second, 
the area is ecologically very fragile. Eighty percent of land is 
subject to heavy soil erosion. There are forty tons per hectare 
per year of topsoil loss. So the preservation of soil health, 
conservation are critical. Government programs are focusing 
on conserving soil health and optimizing the productive 
capacity of the soil. We need to see clearly where intervention 
is required. In the mountains, chemical farming is a no-no, 
both from the point of view of soil erosion and returns to the 
farmer.

With reference to Uttarakhand’s mountainous environment, the 
commissioner articulated the concerns about ecological fragility 
and soil degradation so widely expressed in development policies in 
the region. She also linked those concerns to both economic and 
environmental rationales for organic agriculture. Such views, I found, 
extended beyond the offices of state bureaucrats in Dehradun and 
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into the hills of Jaunsar Bawar. Several months later, my host father, 
Rawatji, remarked to me emphatically:

Why the hill region is being declared organic state? It is being 
declared because our plains are completely chemical fertilizer. 
There is pollution, plastic, all sorts of garbage, all sorts of 
fertilizer, all sorts of poison, all sorts of factories, all sorts of 
industries. Everything is polluted. The water people drink, the 
water that goes down from here they drink that water again. 
Everything is contaminated. So, it is the thinking of our gov- 
ernment of India and our India and our scientists and the 
scientists of our country and foreign countries. They have 
made a pattern that first we make this region organic because 
one hundred percent water comes from the hill region. If we 
don’t consider one hundred percent, still eighty to ninety 
percent water goes down from here only. . . . Suppose we are 
forty-two to forty-three families. And from every family one 
bag [of urea] will be used. . . . This way we used forty-two bags 
of urea and fertilizer during the rains. All that urea mixed water 
is going down. . . . Now you can calculate that if each family is 
using one bag of urea or DAP or potash or phosphorous, all of 
its water will flow down to the plains.

Homing in on contaminated water rather than soil erosion, Ra-
watji’s words demonstrate his own perception of the interconnect-
edness of hills and plains—one that inflects long-standing concerns 
about Himalayan environmental degradation with a new valoriza-
tion of organic practices.
 Both the Uttarakhand Organic Commodity Board itself and its 
efforts to promote composting among the region’s farmers trace 
their antecedents to a number of distinct development projects 
funded by the World Bank, the government of India, and the EU/
EEC and centered on averting soil erosion and environmental deg-
radation. Among international actors in the region, the World Bank 
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has been involved in watershed development the longest, through 
the Himalayan Integrated Watershed Management Project in Pauri 
Garhwal and Almora districts from 1983 to 1992 and the multistate 
Integrated Watershed Development Project (IWDP or Hills II) 
from 1999 to 2005. These projects sought to marry development 
and conservation by combining income-generation initiatives with 
the introduction of technologies for conserving soil and soil mois-
ture. In these project frameworks, efforts to address watershed deg-
radation and enhance rural incomes support each other; the World 
Bank claimed that curbing erosion “will improve income from grain 
crops, horticulture, fodder, fiber, fuelwood and livestock.”27 Over 
time, income generation has acquired even greater prominence in 
project objectives and activities. Following the conclusion of IWDP 
(Hills II), the formation of Uttarakhand as a separate state led to a 
new project called the Uttaranchal Decentralized Watershed De-
velopment Project (UDWDP). Running from 2004 to 2012 with a 
loan of nearly U.S. $70 million, this World Bank project aimed at 
win-win solutions as it sought to “improve the productive potential 
of natural resources and increase incomes of rural inhabitants in 
selected watersheds through socially inclusive, institutionally and 
environmentally sustainable approaches.”28 In 2014 this project was 
renewed until 2021 with a loan of U.S. $120 million. In addition to 
continuing interventions to increase agricultural productivity, for 
the first time project planners articulated the objective of develop-
ing entrepreneurial and small-scale agribusiness opportunities in 
hill areas, promoting, among other things, the adoption of organic 
practices.
 While the farming practices advocated by the IWDP and 
UDWDP were not exclusively directed to organic production, the 
Diversified Agricultural Support Project (DASP) in Uttar Pradesh, 
which was funded by the World Bank from 1998 to 2004, promoted 
organic farming by emphasizing green manuring, composting, and 
other methods that decreased reliance on synthetic chemical in-
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puts. Sharing the other projects’ focus on increasing rural incomes, 
the DASP aimed to improve agricultural productivity by demon-
strating integrated plant nutrient and pest management and dis-
seminating technologies for it; increasing the availability of im-
proved seeds; encouraging farmers to take up organic farming by 
promoting NADEP, vermicompost, CPP, and green manuring tech-
nologies; and providing opportunities for farmers to enhance their 
technical skills.29 The DASP’s approach laid important groundwork 
for the activities of the UOCB in years to come.
 The rural development and agricultural strategies developed 
through the IWDP and DASP were channeled more directly to-
ward organic production through the Technology and Training 
Development Centre (TTDC) and the Macro-Mode Management 
Scheme, two projects funded by the government of India that have 
been managed by the Uttarakhand Organic Commodity Board 
since its formation in 2003. The TTDC began in 2000 as part of 
the Swarna Jayanti Gram Rozgar Yojna, a governmental scheme to 
alleviate poverty through the development of small-scale industries. 
Project activities were transformed when management shifted from 
the government of Uttar Pradesh to that of the newly formed state 
of Uttarakhand in 2001. Industries originally identified for devel-
opment in the region included the manufacture of colored light-
bulbs, soft toys, and handicrafts, but, upon review, Uttarakhand 
officials in the Rural Development Department concluded that this 
“was a classical case of a generic proposal being made on the as-
sumptions of an average Uttar Pradesh district without any thought 
of the mountain specificities.”30 Their project report conveys a lin-
gering sense of grievance, tied to Uttarakhand’s long agitation for 
statehood, about the irrelevance of development interventions de-
signed in the plains for hill regions. Thus, in 2002 Uttarakhand 
planners hastily redesigned the project over the course of two 
months. According to their report, “The technology which was ul-
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timately selected for transfer in the rural areas of Uttaranchal, is 
called the Bio-Dynamic (BD) Composting, a timesaving technology 
of German origin, which would become the foundation for usher-
ing in Organic Farming in the ecologically sensitive mountain state. 
It has subsequently been recommended by the Working Group of 
the Ministry of Agriculture, Government of India, on the one hand; 
and being recommended for promoting sustainable agriculture in 
the highly fragile mountain conditions of the Himalayas.”31

 In revamping the project, planners made a self-conscious effort 
to cast composting as “technology” and to ensure that it was suited 
to the region, “especially from the point of view of a new mountain 
state which would prefer to pursue a strategy which is markedly 
different from its parent state.”32 Nonetheless, their report also 
accords considerable weight to the German origin of biodynamic 
composting and its systematized procedures, standard ratios of in-
puts, and technical, time-saving aspects. In this respect, even while 
presenting the scheme as “culturally appropriate,” the report ad-
hered to the long-standing pattern of welcoming foreign techno-
logical interventions in agricultural development. It noted not only 
that biodynamic composting technology would improve agricul-
tural productivity—allegedly suffering because of poor traditional 
methods of compost preparation—but also that the compost could 
be exported to other areas of India via the region’s road and rail 
networks. The TTDC envisioned creating rural organic marketing 
centers where farmers could purchase organic inputs and sell or-
ganic produce, as well as establishing biotourism sites where for-
eign and Indian tourists might experience life in a “traditional”—
and now organic—hill village. In this respect, the TTDC brings 
into relief a tension that lingers in the contemporary promotion of 
organic agriculture. In a region where the collection of dung and 
crop residues to make compost has long been a common agricul-
tural practice, what does it mean to become organic?
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Organic, by Default or by Design?
On numerous occasions during the course of my fieldwork, I heard 
policy makers, bureaucrats, agricultural research scientists, and 
workers involved in regional NGOs assert that Uttarakhand is “or-
ganic by default.” For example, a senior plant scientist based at Ut-
tarakhand’s G. B. Pant Agricultural University remarked to me em-
phatically that “the hills are by default, you can say they are organic 
. . . it is by default organic because of the little amount of pesticides 
used.” A page on the Organic Board’s website from this time fur-
ther elaborated on the expression: “Mountains by their sheer geo-
graphical features were bypassed by the green revolution. By de-
fault and need, farm operations continued with what was available 
in nature. . . . Leaf litter, which forms the bedding of the domestic 
animal in the barn ‘goth’ is cyclically removed from the barns and 
used in the farms every year if not twice a year. The rich manure is 
the only reason mountain agriculture has survived over the years.”33 
These perspectives weave a narrative of the close relations among 
agriculture, animal husbandry, and forest resources due to the re-
gion’s mountainous terrain, which made it ill-suited for the high- 
yielding seeds and irrigation projects of agricultural development 
interventions elsewhere in India. Notably, isolation here is an at-
tribute of Uttarakhand’s geography rather than its politics or econ-
omy, as advocates of statehood would claim. This isolation—once 
held responsible for the region’s historic lack of development—is 
now precisely the basis on which Uttarakhand’s ambition to be-
come an organic state is staked.
 Because the expression “organic by default” punctuated conver-
sations frequently over the course of my fieldwork, it became a 
matter of interest to me in itself. In a region where the divisions 
and relations of nature and culture have long been vexed, I puzzled 
over what meanings were contained in and conveyed by an expres-
sion that parsed organic agriculture in this way. “In Uttarakhand, 
there is not any fertilizer. Uttarakhand is organic by default. FYM 
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[farmyard manure] is easily available,” a third-party certification 
inspector remarked as he inspected the milling and processing pro-
cedures for basmati rice that would be certified as organic. On an-
other occasion, at one of the Organic Board’s buyer-seller meets, a 
representative of a major Indian company that sells crop protection 
chemicals and seeds told me, “For India, organic agriculture is from 
ancient times,” expressing his company’s aspiration to enter the or-
ganics sector through a contract farming agreement with organic 
producers in Uttarakhand.
 I was struck by the insistence on the label “organic by default” in 
part because, though the region had been historically isolated from 
the Green Revolution, synthetic inputs had found their way to the 
hills, as a 2004 report commissioned by the UOCB documented.34 
Moreover, in terms of eligibility for certification, it made little dif-
ference whether farmers were already “organic by default,” as all 
producers must typically undergo a three- or four-year conversion 
period.35 The ubiquity of the phrase and similar expressions prompted 
the questions: What does it mean to be “organic by default”? And 
how does this differ from being organic?
 The expression “organic by default,” I found, was often used to 
emphasize or affirm the strong connection between Himalayan na-
ture and agriculture. This connection was often made with further 
specific reference to the abundance of, and reliance on, leaf litter 
in agriculture, something that was often held up as a foil for syn-
thetic inputs. Use of the latter, described as rasayanik khād, or more 
broadly as chemical agriculture, was regarded as historically negli-
gible or entirely absent because of the isolation and rainfed condi-
tions prevailing in much of the region. These recent endeavors to 
foreground in a favorable manner the link between nature and ag-
riculture in the Himalaya have as much to do with development 
trajectories outside the region as with the daily labor of cultivation 
in it. Illuminating this, Uttarakhand’s secretary of agriculture ex-
plained: “Actually, we have got an inherent advantage in our state, 
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because traditionally we have been doing organic agriculture since 
ages. The so-called Green Revolution did not percolate to this area, 
especially the hills. It is home to enormous biodiversity. India got 
around 2 percent of world’s area, land area. And contains about 8 
percent of world’s biodiversity, and out of that 8 percent, 30 percent 
is contained in Uttarakhand.” The secretary, like others I met, took 
care to explicitly separate Uttarakhand’s trajectory of agricultural 
development from the Green Revolution’s introduction of hybrid 
seeds and synthetic fertilizers. He did so, moreover, by aligning 
organic agriculture with traditional farming and connecting both 
with environmental conservation and biodiversity. Organic agricul-
ture in Uttarakhand, in this framing, is not a recent phenomenon 
but a timeworn tradition that stewards a significant share of India’s 
biodiversity.36

 Yet in many of these same conversations, bureaucrats and NGO 
staff attributed the quality of being “organic by default” not simply 
to Himalayan earth, but also to those who cultivate it. The depic-
tion of Uttarakhand as pure and pristine was often accompanied 
by the ascription of a certain innocence to its cultivators, owing to 
their putative isolation from modern industrial agriculture. In June 
2006, in an air-conditioned office in the south Delhi headquarters 
of the Agricultural and Processed Food Products Export Develop-
ment Authority (APEDA), which oversees India’s national stan-
dards for organic certification, the authority’s adviser on organic 
production, Dr. Verma, remarked to me that in India “we have been 
eating organic but did not know.” Seventy percent of agriculture in 
India, she explained, is rainfed and has not been exposed to chem-
icals. But, she went on, being “organic by default” is not a quality 
of agriculture alone. “In the hills,” she added, “people don’t know 
what are chemicals.” Dr. Verma thus articulated an idea that often 
accompanied notions of being organic by default—that hill farmers 
had never heard of or encountered synthetic inputs. The innocence 
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and even ignorance persistently attributed to hill farmers may also 
be linked to popular perceptions of paharı̄s as more honest than 
plains dwellers because of their connection with the mountains and 
the perceived purity of the environment in which they live.37

 At this point, it is worth returning to the “Forests full of Bears 
and Monkeys” depicted on the eighteenth-century East India Com-
pany map discussed in the introduction, to the commissioner of 
Meerut’s nineteenth-century assertion that the application of ma-
nure was merely ordinary, and to twentieth-century understandings 
of both the region and its people as isolated and backward in rela-
tion to transformative agrarian development. In its refusal to rec-
ognize farmers’ efforts to enrich the soil as agentive, the expression 
“organic by default” aligns with these views. Instead, agricultural 
practices deemed traditional—though acknowledged to resemble 
present-day organic production practices—are understood as the 
result of “neglect,” as one official put it, rather than as intentional 
and strategic actions in themselves. In this longer historical per-
spective, the current expression “organic by default” may perhaps 
be seen as the most recent incarnation of a persistent narrative in 
official and state bureaucratic discourses that represents the Hima-
layan environment as constituted more by its nature than by its 
people.
 The centrality of farmers’ agency for the meaning of organic 
agriculture was brought into relief on a crisp winter morning in 
Dehradun, in the garden of Vinod Chamoli, an activist engaged in 
efforts to preserve the region’s seed biodiversity and protect rural 
livelihoods. Vinod had deep connections to many of Uttarakhand’s 
historic social and environmental movements, and he explained to 
me that “our own assumption is that people who are away from the 
roads, . . . who have not been touched by development, have tended 
to remain organic, by default or by choice, whatever.” Vinod paused, 
lingering on the words default and choice. He then continued, “I 
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mean, they almost have no choice . . . but then there are now, there 
are many other farmers, there are many groups who are consciously 
reverting back to the state of being organic.”
 Initially, it was Vinod’s emphasis on reverting to being organic 
that drew my attention, for it complicated linear ideas of progress 
and modernity. But equally intriguing was his emphasis on choice 
and consciousness. In his framing, these conditions are apparently 
absent among farmers who are “organic by default,” while being a 
principal marker of those who are “reverting back” to being or-
ganic. Choice, intention, consciousness are, as we have seen, also 
the terms scholars have used to describe and characterize agency. 
It turned out, over the course of my fieldwork, that Vinod was not 
alone in identifying choice and consciousness as important aspects 
of what it means to become organic, but at that point their signifi-
cance as a fulcrum on which the meanings of organic turned was still 
somewhat obscure to me.
 The key role of agency revealed itself more strikingly in a con-
versation a few days later with Uttarakhand’s first forest and rural 
development commissioner, who had penned the memo charting 
its future as an organic state. When I asked him to explain to me the 
term “organic by default,” he responded: “In layman’s terms I would 
say that organic can never be by default. What they mean to say is 
that thanks to the deficiencies in the delivery system of inputs, and 
thanks to your conditions of being rainfed, you are not able to use 
chemical fertilizer. Organic farming can never be by default. When 
you say you have to be certified, certified means you have to take 
many precautions, many steps have to be taken before I declare you 
to be an organic producer. A knowledgeable person who knows 
about organic farming will never say it is by default; it has to be by 
design.”
 But what does it mean to be “organic by design”? Here the com-
missioner emphasized certification, knowledge, taking precautions, 
and adhering to procedures as defining what it means to be organic. 
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As this book will show, organic certification required farmers to reg-
ister with the state’s organic program and maintain records of their 
agricultural activities in farmers’ diaries. Through certification, 
they were required to adhere to a national framework of organic 
production standards that obliged them to implement measures to 
minimize the risk of contamination of organic fields and crops, for 
example by maintaining buffer zones between conventional and or-
ganic fields, by ensuring thorough separation of conventional and 
organic crops in post-harvest processing, storage, and transport, 
and by avoiding the use of the same crop variety in both organic 
and conventional production. In certain instances, farmers were 
also required to comply with the terms and conditions of contracts 
with commercial buyers. Narendra Singh, a professor at G. B. Pant 
Agricultural University, extended the attributes of being “organic 
by design” by connecting consciousness with knowledge, educa-
tion, and a scientific and commercial outlook: “Organic farming 
by consciousness, by keeping what you say the commercial end in 
mind, requires understanding of the procedures that should be fol-
lowed. Unlike what people think that you don’t have to follow any 
scientific practices, you have to be still more scientific here. And 
that probably requires education.”
 The forest and rural development commissioner at that time also 
emphasized knowledge, arguing that one “cannot be organic sim-
ply because one has not had access” to synthetic fertilizers and pes-
ticides; instead, farmers must be “knowledge-based organic.” This 
knowledge, she explained to me, was itself to be cultivated through 
a hierarchically organized network of institutions and experts, in-
cluding district-level Krishi Vigyan Kendras, the centrally funded 
Agricultural Technology Management Agency, Nyaya panchayats, 
farm-level demonstrations, and a toll-free help number through 
which farmers could access a “panel of experts.”38 For these individ-
uals, who held senior positions in the state government and scien-
tific establishment, “organic by design” designated certified organic, 
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commercially oriented farmers who adhered to scientific procedures 
and pursued knowledge through state institutions of agricultural 
extension and training. In other words, being “organic by design” 
hinged on the farmers’ expression of choice, purposive action, and 
conscious intention—in short, qualities that institutions recognize 
and represent as constituents of human agency.
 In the context of the contemporary expression “organic by de-
fault” and the longer histories of state making in the region, the 
organic designs described by newly appointed civil servants in Ut-
tarakhand place the region’s farmers in a different relation both with 
the land they cultivate and with the state. Participation in Uttara-
khand’s organic initiative draws its cultivators into wider networks 
of policy, regulation, and power as certification agencies evaluate 
their cultivation practices for compliance with national and inter-
national standards for organic production. Farmers’ demonstrations 
of institutionally recognizable forms of intentional practice and 
purposive action—such as the completion of farmers’ diaries and 
the observance of buffer zones—become the fulcrum on which their 
organic status turns. But is this the sum total of agentive possibility 
available to farmers in their efforts to become organic?

State Power, Rural Development,  
and the Parsing of Agrarian Agency

Even as they are hailed as evidence of consciousness, intention, 
and purpose, the entailments of being “organic by design” speak 
also in more Foucauldian terms of the ways in which people come 
to be constituted as subjects of power through a variety of institu-
tional practices and in which they learn to discipline and regulate 
themselves in conformity with wider norms and expectations. The 
subject-making work of organic certification schemes appears to 
resonate broadly with Arun Agrawal’s claim about the logic of envi-
ronmentality—that “widespread involvement in specific regulatory 
practices is tightly linked to the emergence of greater concern for 
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the environment” and to transformations of environmental subjec-
tivity.39 One might advance a similar claim that farmers’ participation 
in organic certification schemes helps cultivate the consciousness 
and knowledge crucial for becoming “organic by design.”
 These organic designs—in which farmers must demonstrate the 
steps they have taken to become certified and the practices they 
have internalized through formal training—leave little room for 
human agency understood expansively as “how we work upon the 
world.”40 But compliance with organic standards is not the sum 
total of agentive expression available to farmers in their efforts to 
become “organic by design.” Nor are farmers who are “organic by 
default” without consciousness and knowledge. What then does be-
coming organic in Nagthari entail? How does one navigate prac-
tices that are organic by default and those that are organic by de-
sign? How are these categories socioculturally mediated within the 
village itself? In the midst of these contemporary relations among 
cultivators, soil, and compost, what forms of agrarian subjectivity 
are produced, and what meanings and identities generated?
 Much of my time in Nagthari was spent observing and some-
times participating as people cut, gathered, and carried grass; fed 
and milked livestock and cleaned their stalls; drove plows, planted 
seeds, weeded fields, and harvested grains. As I proceeded among 
homes, barns, and fields, the cyclic movement of basic agricultural 
inputs quickly became apparent. Those who kept livestock mixed 
crop residues of rice, finger millet, barnyard millet, and other grains 
that had been dried and stored for months with freshly cut green 
grasses and leaves to feed their cows, bullocks, and buffalo; they 
tied and suspended the leaves and twigs of trees for their goats. Men 
and, especially, women gathered these animals’ manure at least twice 
each day and piled it, mixed with the soiled straw from livestock 
stalls, in a heap or pit. In some households, they also added manure 
to concrete compost pits constructed during World Bank develop-
ment projects or under the Organic Board’s auspices. Several weeks 
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before, or sometimes after, sowing, farmers and laborers gathered 
decomposed manure and carried it out to spread on the fields. As I 
observed how people used grasses, fodder, dung, and compost to 
produce Nagthari’s soils—which themselves produced more crops, 
livestock, and manure in return—I could understand why many 
applied the label “organic by default” to hill agriculture. Less clear 
to me, however, were the implicit associations of “default” with 
neglect, isolation, ignorance, and lack of consciousness or agency.
 The management of soil fertility in Nagthari, as elsewhere in the 
Himalaya, hinged on maintaining livestock. Of the twenty-four 
Nagthari families with whom I conducted in-depth, structured in-
terviews, seventeen had at least four cattle (including cows, buffalo, 

Women return from common lands on mountain slopes, carrying bundles of grass 
for domestic cattle. Such practices, frequently marked by gender as well as by 

caste and economic position, have been represented in development discourses 
as ecologically destructive. But the intertwined labors of caring for domestic 

ruminants and crops is also a crucial condition of possibility for maintaining soil 
fertility on steep and unirrigated mountain terraces. Jaunsar Bawar, March 2008.
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bullocks, and their calves) and twenty-one kept goats. These fami-
lies dedicated enormous amounts of time and labor to caring for 
domestic ruminants.41 Although a number of families applied urea 
to their fields, none could imagine farming without gobar khād—a 
term that literally means cow manure but is used broadly to refer to 
the manure of all livestock.
 Ethnographic fieldwork in the village of Nagthari, then, brought 
into sharp relief some of the disjunctures between the discourses 
about mountain agriculture and people that I encountered in the 
offices of bureaucrats and the lived experiences of cultivation. Con-
siderable daily labor was dedicated to gathering leaf litter and plant 
residues, but these practices involved much more knowledge and 
deliberation than representations of them might suggest. In the 
process of selecting the trees to lop or grasses and crop residues to 
gather, Nagthari cultivators drew nuanced distinctions among the 
properties of different leaves and plants, the ways in which livestock 
digested them, and the differing qualities of manure that these ani-
mals produced as a result.
 While all families emphasized the necessity of gobar khād for 
agricultural practice, so too did they differentiate among its quali-
ties and effects. Goats, in particular, emerged as animals whose ma-
nure was particularly prized. I discovered this initially from Kishan, 
who belonged to Nagthari’s scheduled-caste Kolta community and 
operated a small water mill near the village. As he described his 
land, work, and livestock, Kishan’s reserved tone became suddenly 
animated when he told me that one basket of goat manure was 
equivalent to two baskets of cow dung and that, moreover, a field 
enriched with the manure of goats would produce far higher yields. 
These comments were echoed by others, who sometimes referred 
to cow dung as mōta (thick, fat) gobar and described how its thicker 
texture meant that it took longer to decompose, mix with the soil, 
and release its nutrients to growing crops.
 For all Nagthari’s cultivating families, gobar khād was the pri-
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mary means of improving soil fertility. Though some families sup-
plemented this with urea, they applied it selectively and often spar-
ingly, usually only to their maize, but sometimes also to wheat, 
ginger, and oilseed crops. Many of those who acknowledged using 
urea, however, also decried its effects, describing how it dried out 
the earth and caused diseases in plants and domestic livestock that 
fed on fodder from crop residues. Usha Devi, an elderly Rajput 
widow, explained that her family, like several others, purchased urea 
to apply to maize. But she did so with some reservations: “Urea is 
a strange thing. It gives an increased crop of maize, but the grass 
and cattle catch disease with this urea; therefore, urea is used less. 
Now people say prepare organic manure, so we prepare organic 
manure.”42

 The preparation of organic compost was indeed promoted in 
Nagthari, but Usha Devi offered insights from her own experience 
about how socioeconomic changes have reshaped family structures 
and, with them, the viability of agrarian livelihoods and organic 
agriculture specifically. Sitting in a small courtyard in front of the 
home she shared with her only son and daughter-in-law, both well 
into middle age themselves, she got up and called us inside to proudly 
show us photos of her great-grandchildren and of her grandson, now 
a driver in Dehradun, as a child. Reflecting on these photos and on 
the migratory journeys that had dispersed her own family, she spoke 
of some of the resulting changes in village life:

Now the men in the villages have started going out to join 
service; their wives go along with them, and only old mother 
and father are left in the village. They are illiterate and unable 
to manage alone, so they grow only a few crops. . . . Earlier, 
there used to be many more crops, but now people are edu-
cated, they go away from the village for service. . . . Everyone 
has become officer—they don’t know the agricultural work. 
In every village there is a school; all the children are studying. 
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Boys are studying, even the girls are studying. They join a ser- 
vice, work there for three, four years, and get married. The 
husband leaves the village, and along goes the wife. Who cares 
for the old parent living in village? There is hardly anyone 
who gives any money to his parents. We are eight people in 
the family, but out of eight, five members are out of village.

The fragmentation of joint families brought about by increased 
levels of education and the lure of service jobs in urban centers was 
a facet of life in Nagthari often mentioned by elderly family mem-
bers who remained. Some associated this fragmentation with the 
increased reliance on urea, as families no longer had sufficient labor 
to care for domestic animals and thus lacked sufficient manure to 
apply to their fields.
 In my own interviews with Nagthari’s families, however, though 
there was some association between larger households and greater 
numbers of livestock, the two were only weakly correlated. But if 
caste is taken into account, some differences in the relation between 
household size and livestock (cattle) holdings do reveal themselves. 
On the basis of my interviews with Rajput families, I found that 
the average household size was between five and six members and 
an average of five cattle. Among Kolta families, while the average 
household was over 20 percent larger (between seven and eight 
members), the average number of cattle maintained was still five. In 
most cases, I found, Rajput families maintained more livestock than 
Kolta families of the same size. This suggests that family size alone 
is certainly not the only, or indeed the primary, factor determining 
the number of livestock kept by one household.
 Of more relevance, it seems, is the way that labor is mobilized 
within and outside the household. For example, as in Usha Devi’s 
case, it may be possible for Rajput families with only two cultivat-
ing members to maintain a reasonable number of livestock (her 
family had two bulls, one cow, one calf, and approximately thirty 
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goats) by engaging the labor of Kolta families and compensating 
them with grain or cash. Thus, Kolta families, who often work as 
laborers for others in addition to carrying out their own household 
and agricultural work, have fewer options for mobilizing labor out-
side the household. The extra demands on the agricultural labor of 
Koltas, therefore, meant that they had less time to devote to culti-
vating their own fields and caring for their own livestock. On the 
other hand, Nagthari’s dominant-caste families, capable of tapping 
outside labor, were better able to meet the extra labor requirements 
that are widely understood to be necessary for organic cultivation—
not only to maintain domestic livestock, but also for tasks such as 
weeding and pest control. Significantly, though six of the seven cul-
tivating Rajput families with whom I conducted survey interviews 
affirmed their exclusive commitment to organic agriculture, only 
two of fourteen Kolta families did the same.43

 Despite these substantial differences in the extent to which they 
described themselves as practicing organic farming, all families in 
Nagthari applied some form of composted manure at least once per 
year, and some applied it for both their kharı̄f (summer) and rabı̄ 
(winter) crops. How much was applied to any given field depended 
first on its availability and then on variables such as the condition 
of the soil, the previous crop grown in the field, and the crop to be 
sown. Many families chose to apply it for both kharı̄f and rabı̄ 
crops, while others applied it only for the kharı̄f crop. This did not 
seem to be entirely a result of its availability, as some of the families 
with large numbers of livestock applied it only once per year, in the 
kharı̄f season. Quantities applied, therefore, varied dramatically, 
from three baskets (about 150 kilos, or 330 pounds) to as many as 
forty to fifty baskets (2,000 to 2,500 kilos, or 4,400 to 5,500 pounds) 
per field. Some families chose not to apply manure to certain crops, 
such as pulses and finger millet, and they would cultivate relatively 
more of these crops if they lacked adequate manure. Because, how-
ever, the root structure of finger millet altered soil texture, leaving 
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large clods of soil, many noted that manure had to be applied before 
planting wheat in a field where finger millet had been harvested. On 
the other hand, those with ample supplies of manure were able to 
cultivate manure-intensive cash crops such as ginger and taro.44

 But not all gobar khād, I learned, is considered equal. Just as the 
qualities of cow and goat manure were differentiated, so too were 
distinctions made between preexisting composting practices and 
introduced techniques for preparing jaivik khād. Indeed, the flu-
ency with which some of Nagthari’s residents spoke of jaivik khetı̄ 
and jaivik khād, while many others expressed confusion about the 
meaning of the term jaivik, further indicated how social and caste 
relations mediate the ability to become organic. The compost pit 
was an important marker of such processes of mediation, for it was 
often around the pit that larger social boundaries and distinctions 
were drawn. Invariably during my fieldwork, on any initial visit to a 

Gobar khād is applied to fields several weeks before sowing. Here it lies on a 
terraced plot cultivated by one of Nagthari’s low-caste Kolta families. 

Jaunsar Bawar, May 2008.
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village registered with the Organic Board, I would be shown com-
post pits that had been constructed under the board’s auspices. This 
was particularly true if I was accompanying an employee of the 
board. These pits were a potent symbol testifying to participation 
in the organic program. As farmers cupped handfuls of compost, 
demonstrating the “tea leaf” texture of vermicompost or explaining 
their discovery that the compost could destroy the larvae of harm-
ful insects, these pits and the rich microbial worlds they contained 
provided material affirmation of cultivators’ efforts to become, or 
be, organic. In this respect, twenty-first-century compost pits signi-
fied in much the same way as nineteenth-century irrigation canals: 
both provided potent material symbols, recognizable to state offi-
cials, of individual efforts to improve agricultural land.
 The iconic, even fetishized status of these pits was reinforced to 
me one day by the director of a Dehradun NGO that operated 
several rural development projects in Kumaon, Uttarakhand’s east-
ernmost region. She remarked with frustration and exasperation 
that the Agriculture Department had informed her that the con-
struction of vermi compost pits by farmers wishing to become or-
ganic was necessary even to be considered for participation in the 
state’s organic program. The pits, in this sense, not only were a 
marker of organic status or intention to become organic, but also 
more broadly signaled engagement with state development and the 
technologies it offered. Indeed, the need to demonstrate such en-
gagement put pressure on master trainers, employed by the board 
to promote and offer training in organic agriculture at the village 
level. Ram Lal, the master trainer for several villages in Dehradun 
district, including Nagthari, relayed his difficulty in meeting the state 
Agriculture Department’s annual construction quota of seventy 
pits. The problem, he explained, was that the department subsidized 
only part of their cost, leaving cultivators themselves responsible 
for the remaining outlay of 1,100 to 1,500 rupees per pit. As com-
post pits became a required symbol of being organic by design, their 
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construction was thoroughly bureaucratized in the form of targets 
and quotas against which the performance of master trainers was 
assessed.
 Nagthari residents who had constructed compost pits took care 
to describe the ways in which their current practices differed from 
earlier ones. Girish, a middle-aged man belonging to one of the 
village’s lower castes, described local economies for gobar khād and 
fodder as he explained that he lacked livestock but would obtain 
manure in exchange for the residues of paddy, finger millet, and 
other crops that could be used as livestock fodder. Having con-
structed compost pits, he told us, “We use only this manure after 
preparing it properly in the pit, not simply accumulating it in one 
place.” Similarly, Sushil, a young man belonging to one of the few 

This mural on a building in the Rawalnagar mandı̄ (market), where many 
Nagthari residents sell their cash crops, describes a range of composting methods 

that point toward a central word, jaivik (organic). Doon Valley, October 2008.
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Kolta families that possessed a pit, recounted how his family learned 
about methods of composting from the members of the women’s 
self-help group. “Before that,” he said, “we just accumulated the 
cow dung. Now we keep it in a pit. We don’t put cow dung into the 
field but wait for six to seven months. . . . Before this, the grass re-
mained as it is; now in the pit it gets decayed. Before that we just 
accumulated cow dung at any place.” For these farmers, using con-
structed compost pits not only distinguished their current methods 
from past ones, when they collected manure in an open heap, but 
also separated their pursuit of organic designs from the practices 
of those who remained organic by default. In Nagthari, organic 
agriculture acquired a meaning that, for some cultivators, extended 
beyond the physical work of cultivation or the material conditions 
of rural development, creating new opportunities for fashioning 
agrarian identities in concert with Uttarakhand’s distinctive claim 
to modernity.
 Others, however, were more uncertain and ambivalent about the 
meaning and practices of jaivik khetı̄ (organic farming). “I do not 
know what do we understand by this word. Had I been educated, I 
might perhaps know its meaning,” explained Manto, a young father 
of Kolta caste. We sat in the courtyard outside his home in what 
was known locally as the harijan basti—an area of Nagthari, set 
apart from the dwellings of Rajputs and other higher castes, where 
Koltas lived (Brahmins lived in a separate village entirely). As Kol-
tas, in addition to cultivating their own fields, Manto and his family 
often labored in the fields of higher-caste Rajputs and Brahmins. 
His words “had I been educated” seemed to corroborate the views 
of Uttarakhand’s civil servants who sought to impress on me that 
organic agriculture is, at its core, an enterprise that demands formal 
education and revealed how organic agriculture, or jaivik khetı̄, held 
little meaning for some of Nagthari’s cultivators. Though he did not 
count his family among those Nagthari residents who participate 
in the board’s organic program, Manto nonetheless was vehement 
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about the importance of gobar khād for agriculture, saying, “We 
used gobar khād before we used urea.” He went on: “We can do 
without urea, but gobar khād keeps the fields in good condition. 
Actually, urea destroys the land.” Manto was not alone in expressing 
uncertainty about the meaning of jaivik khetı̄ even while remaining 
adamant about the importance of livestock manure for his land.
 His experience, and that of others like him, demonstrates that 
what may appear to be modest differences between existing com-
posting practices and newly introduced technologies become conse-
quential axes for distinguishing those who are “organic by default” 
from those who are “organic by design.” Thus, the recent advent of 
organic agriculture does not hold out the promise of new forms of 
organic modernity to all equally. In Nagthari, those cultivators who 
have long been most marginalized through their caste and socio-
economic position seemed particularly likely to be left out. As is the 
case with so many other development projects, Uttarakhand’s pro-
gram of organic agriculture unfolds on a stratified social landscape 
and may work to further stratify it.
 Other families in Nagthari, including those belonging to its 
dominant Rajput and Brahmin castes, also regarded organic agri-
culture’s potential to represent long-standing cultivation practices 
in new ways and forge new relationships with state officials with a 
degree of ambivalence. In addition to the construction of compost 
pits, some dominant Rajput families in Nagthari emphasized the 
importance of specific techniques and methods of preparing com-
post. For these families, discussing the meaning and entailments 
of  organic farming offered an opportunity to recount what they 
had learned through board-organized training programs. Toward 
the end of the monsoon season, late in the afternoon one day, I sat 
with Rawatji and his wife, Amrita Devi, as they described in detail 
the crop protection and composting techniques they now used as 
part of the organic program. Recounting the preparation of a liquid 
compost, taral khād, they began to debate and dispute both the 
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quantity of water needed to dilute the mixture and the units of 
measurement. Amrita Devi protested that the proportions her hus-
band was detailing would yield too strong a mixture, creating a 
“poison,” and that this is what they had been told in training they 
had received. Rawatji replied vehemently: “No, no, there is nothing 
in that training. I know that. What training will they give? Will 
they give a better training than us? The stronger the mixture, the 
sooner the insects will die. It [the amount of water] should not be 
more than eight kilos.”
 This disagreement between a long-married couple reveals the 
complex place of training in the formation of new agrarian sub-
jectivities among Nagthari’s residents. In many ways, Rawatji and 
Amrita Devi were the greatest proponents of organic agriculture in 
Nagthari through their leadership within the village’s women’s self-
help group and Rawatji’s political maneuvering in Dehradun. Op-
portunities to receive training were clearly considered integral to 
jaivik khetı̄ and affirmed their close relationship with the Organic 
Board and the state government. Many Kolta families, on the other 
hand, had not received the training afforded to Rawatji, Amrita 
Devi, and other dominant-caste families in Nagthari. These Kolta 
cultivators told me that instead they relied on ash from their hearths 
to combat crop pests. The agrarian practices used by Koltas who 
had not gone through training programs were thus seen to be an 
artifact of a lack of education, and made them far less likely to be 
recognized by the state as endowed with agentive capacities. By 
contrast, the explanation of Rawatji and Amrita Devi of the method 
for preparing taral khād performatively illustrates how becoming 
“organic by design” relies on the ability to express what state offi-
cials would recognize as agency—knowledge, consciousness, and 
deliberate action. Like Girish and Sushil, they found in the oppor-
tunity to become certified organic the chance to redefine their own 
agrarian identities—something that the film Rawatji commissioned 
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to demonstrate villagers’ familiarity with composting methods fur-
ther affirmed.
 But this newfound agrarian subjectivity is clearly double-edged, 
for just as becoming “organic by design” affords opportunities to 
fashion new forms of self-identification, so too does it enfold culti-
vators in power-laden relations of expertise, knowledge, and capital 
with the Uttarakhand state through the Organic Board’s extension 
workers, training programs, and composting technologies. This di-
mension of agrarian subjectivity is, as their conversation revealed, 
fraught with an ambivalence that surfaced nowhere more clearly 
than in Rawatji’s sharp outburst: “What training will they give? 
Will they give a better training than us?” For even the most com-
mitted proponents of jaivik khetı̄, the promise of organic moder-
nity not only offers newly recognized forms of agrarian agency, but 
also entails new forms of subjectivity.
 In Nagthari and elsewhere in the Himalaya, agrarian agency has 
long been treated as negligible and as politically and historically 
conditioned by the region’s position on the margins of India’s proj-
ects of agricultural modernization. This legacy is clearly evident in 
contemporary distinctions between “organic by design” and “or-
ganic by default.” As cultivators adopting the methods and compost 
technologies associated with certified organic agriculture come to 
be seen as newly agentive, progressive, and conscientious stewards 
of sustainable agriculture, everyday practices such as the collection 
of fodder and dung are cast as lesser forms of agrarian agency— 
“organic by default.” These distinctions between “default” and “de-
sign” may not go quite as far as the commissioner of Meerut, who 
described the work of manuring land as merely “ordinary” in the 
mid-nineteenth century. But they are not far off that mark.
 Becoming organic by design requires the kinds of capital, en-
ergy, and enterprise that nineteenth-century officials used to dis-
tinguish cultivators who invested in the construction of irrigation 
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canals from those who merely manured their fields. In spite of the 
fact that organic agriculture was adopted and promoted by the state 
government because it was taken to be more culturally and ecolog-
ically suited to the development needs of Uttarakhand’s hills, ex-
pressions of human agency, intention, and purposiveness continue 
to be parsed and evaluated in relation to its interventions. As this 
happens, certain forms of agrarian practice come to be recognized 
as agentive when they align with development projects undertaken 
through state and multilateral capital, infrastructure, institutions, 
and expertise. Expressions of agrarian agency, and the ways these 
are varyingly recognized, ignored, and misrecognized, are thus cru-
cially constitutive to processes of becoming organic. But organic 
quality is also produced through other kinds of entanglements of 
material infrastructures and practices with different human capaci-
ties. As we shall see in the next chapter, in the Doon Valley, infra-
structures of organic certification and contract farming call forth, 
reconfigure, and ultimately come to depend on the mobilization of 
sentiments of trust.
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In the summer of 2008, as crops matured in farmers’ fields, some 
4,500 blank farmers’ daily diaries lay neatly stacked in the foyer of 
the Uttarakhand Organic Commodity Board awaiting distribution 
to organic farmers across this largely Himalayan state in northern 
India. In these diaries, organic farmers registered with the board 
were supposed to document their agricultural activities, such as 
procurement and treatment of seeds, cleaning of agricultural tools, 
source of livestock feed, and use of medicines, as well as which in-
puts were applied, in which quantities, and at which times. In other 
regions of the world, writing practices have long been woven into 
agricultural life,1 but in Uttarakhand diary keeping and the larger 
regime of record keeping of which it forms a part only recently 
became a routinized element of agrarian practice.
 Farmers’ diaries are the foundational document of organic certi-
fication. Individual farmers registered with the board are supposed 
to update these diaries regularly. In this sense, farmers’ diaries, like 
the compost pits discussed in the previous chapter, are an impor-
tant means through which organic farmers demonstrate agrarian 
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agency, expressing their status as “organic by design.” By keeping 
these diaries, they engage in a practice recognized as agentive by the 
state government, certification agencies, and private-sector buyers, 
among others. Unlike every other kind of certification document, 
the diaries remain with the farmer at his or her home, where they 
are intended to make the everyday work of organic farming trans-
parent, classifiable, and translatable. On them rests an elaborate 
scaffold of certification documents, institutions, and procedures 
that connect cultivated fields in Uttarakhand’s Doon Valley with 
bureaucratic and corporate offices in Dehradun, the state capital, 
and in Delhi and beyond. As the primary written record through 
which compliance with nationally and internationally defined or-
ganic standards can be monitored and evaluated, farmers’ diaries 
are linchpins in the system of organic certification.
 So great was the level of detail required by these diaries that Dr. 
Sharma, technical adviser for Hira Foods, the company that pro-
cured organic basmati paddy through contract farming with Doon 
Valley farmers, described them to me as a “mirror of the field.” Dr. 
Sharma’s analogy resonated uncannily with Foucauldian under-
standings of diary keeping as a key technology of the self.2 Early 
confessional diaries illustrate this notion: “Puritans replaced Catho-
lic confession to a priest with the confessional diary, an account 
book of one’s state of sin. . . . The ‘work’ of the journal was precisely 
to effect this linkage of self with biblical standards of measure-
ment.”3 Like the seventeenth-century confessional diary, Uttara-
khand’s twenty-first-century farmer’s diary functions as both a mir-
ror and a metric. Intended to capture and reflect agrarian practices, 
the farmer’s diary is a documentary thread linking the organic farmer 
to a wider world of organic standards. Like the early confessional 
diary, it is supposed to serve as an “account book” of an individual 
farmer’s “organicness.”
 When I first encountered this certification apparatus, it appeared 
to exemplify a modernist project of legibility: its mechanisms doc-
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ument, quantify, and classify both agrarian practices and farmers 
themselves.4 Its efforts to enroll farmers as participants in this pro-
cess through the diaries also seemed to illustrate governmentalized 
logics more recently associated with neoliberalism and audit.5 Such 
commitment to transparency in organic cultivation was initially 
lauded by food scholars: “In organic agriculture the fetishized ab-
straction of food is intentionally unveiled, bringing the complex 
filaments of food provisioning explicitly into focus. That is, the or-
ganic agro-food network invites scrutiny of its constituent meta-
bolic relations, an interrogation that follows from its organizational 
and ethical premises of connectivity, in contrast to the punctualiza-
tion or black boxing characteristic of industrial agro-food networks.”6 
More recently, however, the expansion of international and national 

Reproduction of a sample page from a farmer’s daily diary. Farmers’ diaries  
were crucial documents in organic certification efforts and came to be objects—

not just instruments—of certification inspections. Adapted from  
Uttarakhand Organic Commodity Board.
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organic certification regimes has been described as a “neoliberal 
trade strategy” and a Weberian “extension of revised forms of bu-
reaucratic rationality through a national and transnational institu-
tional matrix.”7 At the same time, the instruments and practices 
of certification—such as documents and inspections—make it con-
sistent with audit cultures.8 Audit is intended to establish account-
ability and trust by affording “external visibility of internal processes,” 
often by providing third-party verification of compliance.9 Indeed, 
regulatory agencies that promote organic certification schemes in 
Europe and the United States, which together account for 84 per-
cent of global retail sales of organic food, frequently assume that 
certification and accountability guarantee public trust.10

 The qualities of bureaucratic rationality and neoliberal govern-
mentality associated with certified organic agriculture, however, are 
often at odds with established forms of sociality and morality in 
agrarian settings and food systems. In fact, fair-trade and organic 
certification may undermine historically situated moral economies 
of production.11 As consumers, “we are continually asked to place 
our trust in standards and certification processes at the expense of 
our trust in interpersonal relationships and daily interactions in-
formed by wisdom locally generated and grounded in place.”12 Thus, 
while regulatory authorities hail certification as the guarantor of 
public trust in organic agriculture and other domains, the everyday 
practices of certification may displace or erode forms of sociality 
and morality that surround production relations.
 As organic agriculture becomes established under state govern-
ment auspices in the Doon Valley, trust is neither solely emergent 
in personalized relations and situated moral economies nor simply 
an outcome of certification processes. Instead, practices of organic 
certification condition and reconfigure trust, and, paradoxically, 
trust also sustains practices of certification themselves. During my 
fieldwork in 2007 and 2008, farmers’ diaries, perhaps unsurpris-
ingly, did not prove to be mirrors of the field. The diaries did not 
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reflect actual agricultural practices, for they were often not filled 
in by farmers but rather completed by master trainers who worked 
for the Organic Board.13 Across a range of bureaucratic settings, 
audit cultures and practices rarely achieve transparency; instead, 
the instruments intended to yield it often produce opacity and ig-
norance.14 Though similar observations could also be made about 
organic certification in the Doon Valley, they do not capture the 
whole story. The apparent failure of certification to produce trans-
parency not only generated impulses for more expansive and in-
tensive forms of surveillance, but also meant that certification in-
spectors and master trainers came to rely on moral evaluations of 
farmers and on what they described to me as viśvās, or trust.
 As these officials grappled with the fact that documents were 
both vitally important and frequently incomplete, and with the im-
possibility of monitoring all the fields of every farmer, many came 
to understand organic agriculture as a moral enterprise and to de-
scribe organic farming as viśvās kı̄ khetı̄, the “farming of trust.” Pre-
cisely because documents were central to certification and the pro-
cesses for producing them were limited and imperfect, sentiments 
of viśvās (trust, belief, or faith) became integral to the making—and 
the meaning—of certified organic farming. In the Doon Valley, 
then, organic fields are also moral fields and viśvās is a managerial 
sentiment necessary for sustaining certification.

“For a Commercial Way, You Have to  
Have Some Standards”

The entrance hallway of the Agricultural and Processed Food Prod-
ucts Export Development Authority (APEDA), a central government 
agency tellingly housed within India’s Ministry of Commerce, show-
cases a range of products—from tea to pickles—that are exported 
from India to other parts of the world. Though agricultural products 
from India have circulated around the world for several millennia, 
these days their global trade is subject to standardization and regu-
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lation at multiple levels, from the international and national to the 
local. In the last chapter, I noted that Dr. Verma, head of APEDA’s 
division on organic production, maintained that much agriculture 
in India was effectively organic because it was based on traditional 
cultivation practices. She did so not only to suggest that India was, 
in some ways, naturally suited to take up organic farming but also 
to mark the difference between traditional cultivation and the kind 
of organic agriculture that APEDA and its affiliated agencies pro-
moted and regulated. In the 1990s, she said, the government of 
India saw the growth in international markets for organic products 
and decided to “go for it in a commercial way.” “For a commercial 
way,” she emphasized to me, “you have to have some standards.”
 In Dr. Verma’s account, then, organic standards are closely tied 
to the development of commercially oriented organic agriculture. 
When farmers in Uttarakhand register with the UOCB, they agree 
that they will cultivate their crops in accordance with India’s Na-
tional Programme on Organic Production (NPOP), which sets the 
standards for organic production and certification. The NPOP 
framework came into being in October 2001 under the Foreign 
Trade and Development Act and governs all facets of organic pro-
duction. It creates parameters for inspection and certification by 
stipulating standards for crop production, animal husbandry, and 
food processing, handling, labeling, storage, and transport. India’s 
NPOP framework is part of a further network of equivalence 
whereby national standards for organic production are recognized 
as equivalent to those in other countries. Thus, for example, in 2006 
India’s NPOP system received equivalence with European Com-
mission regulations on organic production and labeling, meaning 
that organic products certified in India, by certification agencies 
accredited by APEDA, can be exported and sold as organic in the 
European Union. India reached a similar agreement in 2006 with 
the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA). According to 
it, organic products from India that are certified according to Amer-
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ican National Organic Program (NOP) standards can be exported 
and sold in the United States using the USDA’s organic seal and 
logo along with India’s own “India Organic” seal. Such recognition 
opens regulatory doors to new trade opportunities and lucrative 
export markets for organic foods.15

 Farmers in Uttarakhand who register with the state’s Organic 
Board are required to cultivate their crops in accordance with 
NPOP standards and to maintain a record of their practices in the 
farmers’ daily diaries. Since most farmers cultivate less than two 
hectares (five acres) of land and because the costs of certification 
would be too much for them to bear on their own, individual farm-
ers join farmers’ federations. As the bedrock of group certification, 
farmers’ federations constitute internal control systems (ICSs) that 
are mandated under national and international protocols for or-
ganic certification. India’s NPOP standards devote considerable 
attention to organic group certification through internal control 
systems. ICSs have been adapted to smallholder organic agricul-
ture from audit procedures more typically associated with financial 
accounting and public management, where they provide organiza-
tions with in-house mechanisms for ongoing monitoring, measure-
ment, and surveillance. In the Doon Valley, there are four farmers’ 
federations, each of which had between three and four hundred 
farmers in 2007 and 2008.
 The Organic Board’s own in-house or “internal” inspectors con-
ducted inspections of each farm twice per year, at which time they 
reviewed the farmer’s diary and other farm-level documentation as 
part of the ICS. These inspectors then prepared reports that were 
forwarded to a third-party certification agency. Once a year the 
third-party inspectors reviewed the ICS inspection reports and 
other documents and prepared risk assessments that identified which 
farmers were at greatest risk of noncompliance. Third-party in-
spectors conducted their own inspections on the basis of these as-
sessments, focusing their efforts on those farmers who, in the words 
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of one inspector, were deemed to be “risky.” If certification was 
granted, the federation—not the individual farmer—qualified as 
certified organic in India and, because of harmonization agree-
ments, in other national jurisdictions as well. Thus, what enables 
regulators to declare organic production in such vastly different 
agrarian settings equivalent is not only shared standards but also 
recognized infrastructures of audit, founded on document keeping 
and inspections, to enforce them.

Configuring Trust through Audit and Certification
As a technology of government that proliferated in the late twen-
tieth century, audit brings transparency and trust into relation with 
each other. Built on mechanisms that afford visibility and legibility, 
in which document keeping and inspections figure heavily, audit 
is often understood as a key element of transparency projects. But 
transparency is not the endgame of audit. Rather, the transparency 
produced through audit is supposed to be instrumental to achiev-
ing other normative outcomes, such as accountability and public 
trust.16 While audit culture is often thought to have emerged be-
cause of a “general decline of trust,” audits themselves paradoxically 
demand that trust be placed in their procedures and conclusions.17 
Thus, audits are not simply “trust-making” regimes designed to 
enable widespread public trust,18 but are also internally premised on 
trust themselves.19

 Trust has long been understood as a sentiment kindled through 
personal relations and forms of solidarity forged over a period of 
time, often through institutions and practices involving the circu-
lation of money or material objects and couched in terms of kin-
ship, friendship, exchange, reciprocity, and obligation.20 Trust is 
frequently conceptualized as a synthetic or binding force in society; 
influential bodies of social and political theory treat it as the basis of 
social capital, associational life, markets, and even democracy.21 Be-
yond such functionalist accounts, trust—and its reverse, betrayal— 
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may be understood as historically contingent and culturally con-
ditioned “forces of production.”22 Though I remain interested in 
tracing what trust, or viśvās, enables and does, through my research 
I became even more intrigued and puzzled by what it means and 
how it comes to be. On numerous occasions, certification inspec-
tors and master trainers described organic farming to me as viśvās 
kı̄ khetı̄ or viśvās walli cheez (something to do with trust): the im-
portance they attributed to viśvās was my cue to explore how it 
emerges and what it means in processes of certification.
 Viśvās is usually translated to English as trust, faith, or belief. 
Woven through everyday speech and popular culture in Hindi- 
speaking north India, it shares with its English analogues a resis-
tance to precise or definitive specification.23 Trying to pinpoint its 
meanings lays bare “the difficulty of putting into words what is 
clearly a matter of feeling.”24 For example, the viśvās that a healer 
inspires in a patient is understood as indispensable to the healing 
process and may be distinguished from andha viśvās, or “blind be-
liefs.”25 Here, viśvās emerges “below the level of consciousness, [as] 
the patient is busy registering how well the healer opposite him fits 
into his culturally determined idea of the ideal healer.”26 In the 
realm of friendship, viśvās conveys intimacy and is associated with 
love or relations that are enduring and sometimes ritualized.27 Under 
these differing conditions, viśvās is personal and relational, a senti-
ment inspired by and placed in people.
 The inspectors and master trainers whom I came to know con-
veyed a sense of viśvās that does not conform to these framings. 
Viśvās kı̄ khetı̄, or “the farming of trust,” as they called it, was nei-
ther understood in terms of personal relations nor wholly inspired 
by farmers who conformed to a “culturally determined ideal.” On 
the contrary, citing their often brief and cursory interactions with 
farmers as well as the inevitable constraints on their power to mon-
itor farming practices, certification inspectors and master trainers 
invoked viśvās and trust as a way of managing these limits. Trust 
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need not arise only under conditions of long-standing personal re-
lations or widely held values. According to the sociologist Diego 
Gambetta, trust may also arise as “a tentative, intrinsically fragile 
response to our ignorance.”28 “To trust,” then, “is to risk betrayal, ” 
writes Parker MacDonald Shipton with regard to practices of trans-
fer, exchange, and entrustment among the Kenyan Luo.29 In addi-
tion to the ever-present potential for breach latent in trust, in many 
instances trust also emerges out of and remains inextricably tied to 
uncertainty and ignorance.
 This is relevant for audit and certification because indeterminacy 
and lack of information are recognized to be crucial features of 
both processes—so much so that audit work itself may amount to 
the “certification of the unknowable.”30 The very practices of audit 
designed to yield transparency and certainty may, in fact, produce 
illegibility, opacity, concealment, and ignorance.31 As a kind of audit 
culture, organic certification introduces into Uttarakhand a form 
of institutional power that attempts to make newly transparent and 
legible the agricultural practices of the region’s aspiring organic 
farmers. In a milieu where such outcomes were rarely achieved, 
certification inspectors and master trainers came to depend on 
viśvās as they evaluated not only the organic qualities of crops and 
land but also the moral qualities of farmers—their honesty and 
commitment. Viśvās thus emerged as a necessary and crucial re-
sponse to the kinds of opacities and ignorance that proliferated in 
organic certification, generated by precisely those mechanisms of 
audit intended to yield transparency and knowledge.

Writing the Field
In the work of organic certification, elaborate arrays of documents 
are intended to render agrarian practices legible as they standardize 
the meanings of organic within and across regulatory jurisdictions. 
Producing and maintaining written documentation—from farmers’ 
diaries and farm files to actual farmers’ lists, inspection reports, risk 
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assessments, and evaluations—constitute much of the work of or-
ganic certification in the Doon Valley. These documents pass through 
the hands of many different people: farmers, master trainers, farm-
ers’ federations, private-sector buyers, and the board’s internal in-
spectors as well as inspectors from a third-party certification agency. 
As they move among these parties, the documents are supposed to 
make the work of organic agriculture legible for certifying author-
ities within the ICS and external agencies.
 Of all the records in this elaborate regime of certification, the 
actual farmers’ list (AFL) is the quintessential example of the proj-
ect of legibility.32 A continually changing spreadsheet, the AFL pre-
sents in succinct fashion all the production details for every farmer 
registered with the board. Each row of the spreadsheet represents 
an individual farmer and details their agricultural production, in-
cluding the total cultivated area and expected yield of each crop 
variety in each year since conversion, along with the date when the 
farmer was first enrolled in the ICS. The Organic Commodity 
Board’s staff members generate and maintain the AFL at their head-
quarters; during internal inspections, they update the AFL with the 
date of the inspection, the initials of the inspector, and any obser-
vations of noncompliance or risks that could possibly compromise 
organic status. Though farms are geographically dispersed and each 
farmer’s cultivated areas are often small and noncontiguous, the 
AFL makes it possible for certification inspectors, master trainers, 
managers, and government bureaucrats to know who is producing 
how much of what crop and where in any given season.
 It is tempting to see this sort of documentation as a contempo-
rary phenomenon, even one associated specifically with neoliber-
alism, but in this region of the Indian Himalaya land surveys and 
revenue assessments were introduced in the mid-nineteenth cen-
tury. As was evident in the preceding chapter, the monitoring, sur-
veillance, and documentation of agricultural land have long been 
part of the way in which agriculture (and people) are governed.33 
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The novelty of certified organic agriculture’s documentary infra-
structure lies in its attempt to enroll farmers as participants in mak-
ing farming practices legible. A leaflet explains to farmers that “the 
documentation of all agricultural activities is an important point of 
certification process” and explains the task of maintaining a farm-
er’s diary as follows: “The diary contains the farmer’s full name, 
address, code, total area, and organic area. It also contains all the 
activities relating to farming such as ploughing of the field, sowing 
of the seeds, harvesting, quantity of seeds, expected production, ac-
tual production, manure used and quantity of insecticides etc. These 
details are filled daily or weekly. During the inspection, these de-
tails are carefully examined by the inspector. Farmers are expected 
to fill this diary carefully and with responsibility.”
 Farmers responded to these efforts to enroll them as participants 
in producing documents in a range of ways. Some embraced prac-
tices of document making willingly. Comparing organic certifica-
tion to a degree certificate, a large family of brothers, several of 
whom had retired from the Indian army, characterized organic farm-
ing as ām kisān se alag khetı̄, “cultivation different from the common 
farmer’s,” and emphasized the requirements of documentation as a 
mark of their distinction from those who, transformed by the Green 
Revolution, had adopted high-yield seeds and fertilizer packages. 
For them, completing their farmers’ diaries did not neutrally fulfill 
a bureaucratic requirement for certification but became a way of 
fashioning wider social and symbolic meaning. In a setting where 
literacy practices do not saturate agricultural life, the farmers’ dia-
ries proved to be an important venue for displaying particular lit-
eracy skills that facilitated broader assertions of social and cultural 
distinction.34

 For other farmers, diaries were important because they effected 
sought-after linkages to the state. One afternoon I sat with Nisha 
Chauhan and her mother, Usha Devi, discussing organic certifica-
tion. Because her husband was involved in trucking and sand min-
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ing in the Doon Valley in addition to farming their two hectares 
(five acres) of land, Usha Devi had spent much of her married life 
raising their four children and maintaining her home and livestock 
on her own. Of organic certification, she remarked to me, “What is 
there to understand—we got it and that is enough. Now we know 
that we are organic farmers, what else is there to know about it?” 
At this point, her daughter Nisha, who had recently graduated with 
a degree in business administration, interjected: “Proof is neces-
sary. . . . This is a government rule and you have to follow it. Gov-
ernment is emphasizing on the benefits of organic farming and 
giving several facilities. . . . If we have this certificate we can attend 
the meetings, otherwise not, and you have to return home without 
attending the meeting.” Showing her familiarity with the way that 
paper artifacts may confer status, not to mention their necessity 
for receiving other kinds of benefits, she went on, “This certificate 
is like a passport and visa. Farmers are getting so many facilities 
from the government.” Her analogy highlighted the ways in which 
official documents confirm identity and afford opportunities for 
mobility—as passports and visas enable travel across national bor-
ders, organic certification permits farmers to participate in far-flung 
domestic and global markets.
 Through the literacy practices that certification requires, or-
ganic agriculture entails “writing the field” as much as cultivating 
it. It is significant that some organic farmers also held, or had re-
cently retired from, positions as schoolteachers or officers in the 
Indian army or bureaucracy. A number of others had some experi-
ence working in banks, insurance companies, and businesses in 
Dehradun. It was usually these farmers who completed their diaries 
consistently, which suggests that experience with other genres of 
writing and record keeping helped some farmers “write the field” 
more readily than others. Indeed, although basic literacy rates are 
quite high in Uttarakhand, not all farmers were equally likely to 
complete their diaries.
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 In practice, not all organic farmers were skilled in keeping their 
diaries, nor were they all equally inclined to view filling out farm-
ers’ diaries as a worthwhile exercise. Laxmi, a widow with two small 
children, told me that she had received a diary from employees of 
what she called the organic department. She explained: “The em-
ployees come, they fill up whatever is required, sign it, and go away. 
We don’t write anything in it. We only sign it.” Gita, who had been 
married just a few months when I met her, corroborated the way 
in which employees of the Organic Board would complete farm-
ers’ documentation. She recalled her father-in-law’s response when 
asked to enroll in the organic basmati export program: “My father-
in-law said no, we will not do it, who will do it [complete the diary]? 
. . . They said that your daughter-in-law can do it. They said that 
you simply go to the meetings, we will fill up all the forms, but I did 
not do it.” Unlike those who saw in farmers’ diaries the chance to 
refashion their agrarian identity, Gita, Laxmi, and numerous others 
like them were indifferent toward or minimally engaged with them. 
For them, the farmer’s diary functioned not as a technology of the 
self or an account book of organicness, but instead as a place where 
board officials narrated organic status.
 Writing practices are at the heart of what it means to be certified 
organic. Farmers become disciplined adherents to organic norms 
and rules as much through keeping records “carefully and with 
responsibility” as through working in their fields. Farmers did not 
respond to certification by uniformly becoming compliant subjects, 
however. Instead, many of the organic farmers I interacted with 
experienced the task of daily record keeping as tedious and alien to 
their practices of cultivation, choosing to engage with it minimally 
or not at all. Their disengagement exposes some deep fractures in 
what appears and aspires to be a system of agrarian governmental-
ity.35 Over time, it became increasingly clear that theoretical moor-
ings such as governmentality and legibility, which have so power-
fully anchored analyses of audit and certification, are not adequate 
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for understanding the practices of certification I observed. Puzzled 
and conceptually adrift, I wondered: How does certification actually 
proceed?

On Inspections, and (Not) Knowing the Field
“It’s all an idea,” Dilip Kumar remarked to me with some resigna-
tion. “It all depends on interviews, documents. What we find in the 
plot or here, in interviews. Not in foods. Whenever farmers use 
chemicals, they do not express this in the interview. I do not declare 
that they use chemicals because it is out of our standard. I am not 
finding chemicals on the spot.”36 It was late February 2008 and I 
was accompanying Dilip, one of the board’s internal inspectors, and 
Mohan Singh, a master trainer, while they conducted internal ICS 
inspections before the wheat harvest in the Doon Valley’s Dharam-
pur block at the foot of the Himalaya. Forgoing meals and breaks, 
we had spent the day walking from house to house, through several 
villages, searching out farmers registered with the board as Dilip 
recorded his observations and comments in individual inspection 
reports and updated the AFL.
 In many instances, inspections and interviews were brief. Dilip 
inquired about the amount of land registered with the board, the 
crops grown, and the source from which wheat seeds were pro-
cured. The responses farmers gave were often as uniform as the 
questions Dilip posed, but he recorded each one of them in his in-
spection reports. Visits were concluded with Dilip’s asking for the 
signature or thumbprint of the person interviewed, a practice that 
hinted at the ways in which it is not just land, but farmers, who are 
embodied as subjects of inspection. Dilip’s weary reflection revealed 
his sense that there was possibly little correspondence between in-
terviews and documents, on the one hand, and organic practices of 
farming and food, on the other. Efforts to produce organic quality, 
he suggested, instead hinged on the communicative and literacy 
practices surrounding organic certification, words exchanged dur-
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ing interviews and recorded in documents, rather than on agricul-
tural practices and what is found “in food.”
 In the Doon Valley, certification inspections often began by fol-
lowing the path carved through the fields by a concrete irrigation 
channel that then branched off into smaller, earthen bunds and 
ended up in the individual plots where rice and wheat were alter-
nately cultivated during the year. I accompanied Dilip and Mohan 
to the village of Sarola, where J. P. Sharma, husband of the village 
pradhan (elected village head), acted as our guide. We set off single 
file along a concrete irrigation channel that, Sharma explained, had 
been built by the World Bank a few years earlier. The channel, dry 
during the winter months, when rain was less frequent, nonetheless 
provided us with an easy path and a clear vantage point from which 
to view plots in the area. Indeed, on this short excursion, as on oth-
ers, we strayed at most only a few feet from the concrete platform 
of the irrigation channel. Sharma directed Dilip’s attention to fields 
in the distance, pointing out which field belonged to whom and 
noting whether the field was registered with the Organic Board.
 In a comment similar to many I would hear over the course of my 
fieldwork, Dilip remarked that agriculture in this area is pāramparik, 
or traditional, and that although not all farmers have registered 
with the board and become certified organic, none uses synthetic 
chemicals. This commonly expressed belief was based on the no-
tion that hill farmers had been cut off from the Green Revolution 
and isolated from agricultural modernization. (Many, including the 
valley’s own residents, considered the Doon Valley part of the hills.) 
Dr. Verma’s comment at APEDA in 2006 construed this isolation 
as a kind of ignorance: farmers “don’t know what are chemicals.” As 
I showed in the previous chapter, such distinctions between tradi-
tional and organic agriculture—“organic by default” and “organic 
by design”—proved to be ways of parsing the agentive capacities of 
Uttarakhand’s farmers. In the context of certification inspections, 
however, these distinctions achieved a different effect. Claims about 
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the isolation and traditional nature of hill agriculture dispensed with 
the need to conduct assessments of individual plots to determine the 
adequacy of buffer zones and other conditions that might compro-
mise the integrity of organic plots. Yet the very assumption that 
agriculture is traditional and does not depend on synthetic inputs 
itself became part of the audit process by shaping inspections. In-
deed, the remark seemed to be a justification of the inspection’s 
brevity—a way of rationalizing the inevitable limitations of such 
surveys and the practical impossibility of an exhaustive audit.
 As the inspections unfolded, they revealed room to maneuver 
within seemingly rigid standards. This became apparent to me 
when questions arose about how farmers sourced their wheat seeds. 
As the Organic Board’s inspectors carried out certification, they 
asked farmers where seeds had been obtained—whether they had 
been purchased from the block office (in which case they were as-
sumed to be chemically treated) or saved from a previous crop. In 
many instances, farmers replied that they had purchased a commonly 
grown variety of wheat seed from the block office—a response that 
was duly classified by inspectors in their reports as noncompliance.37

 Though the use of chemically treated seeds is regarded as a fairly 
major breach of organic standards, conversations with external in-
spectors from the Uttarakhand State Organic Certification Agency 
(USOCA) revealed that this requirement, too, was negotiable. Thus, 
Ashutosh, one of the USOCA inspectors, explained to me: “If the 
organic seed is not available, the first condition is that conventional 
untreated seed can be used. [If neither is available] he can use 
treated seed also. But the ICS has to verify at what places they have 
tried to procure the organic seed or chemically untreated seed. They 
have to give us proof. And if [the certification] committee is satis-
fied, then only can certification be granted, even after using treated 
seed. But it totally depends on what efforts ICS has done to get the 
organic and chemically untreated seed.” Ashutosh went on to ex-
plain that this proof could be in the form of a letter to the state seed 
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corporation, or to several major agricultural universities, document-
ing that requests had been made for organic or untreated seeds. If 
such requests were unfulfilled, Ashutosh added, “it can be decided 
this year there was no availability of wheat organic seeds or wheat 
untreated seeds; under this condition certification can be granted. 
Then another condition arises. What generally they do if they have 
procured treated seed, they again treat it with some biocontrol 
agents, this has to be documented in farmers’ diary. Trichoderma, 
hot water, saltwater. Generally what happens is that the seeds they 
are superficially treated and they can be washed.” At this point, 
Manisha, another inspector, interjected to remark that “we verify 
efforts farmer has made to get rid of particular chemical, whether 
he has done it or whether he has sold it like this.”
 What became apparent through this exchange was that decisions 
about what meets the criteria of “organicness” are based not simply 
on evaluations of the physical qualities of land, seeds, or inputs, but 
also on assessments of the conduct, efforts, and intent of farmers 
and even local ICS officials. These assessments, made during the 
course of certification inspections, seek out evidence of conscious-
ness and intent, particular demonstrations of agrarian agency that 
become legible during certification inspections. Beyond this, as we 
shall see, such assessments and evaluations also probed the moral 
commitment of farmers to the organic program. Through these 
inspections, farmers became organic—or did not—partly through 
steps taken to verify their compliance with wider organic standards 
but also, and equally importantly, through the initiative they and 
ICS officials exercised to achieve that end.
 Scholars have shown how communicative encounters and inter-
actions that take place during inspections are crucial to establishing 
organic status. Jillian Cavanaugh found that, among Italian heri-
tage food producers, this communication took the form of “eco-
nomic sociability”—banter, laughter, and light conversation among 
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farmers, inspectors, and other authorities—that proved vital to neo-
liberal food production’s audit cultures when documents them-
selves could “only ever partially represent what they were meant to 
capture.”38 This sort of economic sociability, she argues, helps pro-
duce “relationships of responsibility” that run parallel to, or but-
tress, “structures of accountability” established by the documentary 
requirements of food safety inspections.39

 Such sociality was rarely evident during the certification inspec-
tions that I observed Dilip and others undertake. Because inspectors 
were obliged to complete hundreds of interviews over the course of 
a few weeks, pleasantries and other conversations were invariably 
minimal and perfunctory. In most encounters I observed, inspec-
tors directed and shaped the exchanges that took place with farm-
ers, not straying far from topics necessary to completing their in-
spections reports. 
 Inspections, therefore, offered little opportunity for development 
of the wider economic sociability and personal relations that Cava-
naugh identified as so essential for production processes in Italy. 
One day, as we sat in the Organic Board’s offices, Dilip told me that 
before becoming an inspector he had worked in the mountains as a 
master trainer. He lamented that his present role, unlike his earlier 
one, precluded “any sympathy with farmers. It is not a long relation-
ship, we just go for the inspection.” By invoking the notion of sym-
pathy, Dilip highlighted the way in which his role as an inspector 
had transformed and reconstituted his relationship with farmers. 
The monitoring and surveillance functions of his work were now 
much more clearly defined and did not foster a spirit of sympathy 
with farmers, as his visits consisted of cursory interviews conducted 
under time pressure. Dilip’s admission that he was required to take 
farmers’ words and documents at face value and his self-awareness 
about the limits of his inspectorial powers, moreover, conveyed a 
pervasive sense of uncertainty about the processes he was charged 
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with certifying. By relying on what was said or documented, and on 
what could be seen in fields and farms at the time of inspection, 
Dilip implied that documents and inspections worked performa-
tively to enact “an idea” of organic agriculture.
 During these inspections, it often became apparent that farmers 
had not made entries in the diaries given to them. Often, finding the 
diary incomplete, Dharampur’s master trainer Mohan would speak 
with members of the farming household and fill in some of the 
diary as Dilip conducted his inspection interview. This was a fairly 
common occurrence. The fact that master trainers often completed 
diaries on behalf of farmers was well known among inspectors, the 
board’s managers, the external agency, and represen tatives from the 
company procuring organic basmati. This practice was, to some ex-
tent, also sanctioned by the Organic Board in the leaflet mentioned 
earlier, which explained that the diary “may be filled by the farmer 
himself or by the mukhiyā (village head).” Such allowances were 
made in recognition of the fact that, as managers in the board head-
quarters and field-level master trainers noted, farmers were not in 
the habit of maintaining written records, and many were not accus-
tomed to such genres of record keeping. To be sure, I never encoun-
tered master trainers knowingly entering false data in the diaries. 
Rather, such explanations were offered to reconcile the realities mas-
ter trainers and inspectors faced with the exigencies of certification.
 The manner in which diaries were often produced, however, did 
not diminish the importance of documentation. Affirming its cen-
tral role in certification, Raju, a master trainer for Rawalnagar block, 
remarked: “Only a document will prove anything. A verbal state-
ment can be changed every two minutes. Documents cannot be 
changed again and again. Once an entry is made that in this much 
area there is basmati, then it will remain that much. Documents are 
necessary, proof is necessary. In organic farming you will find doc-
uments with every farmer. Documents are a must; otherwise, there 
will be no certification—on what basis will the certificate be given 
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if there is no record?” As he emphasized its necessity, Raju made 
the practice of document keeping tantamount to the production of 
proof, privileging the written word as something inherently more 
reliable and less malleable than oral accounts. As the quality of 
being organic came to be constituted through paperwork as much 
as through agricultural practices, documents became the objects 
rather than the instruments of certification efforts. In this manner, 
documents and inspections were marshaled to create a semblance of 
certainty and transparency even as uncertainty and unknowability 
abounded in the certification process itself. And as this happened, 
certification inspectors and others recast farmers as moral, rather 
than purely agrarian, subjects.

Moral Fields
“There are four pillars of organic farming: trust, honesty, transpar-
ency, and honor to commitment,” Dr. Sharma counseled in our first 
meeting as we sat in the grounds of Raiwalla’s block headquarters 
in December 2007, waiting for farmers to bring their recently har-
vested organic basmati paddy to be inspected, weighed, and formally 
procured by Hira Foods. This depiction of organic agriculture as 
an enterprise dependent on a morally uncontaminated character 
as much as on chemically uncontaminated land was something I 
repeatedly encountered. Organic certification, captured in these 
terms, required more than adherence to national and international 
standards. Notably, none of Dr. Sharma’s “pillars” referred to land 
or agricultural practices, the focus of so much documentary labor. 
Instead, organic certification probed the moral character of farmers 
themselves. For those charged with certification authority and pro-
curement power, compliance with organic standards became a means 
through which judgments about the moral qualities of organic cul-
tivation and cultivators were articulated.40

 The use of organic agriculture and its certification as a register 
of a farmer’s honesty and commitment was brought into sharpest 
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relief when instances of noncompliance surfaced. One such occa-
sion arose in the summer of 2008, when it came to the attention of 
the Organic Board that several farmers in Raiwalla block had re-
vealed to the third-party certification agency—but not to the board’s 
own internal inspectors—that they had used prohibited chemicals. 
As we left the board’s office that evening, Satish, the quality man-
ager charged with overseeing the certification program, said to me 
with some exasperation, “The farmers are very clever. They dis-
close to the external agency but they do not disclose to us. We went 
to check, and they told us no one came. But they have signed the 
forms [inspection reports]. They are telling lies.” In practice, I 
learned, such discrepancies might arise quite reasonably when in-
ternal and external inspectors did not interview the same house-
hold member, or when, in larger joint families spanning two or 
more generations, not all members of the household were neces-
sarily engaged in farming themselves. Though third-party inspec-
tors often deliberately chose to interview family members who had 
not been previously interviewed by the internal inspectors, such 
techniques could generate uncertainties and opacities when ac-
counts of farming practice were inconsistent or appeared noncom-
pliant with organic standards.
 In such circumstances, Satish extended Raju’s suggestion that 
“only a document will prove anything.” Signed forms did more than 
provide proof, as Raju had suggested; when interviews yielded con-
tradictory responses, Satish implied that documents could become 
arbiters of farmers’ morality. Satish went on to claim that these 
discrepancies reflected a weakness of the ICS. He added, however: 
“One cannot blame the ICS inspectors. They apply their methodol-
ogy. They ask questions, survey fields. But if the farmer does not tell 
the truth . . . basically it is up to the farmer. They are willingly not 
doing organic farming. We need a different methodology. ICS does 
not do inspections like the CBI [Central Bureau of Investigation]. 
Presently the ICS method is like a police constable. The external 
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certification agency is like the CBI. Like if there is a crime and the 
local police cannot solve it, they will make a complaint to the CBI. 
They [the CBI] can easily find out. We need to apply this method-
ology, and be like the CBI.” As Satish likened instances of noncom-
pliance to criminal acts, he also made the powers of certification 
agencies comparable to state institutions of policing and intelligence 
gathering. Far from enacting economic sociability, the inspection 
interview in the Doon Valley was a communicative medium that 
Satish depicted as akin more to a criminal investigation.
 Satish’s remarks also underscore how logics of audit and certifica-
tion create pressure for ever-finer modes of inspection, monitoring, 
and surveillance. In organic certification, more intensive surveil-
lance may take different forms: Satish advocated detailed informa-
tion and intelligence gathering targeting farmers, whereas others 
advocated testing the grain itself for chemical residues. Although 
more stringent testing requirements may seem to narrow the scope 
for uncertainty and opacity in certification, Elizabeth Dunn ob-
serves that the incremental expansion and intensification of audit 
procedure—the push for “continuous improvement”—nonetheless 
always produce “a domain of wildness” beyond the range of audit 
oversight and control, the existence of which then calls for its fur-
ther expansion.41 In the Doon Valley, opacity and ignorance were 
produced not only by the absence of residue testing but also in 
myriad other ways, among them the practices of keeping (and not 
keeping) farmers’ diaries, the time pressure inspectors faced, and 
the sheer impossibility of knowing the agricultural practices of every 
farmer in detail.
 Sentiments of frustration, disappointment, and even betrayal, I 
came to learn, were bound up with the work of certification, but 
they were not unique to master trainers and inspectors. Besides 
farmers who embraced certification enthusiastically and those whose 
participation was minimal or nonexistent were a number who had 
once participated in the organic program but had since become dis-
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illusioned. Sunder Lal, a relatively prosperous farmer whose main 
source of income was his non-farm employment in Dehradun’s pri-
vate sector, expressed what many others conveyed to me when he 
said: “At that time we thought that the federation people [farmers’ 
federation] are going to make much more improvements and we 
will be benefit. If we had known that we are not going to get any-
thing from the federation, then nobody would have taken this head-
ache. We thought that the federation had given us this book, and 
that by doing the fill up we would get some facilities or benefits 
from the federation, or maybe they are going to tell us some new 
methods.” In these remarks, Sunder Lal located diary keeping in a 
larger moral economy of certification, which entailed different but 
reciprocal obligations and commitments.42 Although he had once 
enthusiastically kept the diary, his expectations about the benefits 
of organic production had been disappointed, and he had recently 
decided to leave the program. He was not alone in his disenchant-
ment. A number of farmers I met in 2007 and 2008 expressed vary-
ing degrees of disillusion, frustration, and even anger with the pro-
gram. Many were dismayed that the price they received under the 
contract arrangement was not significantly higher than the market 
price of basmati despite the additional costs and labor that were re-
quired to produce it organically. Compounding this, they lamented, 
yields of the commercially available variety of basmati that they 
were required to grow organically for Hira Foods were lower than 
yields of their own landrace, mōta (thick) basmati.
 For others in Raiwalla block, however, disenchantment stemmed 
from their own perceptions of trust betrayed and contractual com-
mitments breached. Much of their disillusion centered on the farm-
ers’ federation, responsible for distributing payments to farmers for 
the basmati rice they sold to Hira Foods. Several farmers related to 
me that they had not been paid by the federation for basmati they 
sold to Hira Foods some six months before. For farmers, this breach 
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of the terms of their contract was also a breach of trust based on 
exchange and reciprocity. Indeed, late payments and nonpayment 
were the most common reasons farmers gave for their decision to 
abandon the program. “When it is time to pay, the payment does 
not come. We are poor people, how can we manage if we don’t get 
payment in time?” explained Savita Devi, who together with her 
husband farmed their land jointly with his brothers. Sunder Lal 
related his own reason for leaving the program: “People have to 
invest in bulls, labor, seeds, and we give the paddy but still the pay-
ment is not made on time. What is the benefit of doing this?” These 
sentiments show that farmers and officials alike perceive a gap be-
tween what the others say and what they do. Farmers calibrated 
their participation in the program according to not just its docu-
mentary demands but their sense of the larger moral economy of 
contract farming. Yet farmers were positioned differently from of-
ficials as subjects of certification’s power—they not only were re-
quired to adopt new agricultural practices, but also were expected 
to be honest, trustworthy, and committed to the program.
 In the Doon Valley, organic certification is a form of audit that 
aims to promote transparency and compliance but, in practice, often 
does not accomplish either of these goals. Documents that were 
intended to facilitate transparency also created opacities, which, as 
in the case of farmers’ diaries, sometimes occurred with the tacit 
acceptance or active collaboration of fieldworkers, inspectors, and 
even company representatives. In other instances the inevitable 
limits on certification’s panoptic power seemed to stymie and exas-
perate officials, prompting calls for more stringent surveillance and 
testing. But opacity and uncertainty generated other sentiments as 
well. In the same conversation in which he extolled the necessity of 
documents as immutable proof of adherence to organic standards, 
Raju, Rawalnagar’s master trainer, made an entirely different and 
what seemed a deeply paradoxical appeal. Observing that at certain 
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times of year he could not visit and monitor all the fields of every 
farmer, he reflected, “Organic farming jō hai, vo viśvās kı̄ khetı̄ hai”— 
“organic farming, that is the farming of trust.”

Viśvās kı̄ khetı̄: The Farming of Trust
As master trainers and inspectors acknowledged the impossibility 
of knowing the agricultural practices of each individual farmer en-
rolled in the program, they sometimes, like Raju, invoked the no-
tion of viśvās to describe organic agriculture. Toward the end of my 
fieldwork, in late 2008, I drove back to the board’s headquarters 
with Birendra, one of its internal inspectors. We had spent the day 
with representatives from Hira Foods, visiting farmers in advance 
of the basmati harvest to assess the quality and estimated yield of 
the crop. Recent internal inspections were, in fact, on Birendra’s 
mind as he told me that he had found noncompliances among a 
large swath of farmers. He corroborated what others had also told 
me when he said with some sympathy that farmers do not always 
know what organic means. He explained that though they recog-
nized the white granules of urea, a common nitrogen fertilizer, to 
be a form of rasayanik khād (chemical fertilizer), during the early 
years of the program they did not recognize that earth-colored 
DAP (diammonium phosphate) was also prohibited. Noncompli-
ance, he intimated, was often unwitting.
 But Birendra was also clearly troubled by the possibility that as 
farmers became more acquainted with organic standards and cer-
tification, some instances of noncompliance could be intentional. 
Speaking in Hindi, he described organic farming as viśvās walli 
cheez, or something involving or based on trust. I asked what he 
meant by this. Why, given all the documents and inspections, is 
certified organic agriculture, in the end, viśvās walli cheez? Allud-
ing to the limits on his own powers of inspection and his capacity 
to monitor every detail of what farmers do, he replied: “Farmers 
can go secretly to the field at night and apply chemicals to their 
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fields. His neighbors will not know, we will not know.” He made 
this point not to suggest that farmers really engaged in such secre-
tive practices, but rather to underscore the utter inability of field 
officers and inspectors to be all-knowing and all-seeing. Inspectors, 
he emphasized, cannot be in the fields all the time, and so organic 
agriculture depends on viśvās. Third-party certification inspectors— 
those whom Satish had likened to the CBI—voiced similar views. 
As we sat around a boardroom table in the offices of the third-party 
certification agency, one inspector, speaking in English, volunteered: 
“Certification is based on trust. You have to believe that what they 
are saying is true unless there is a reason to doubt it.”
 How do organic certification practices and inspectors’ labor con-
ditions shape what viśvās means and what it does? Inspectors and 
master trainers invoked and relied on viśvās in ways that resemble 
Georg Simmel’s conceptualization of trust, which entails “some ad-
ditional affective, even mystical, ‘faith’ of man in man.”43 This addi-
tional quality of faith is distinct from trust based on “good reasons.”44 
These “good reasons” may be created through personal relations 
over time, conceived in terms of friendship or reliability; they may 
also be connected to the economic sociability of inspections in 
other settings.45

 But “good reasons” are not what inspectors and master trainers 
mentioned when they called on the notion of viśvās. Rather, they 
emphasized the limits on their powers of surveillance and inspec-
tion, drawing attention to the way in which lack of knowledge, un-
certainty, and even doubt make viśvās an indispensable part of or-
ganic certification. According to Simmel, trust arises not as a result 
of certain knowledge, but in the midst of uncertainties and un-
knowabilities.46 In the Doon Valley, master trainers and inspectors 
are all too aware that such affectively charged conditions exist not 
only despite but also because of an extensive documentary and in-
spections apparatus to promote transparency. Ultimately, it is their 
acceptance of organic agriculture not as a transparency regime, but 
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as viśvās kı̄ khetı̄, that enables those wielding certification authority 
to “bracket” or “suspend” what they do not and cannot know in 
order to proceed with the work of certification.47 Viśvās of this sort 
differs crucially from trust based on “good reasons” because it does 
not come from personal connections or shared histories that in-
spire confidence and certainty. Rather, it is a sentiment that emerges 
under conditions that demand a resolution of lingering uncertainty, 
ignorance, and even doubt. Viśvās “bridges the synapse between 
evidence and conclusion” and so simplifies the material, cognitive, 
and social complexities that abound in organic certification.48

Trust at the Limits of Transparency
Audit cultures associated with neoliberalism and post-reform de-
velopment have taken root in the Doon Valley’s agricultural fields 
through organic certification. By requiring document keeping and 
regular inspections, certification seeks not only to make agricul-
tural practices legible, but also to refashion farmers as agents of 
their own surveillance and compliant subjects of national and in-
ternational certification regimes. Becoming “organic by design,” 
then, also relies on demonstrably agentive engagement with or-
ganic standards—through, for example, the handling of chemically 
treated seeds. It also presumes a familiarity with the literacy prac-
tices and skills of record keeping.
 But documents, particularly the farmers’ diaries that formed the 
edifice of certification infrastructure, did not work in such Fou-
cauldian ways. More often than not farmers did not complete the 
documents required of them—sometimes because it was not a fa-
miliar habit or literacy practice, but in other cases because their 
own trust in the promise of becoming certified organic had been 
disappointed when the farmers’ federation paid them late or not at 
all. This betrayal of trust stemmed from a breakdown of reciprocity 
and exchange at the core of their contract with Hira Foods, and it 
prompted some farmers to engage with the program minimally or 
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abandon it altogether. The consequences stemming from farmers’ 
sense of betrayals of trust and moral economy—namely, the indif-
ference that many displayed toward the program—compounded 
the uncertainties and unknowns that are always and already inher-
ent in certification and audit cultures. In the end, much came to lie 
beyond the realm of what was knowable through documents or re-
alistically inspectable and auditable. To grasp how organic certifi-
cation works, therefore, requires more than exploring how farmers 
participate in it. It also demands focused attention on how those 
who wield certification authority come to reconcile the need for 
transparency and knowledge with the not-infrequent reality of their 
incompleteness.
 Gaps, fissures, and failures in audit practice specifically, and gov-
ernmentalized schemes more generally, often produce calls for their 
expansion and intensification.49 A reading of organic certification 
along these lines might cast it as an ever-widening and self-rein-
forcing circle of technocracy in which the shortcomings of neolib-
eral practices such as audit result in their proliferation. In many 
instances this is borne out. In the Doon Valley, the inability of doc-
uments and inspections to capture the intricate temporal and spa-
tial patterns of agricultural practice elicited calls for more stringent 
certification procedures, which led eventually to routine residue 
testing of all harvested paddy.
 By invoking and describing viśvās as a critical part of certifica-
tion, however, master trainers and certification inspectors such as 
Raju and Birendra foregrounded another significant dynamic latent 
in the apparent failures of certification. As we have seen, inspec-
tions, farmers’ diaries, and other documents—the very mechanisms 
intended to allow transparency and visibility—at times generated 
uncertainties and opacities. Viśvās became vitally important pre-
cisely because of the limits of monitoring and the elusiveness of 
transparency. For this reason, Raju articulated two apparently con-
tradictory ideas about organic certification—that “only a document 
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will prove anything” and that organic farming is ultimately viśvās kı̄ 
khetı̄. Raju showed how certification relies on sentiments of trust 
to ameliorate uncertainty and unknowability, thereby enabling doc-
uments to remain the ultimate, material source of proof. For mas-
ter trainers and inspectors, then, viśvās was not simply the outcome 
of their certification work, but a sentiment on which the whole ed-
ifice of it thoroughly depended.
 Raju, and others in his position, complicate and challenge criti-
cal perspectives contending that audit and its associated documen-
tary infrastructures replace or erode relations of trust.50 They urge 
us to attend to trust as a sentiment emanating from something 
other than the kinds of personal or long-standing relationships, 
mutuality and reciprocity, forms of exchange, or robust knowledge 
documented in many anthropological and sociological accounts. In 
this way, their expression of viśvās directs our attention to the way 
that trust is also powerfully configured through uncertainty, and 
even by the opacities generated by transparency regimes. Such sen-
timents, then, prove crucial to sustaining the infrastructure of cer-
tification in the Doon Valley. But as the process of organic certifi-
cation contributes crucially to the formation of organic quality, we 
may inquire further into its ostensible object—basmati rice—by 
asking: On what basis does the grain itself become certifiable as 
organic?
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In the early years of the twenty-first century, the production of or-
ganic basmati rice in the paddy fields of the Doon Valley revived 
the cultivation of a grain for which Dehradun has long been fa-
mous. In India, basmati is historically associated with long-grained, 
aromatic rice grown in the sub-Himalayan regions of the Indo- 
Gangetic plain. Basmati grown in the Doon Valley is reputed to be 
among the finest produced in the relatively narrow sub-Himalayan 
tract that extends from Punjab and Sindh in Pakistan through the 
Indian Punjab, parts of Haryana and Rajasthan, Jammu and Kash-
mir, Himachal Pradesh, western Uttar Pradesh, and Uttarakhand. 
H. G. Walton, in his Gazetteer of Dehra Dun, observed: “The fine 
kind of rice known as bansmati is almost the only food-grain ex-
ported to the plains. It is much appreciated in the plains and is a 
favorite form of gift sent by sojourners in the Dun to friends and 
relatives on the plains.”1 The distinctive qualities of Dehradun bas-
mati include its aroma, taste, and non-sticky grains that elongate 
substantially during cooking. These prized characteristics have been 
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attributed to the environment in which it is grown and, more par-
ticularly, to the soils, climate, and waters that nourish it.
 In recent decades, however, it has become increasingly difficult 
to find Dehradun basmati in the shops and markets of Dehradun 
itself. In 2007 and 2008, nearly a century after the publication of 
Walton’s Gazetteer of Dehra Dun, a crowd of shops in the vicinity of 
Dehradun’s railway station advertised “Dehradooni Basmati,” giv-
ing some indication of its continued status as a popular last-minute 
purchase for tourists and travelers departing the valley from nearby 
hill stations and pilgrimage routes. In 2016 I discovered that these 
shops had all but disappeared. Only after slipping off the main 
thoroughfares into nearly vehicle-free side alleys did I come across 
a few shops on whose sun-bleached, fading signboards the words 
“Best Quality Dehradun Rice” and “Dehradun’s Delicious Basmati 
Rice” were still just barely discernable.2

 Among these establishments, Ram Kumar’s store has stood in 
Darshani Gate near the railway station for over sixty years. A family 
business spanning three generations, today it is squeezed between a 
pharmacy on one side and a mobile phone and money transfer ven-
dor on the other. One of the few merchants who still sources Deh-
radun basmati directly from farmers in the vicinity of the city, Ram 
Kumar told me that Dehradun basmati is all but gone, vanishing as 
the expansion of the city in the years after Uttarakhand’s formation 
consumed prime agricultural land. Parts of the valley once home to 
some of the region’s most prized basmati have become subject to 
intense infrastructure and real estate development. One of these 
areas, Majra, is now the location of Dehradun’s new bus depot, and 
progressive urbanization elsewhere in the city has brought new 
high-end apartment dwellings and shopping complexes.
 With their construction and the proliferation of heat-absorbing 
concrete, Ram Kumar and others explained, the valley has become 
too hot to produce good basmati. Before, he told me, in an account 
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that I heard on a number of occasions, basmati rice grown in Deh-
radun was short-grained but had a good smell. Referring to new, 
long-grained varieties such as Basmati-370, and to even newer hy-
brid varieties developed to meet growing world and domestic de-
mand for basmati, such as Pusa 1121, Ram Kumar lamented that 
now the grain is long and fine but has no smell. In Dehradun, it 

Basmati grown in the Doon Valley is increasingly difficult to find in the city of 
Dehradun itself. Faded shop signs advertising “Dehradun Basmati Rice” also 

signpost a different era, a time when the reputation of the grain was more 
closely linked to “where it’s from.” Dehradun, April 2016.
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seems, luxury apartments are displacing a luxurious rice. The area’s 
once-famous, short-grained mōta basmati is quite literally fading 
from the valley, on shop signs and in the fields.
 Newer varieties of long-grained basmati rice—including the 
organic basmati now cultivated in the paddy fields of the Doon 
Valley—are increasingly defined, transformed, and conditioned by 
political, technical, and economic processes in places far from 
where they are grown. This I learned in the sleek South Delhi 
headquarters of Hira Foods, a leading Indian rice and food prod-
ucts company that, as I mentioned in the introduction, has con-
tracted with Doon Valley farmers since 2005 to procure organic 
basmati rice both for export and for sale at upmarket food retailers 
in India. In a conversation in late 2007, two of Hira Foods’ young 
marketing executives offered their perceptions of the shifting forms 
of identification and qualification attached to this most luxurious 
and expensive Indian grain.

Vivek Nautiyal:  We used to write, all of us used to write, the 
tagline “Dehraduni basmati rice.” At one time basmati rice in 
Dehradun used to be very famous. Now no one writes that. 
There is no more basmati in Dehradun, basmati just vanished 
from Dehradun. Also the grain is very short, though the smell is 
much better than basmati from Punjab and Haryana.

Pratap Singh: I would suggest that rather than emphasizing as 
basmati from Doon Valley, it would be better to emphasize or-
ganic.

Vivek Nautiyal:  Maybe to some people Dehradun basmati 
might have some connotation. But to the customer who is buy-
ing it, they are buying it just for it being organic rather than it 
being from the Doon Valley. They are not so concerned about 
where it’s from, but rather what it is.

Pratap Singh: What the customer is seeing is that it is stamped 
by IMO or whichever organization is certifying the rice as or-
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ganic.3 That it is from Dehradun hardly matters—what matters 
more is that it is organic and it is healthy.

For the marketing executives of Hira Foods, organic was a more 
salient and lucrative signifier of quality than Dehradun. Indeed, al-
though the company began its venture into the organic basmati 
market by contracting exclusively with farmers in the Doon Valley, 
nowhere on the branded packaging of Hira Foods organic basmati 
rice was Dehradun mentioned. The specificities of locality and 
place, they implied, are no longer compelling qualifiers of the grain. 
They made clear that in the world of Indian rice retail—in both 
domestic and export markets—being certified organic trumped the 
seemingly more ineffable qualities of place in the making and mar-
keting of basmati rice.4

 Vivek’s contrast between “where it’s from” and “what it is” runs 
against the positioning of locality as central to a product’s quality 
and value in India and elsewhere. Whether the product in question 
is Darjeeling tea from India’s eastern Himalaya, Umbrian extra- 
virgin olive oil, or Reblochon cheese from the alpine environs of 
the French Haute-Savoie, “where it’s from” is often taken as inte-
gral to “what it is.”5 In France, region and environment have long 
been recognized as salient to the material qualities of comestibles 
through notions of terroir and systems such as the appellation d’origine 
contrôlée (AOC, or controlled designation of origin). The European 
Commission has taken up AOC principles through the adoption of 
the appellation d’origine protégée (AOP, or protected designation of 
origin) system. Globally, there have been attempts to establish ge-
ographical indications (GI)—a novel form of intellectual property, 
which stipulates that “a product’s quality, reputation, or other char-
acteristics can be determined by where it comes from”—in the 
World Trade Organization.6

 Such efforts to institutionalize and legally protect the connection 
between a product’s place of production and its material qualities 
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are distinct from the more recent flourishing of local food move-
ments and locavore cuisine, which oppose industrial food regimes, 
whether conventional or organic. In North America, with its scanter 
histories of terroir, place and locality have come to denote not re-
gionally unique production methods, but more broadly social rela-
tions and “ecologies of production” that encompass human and 
nonhuman worlds and imaginaries of authenticity. In the work of 
Heather Paxson and Brad Weiss, respectively, New England farm-
stead cheeses and Piedmont heritage-breed pigs materially produce 
value that is at once economic and noneconomic.7 Locality can be 
a crucible for the making of value and a repository of authenticity 
in these settings because of its relation to regional and national 
histories of industrialization and to the contemporary realities of 
factory farming in the United States.
 The rise of organically cultivated basmati in the Doon Valley 
reveals a different story about how value and quality are made. 
Here the reputation of Dehradun basmati is more aligned with Old 
World notions of terroir than with local food movements’ more 
recent projects of meaning making.8 Long-standing and widely held 
understandings of Dehradun basmati’s unique qualities, however, 
have not found expression in AOC-type protection. Indeed, as I 
will show later in this chapter, the recent award of a geographic 
indication to basmati nationalizes the grain as Indian while exclud-
ing Dehradun’s remaining local cultivars from protection. Such 
regulatory exclusions underscore Vivek’s assertion that what mat-
ters in the contemporary world of basmati rice retail is not where 
it’s from, but what it is.
 Quality organic basmati is forged not only through practices and 
processes directly tied to organic production—including agentive 
demonstrations of composting and the particular ways in which 
trust comes to be configured within certification, as discussed in 
the first two chapters of this book—but also, and just as fundamen-
tally, through the sociomaterial qualities of the grain itself, which 
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have been conditioned by basmati’s histories of commoditization. 
In the Doon Valley, organic basmati cultivation hinges not just on 
what it takes for farmers to become organic, but on the very nature 
of basmati itself, from the criteria and characteristics that define the 
grain to the practices involved in bringing “quality” basmati into 
being.
 The definition of basmati is, however, not as self-evident as it 
may appear. The Sanskrit-derived name basmati translates simply 
as “possessing fragrance” and so gives little away about what else, 
beyond its aromatic properties, might define the rice.9 Historically, 
and to this day, in its everyday use the term basmati signals particu-
lar material qualities of the uncooked and cooked grain: its non-
sticky texture, the elongation of the grains after cooking, and its 
aroma. As I noted earlier, basmati has long been strongly associated 
with a transnational region of cultivation in the sub-Himalayan 
areas of India and Pakistan and parts of the Indo-Gangetic plain. In 
this respect, the term basmati does not denote a particular variety 
(as, for example, wine grape varietals like sauvignon blanc and mer-
lot do), nor does it unproblematically reference a bounded region or 
place (as Darjeeling tea does). “What it is,” therefore, has been no-
toriously difficult to pin down, and for much of its history basmati 
has been endowed with an expansiveness that belies the smallness 
and seeming simplicity of grains of rice. Partly for these reasons, 
basmati has been the focus of various efforts, legal and otherwise, to 
define and lay claim to what it is and is not. An attempt by the U.S. 
company RiceTec to patent basmati is an infamous example of this; 
another is the government of India’s award of a GI for basmati in 
2016.
 This chapter does not seek to resolve the tension Vivek posited 
between “where it’s from” and “what it is.” Older basmati cultivars 
are fast disappearing from the fields and markets of the Doon Val-
ley even as basmati varieties bred in the formal sector experience a 
renaissance due to the advent of certified organic agriculture. In 
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this milieu, I take Vivek’s felicitous framing of basmati’s multiple 
qualities—its locality, its status as organic, and its physical and ma-
terial characteristics—as an invitation to explore their points of 
articulation and to inquire into how organic basmati in the Doon 
Valley comes to be what it is. Becoming organic basmati, I suggest, 
is a process shaped not only by the standards and practices of or-
ganic agriculture and certification, but also by the conditions of 
contract farming established in the Doon Valley in the early 2000s 
by means of the longer histories of commoditization through which 
basmati became a globally traded grain.
 The production of quality is central to many agro-food systems 
and to market activity and global value chains more broadly.10 For 
some time, a product’s quality—that which makes it distinctive or 
singular—was understood to be in tension with its commoditiza-
tion.11 But more recently, quality has emerged as key to understand-
ing how many markets work and even as the basis on which they 
are constituted.12 Moreover, quality itself is not taken to be an in-
trinsic feature of a product, but the outcome of a process of con-
struction or configuration that is sometimes referred to as “qualifi-
cation.”13 Such perspectives, emanating from actor-network theory 
and recent work in economic sociology, direct attention to the forms 
of human and nonhuman networks assembled around a product or 
commodity through its stages of production and consumption. In 
these analyses of everything from cars to orange juice to laundry 
detergent, the consumer, variously understood as calculative or af-
fectively and emotionally charged, is often a conceptually significant 
figure.14

 The work of qualification is integral to production as well, en-
rolling producers and intermediaries alike in the making of a quality 
product, as Callon and others have pointed out.15 For example, Luc 
Boltanski and Arnaud Esquerre describe what they call the econ-
omy of enrichment with its ever-increasing focus on the creation of 
luxury and wealth through the production of singularized goods.16 
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Processes of enrichment hail a storied past and are built on heri-
tage, craft, or tradition. In their work, Boltanski and Esquerre focus 
on the worlds of fine art, tourism, and stamps and other collectibles 
rather than food. Nonetheless, basmati has been subject to relent-
less efforts at enrichment, by means not only of sociotechnical 
standards and regulations but also of the trials and tests through 
which the grain must pass at various stages of its production.
 This chapter, then, examines the sociotechnical and socionatural 
practices that converge to make basmati what it is. Basmati’s dis-
tinctiveness and singularity are materialized through processes of 
qualification within agricultural and post-harvest practices and con-
stitute enrichment work. In other words, rice grown by Doon Val-
ley farmers must be not only certified organic but also recognized 
as basmati. That organic basmati must also be considered basmati 
may seem an obvious, even banal, assertion. But the qualification 
practices and trials that surround its cultivation reveal that basmati—
which has eluded precise definition for quite some time—is less a 
grain that simply “is” (or is not) than one that must, in many impor-
tant respects, continually become. This chapter shows how basmati 
became a distinct category of rice—a category brought into being 
through government notifications, export quality standards, and ge-
ographic indications established far from the Doon Valley fields 
where it is cultivated. Farmers’ work of cultivation is not limited to 
raising a crop in compliance with organic standards, but involves 
ongoing efforts to enrich basmati by nurturing and selecting for 
those qualities that give it value by making it “what it is.”

What’s in a Name?
Contemporary contract farming of organic basmati in the Doon 
Valley builds on a much deeper history of producing, consuming, 
and commoditizing basmati in the subcontinent. An eighteenth- 
century poem by the famed Punjabi poet Waris Shah is known as 
the first written record of basmati; the grain finds mention along 
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with other fine rice in an account of the wedding of the poem’s 
heroine.17 From early records, it is apparent that, like other aro-
matic rice, basmati enjoyed special status among royalty and nobil-
ity. Aromatic rice, though not named as basmati, is detailed in the 
Ain-i-Akbari, an extensive sixteenth-century record of the Mughal 
Emperor Akbar’s household, court, and administration.18 Other 
accounts suggest that the medieval king of Bara, in what is today 
part of Pakistan, directly supervised the cultivation of basmati. In 
present- day Uttarakhand, Tapovan basmati was once grown, in the 
village of the same name, exclusively for the king of the princely 
state of Tehri Garhwal and later as an offering at the Bharat Mandir 
in Rishikesh.19

 Basmati was clearly prized and highly valued, but there is little 
record about whether and how the grain may have circulated as a 
commodity before British colonial rule. Opportunities for such cir-
culation certainly existed. In Mughal India, rice was exported to 
central Asia from the Punjab, although it is not typically noted as a 
significant export for the Mughal empire, which instead relied on 
spices, sugar, indigo, certain drugs, precious stones, and animals.20 
The Mughal period also saw the elaboration of a land revenue sys-
tem, first on the basis of in-kind payments of grain and later through 
cash payments. The collection of revenue, particularly in cash, re-
lied importantly on an extensive and well-established system of 
rural markets and the cash cropping of cotton, oilseeds, sugarcane, 
and indigo.21 Despite the commoditization of certain crops in pre-
colonial India, basmati appears to have remained outside emergent 
systems of land revenue collection and circulated instead in a re-
gionally delimited realm of exchange restricted to royalty, nobility, 
and religious authorities.
 By the late nineteenth century, however, basmati grown in the 
Doon Valley was recognized as a superior grain in British colonial 
records. Atkinson’s Gazetteer documents three main varieties grown 
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in Dehradun, noting: “The kyári furnishes rice of the best quality; 
the seeds are sown in nurseries in April–May, and the young plants 
are transferred in the following two months to well irrigated fields, 
where they are carefully weeded. The principal varieties are the 
ramjawáin and basmati, and these grow best in the warm valleys and 
along the great rivers where there is much moisture.”22 Although 
recognized to be of fine quality, basmati from the region does not 
appear to have participated substantially in trans-Himalayan trade. 
In general, little trade took place between the sub-Himalayan plains 
where basmati was grown and the hill areas incorporated in centuries- 
old circuits of Himalayan trade routes.23 George Watt, who in the 
late nineteenth century compiled a six-volume dictionary of eco-
nomic plants and produce of India, noted that rice from the North-
west Province and Oudh (forming much of present-day Uttara-
khand and Uttar Pradesh) was exported to “Rájputana,” “Pánjab,” 
central India, and Bombay, but he observed that little was exported 
to “foreign countries.”24

 In northern India generally, basmati does not appear to have 
been a significant cash or revenue-paying crop or to have circulated 
widely as a commodity; instead, it appears more as a prestige crop 
that participated in a different order of exchange and tribute and 
was produced, exchanged, traded, and consumed mainly at local 
and regional levels. Its more limited circulation corresponded his-
torically with more open, loose definitions of basmati, in which its 
value was determined not only by its aromatic or physical qualities 
but also by its participation in noble or religious spheres of ex-
change. Today, basmati is a mass commodity, but these elite associ-
ations are reinscribed through brand names—“Trophy,” “Royale,” 
or “Taj Mahal”—in the relatively new and burgeoning domestic 
market for branded rice. The commoditization and large-scale ex-
port of basmati have thus been accompanied by progressive stan-
dardization and delimitation of what basmati may be.
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Mass Commoditization and the Metrics of Quality
Despite its renown in India over several centuries, the mass com-
moditization and global circulation of basmati is a relatively recent 
phenomenon, dating only to the 1980s.25 Indeed, basmati exports 
have grown exponentially over the past three decades. For example, 
from April to December 1981, India exported 168,298 metric tons 
of basmati,26 whereas from 2016 to 2017, India exported nearly 
four million metric tons of basmati to more than 150 countries. 
During this period, the value of these sales was over U.S. $3 billion, 
which accounts for nearly one-fifth of the value of all products 
within APEDA’s purview.27 Because of the significance of basmati 
for agricultural export earnings, APEDA classifies it separately from 
other “non-basmati” rice and offers tax and duty concessions for 
exporters.
 The production of basmati for export is connected with post–
Green Revolution initiatives in plant breeding. Efforts to improve 
basmati cultivars began much earlier, however, in 1920 at Kala Shah 
Kaku in what is now the province of Punjab in Pakistan. There, 
basmati 370, an improved variety derived from Dehradun cultivars, 
was released in 1933. Basmati 370 subsequently became a parent 
line for many other varieties and today remains among those pre-
ferred for export production in India and Pakistan.28 Following the 
Green Revolution, breeding efforts that sought to enhance crop 
yields were expanded to improve the quality characteristics of rice 
varieties—in particular basmati, which commanded a premium in 
domestic and export markets. These quality standards included, 
among other things, basmati’s physical characteristics, such as the 
length, breadth, shape, and color of the grain; its behavior upon 
cooking, including its absorption of water, volume expansion, and 
kernel elongation; nutritional qualities such as its protein content; 
and milling qualities.29 From the 1980s through the 1990s, the de-
velopment of basmati cultivars accelerated (see Table 3.1). Both 
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pure line cultivars of local landraces and high-yield varieties includ-
ing, most recently, hybrids such as Pusa Basmati 1121, were bred.
 A more general expansion of the domestic and international mar-
kets for branded rice over the past two decades has accompanied 
the diversification of commercially marketed basmati varieties. In 
2007 branded basmati rice accounted for one-third of the total vol-
ume and one-half of the total value in the domestic market for bas-
mati. Like the expansion of basmati exports, the growth of a market 
for branded rice in India is recent. Hira Foods, for example, was 
incorporated only in 1989, when it established its own flagship 
brand of basmati rice. In 2007 approximately 56 percent of the 
company’s turnover stemmed from sales of branded basmati rice; 
37.5 percent of the total turnover was accounted for by sales in the 
domestic market and 18.5 percent in the export market.
 Though formal plant breeding efforts have supported the growth 
of basmati exports since the 1980s, its global circulation has also 
involved allegations of adulteration and the widespread use of ad-

Table 3.1. Defining Basmati: Varieties of Basmati Notified  
under the Government of India Seeds Act (1966)

Variety Year of Notification

Basmati 217 1969
Basmati 370 1973
Type 3 (Dehradun) 1978
Punjab Basmati-1 1984
Pusa Basmati-1 1989
Kasturi 1989
Haryana Basmati-1 1991
Mahi Sugandha 1995
Taraori Basmati 1996
Ranbir Basmati 1996
Basmati 386 1997
Pusa Basmati 1121 2008
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mixtures in exported rice labeled as basmati.30 In response, interna-
tional food standards authorities and those in exporting and import-
ing countries have developed precise definitions about what is and 
isn’t basmati through both regulatory and voluntary frameworks.
 The emergence of basmati as a global commodity is thus associ-
ated with progressive moves to specify and limit “what it is,” mark-
ing a break with a past in which basmati’s meanings and qualities 
were rather more open. These recent regulatory efforts reshape 
what kinds of rice may be considered basmati quite literally. To set 
parameters for export-quality basmati, for example, in 2003 the 
government of India developed standards that included the mini-
mum precooked grain length, the minimum length-breadth ratio, 
and the minimum elongation ratio after cooking (see Table 3.2). 
These parameters were intended as thresholds that would ensure 
basmati’s continued reputation in export markets as famously slen-
der, long-grained, non-sticky, aromatic rice.31 Other quality param-
eters, such as those pertaining to moisture content and extraneous 
matter, were developed to be compatible with existing international 
food standards, in particular the Codex Alimentarius Commission’s 
Codex Standard for Rice.32 Importing countries have adopted sim-
ilar standards. In the United Kingdom, a major importer of bas-
mati, a voluntary code of practice offers the following definition: 
“ ‘Basmati’ is the customary name for certain varieties of rice that 
are grown exclusively in specific areas of the Indo Gangetic Plains, 
which currently includes the Punjab (on both sides of the Indian 
and Pakistani border), Jammu, Haryana, Uttaranchal [Uttarakhand], 
and Western Uttar Pradesh in India.”33 Crucially, this definition of 
basmati goes on to limit it to “certain varieties” as well. These va-
rieties must be notified by the government either of Pakistan or 
of  India (as in Table 3.1), “have at least one parent, which is an 
Historic Land Race variety,” and meet specific quality criteria for 
“basmati.”34 These regulations ensure that, in U.K. markets, the 
term basmati can be applied only to a narrow range of notified rice 



Table 3.2. Schedule of Standards for Export-Quality Milled Indian Basmati Rice

Grade

Min. 
average 
precook 
length 
(mm) 

Min.
length/
breadth 
ratio

Max.
moisture 
content 
(%)

Max. 
damaged 
discolored 
grain (%)

Max. 
chalky 
grain/
black 
kernels 
(%)

Max. 
broken 
grain and 
fragments 
(%)

Max. 
foreign 
matter 
(%)

Max. 
other 
grain 
(%)

Max. 
other 
rice 
varieties 
(%)

Max. 
under- 
milled 
and red 
striped 
grain 
(%) 

Max. 
paddy 
grain 
(%)

Min. 
elon- 
gation 
ratio

Max. 
green 
grain

Special 7.1 3.5 14 0.5 3 2 0.1 0.1  5 2.0 0.1 1.7 -
A 7.0 3.5 14 0.7 5 3 0.25 0.1  8 2.5 0.2 1.7 -
B 6.8 3.5 14 1.0 7 5 0.4 0.2 15 3.5 0.3 1.7 -

Source: Government of India, Notification no. 67, January 23, 2003, http://115.112.238.112/eic/qc&i/enotfn-rice-67.htm, accessed December 20, 2019.
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varieties that display specific characteristics and are grown in par-
ticular geographic regions.
 Efforts to police the borders of basmati have been pursued in 
legal arenas as well; such contests center on who may claim owner-
ship of basmati and on what grounds. The most famous of these 
battles played out in 1997, when the U.S. Patents and Trademarks 
Office granted a wide-ranging patent on basmati to the U.S.-based 
company RiceTec. The original patent granted RiceTec exclusive 
use of the term basmati, proprietary rights to new varieties devel-
oped by RiceTec using parent lines from Indian and Pakistani ac-
cessions held in U.S. germplasm collections, and process rights to 
breeding methods and techniques used to assess the cooking quali-
ties and starch content of newly developed varieties.35 Trademarks 
granted on RiceTec’s Texmati and Kasmati brands would have al-
lowed it to use the label “Indian style basmati rice.” Indian nongov-
ernmental organizations, such as Vandana Shiva’s Research Foun-
dation on Science, Technology and the Environment, generated 
significant public resistance and the government of India legally 
contested the patent in 2000, leading to RiceTec’s eventual with-
drawal of important elements of the patent.
 Geographical indications offer something of an antidote to such 
attempts to claim proprietary rights to basmati by legally making 
where it’s from integral to what it is. Under the World Trade Organ-
ization’s Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Prop-
erty Rights, GIs are novel forms of intellectual property that build, 
in some sense, on older place-based proprietary claims, such as the 
French AOC, which originated in wine production but has been 
applied to cheeses, meats, walnuts, olive oil, and melons as well.36 GIs 
differ from other forms of intellectual property in important ways: 
unlike patents, which are held for a fixed period, a GI may be held in 
perpetuity; unlike trademarks, which may be obtained on a product 
regardless of its place of production, a GI is territorially based.
 India introduced a system of GI in 2003, but basmati presents 
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special challenges for GI protection. Unlike the aforementioned 
products, basmati is grown by millions of cultivators across a vast 
area in a transnational region. Though some products, such as Dar-
jeeling tea, obtained a GI rather quickly, it was not until February 
2016 that basmati was awarded a GI by India’s Intellectual Property 
Appellate Board. This designation came after a long and contested 
process that involved both India and Pakistan and brought indi-
vidual Indian states into conflict with each other. Ultimately, how-
ever, the basmati GI has conferred legal protection for basmati rice 
grown in India’s sub-Himalayan region—in places like the Doon 
Valley. Now standards for export-quality basmati are used to deter-
mine not only which basmati qualifies for export but also which 
forms of basmati are protected by the GI. Indeed, the GI designa-
tion conferred on basmati is limited to those varieties that have been 
notified by the government of India (see Table 3.1). These varie-
ties were developed in public- or private-sector plant-breeding 
programs, and all conform to the specifications for export-quality 
 basmati. Thus, these standards now work to delimit basmati as in-
tellectual property, nationalize the grain as Indian and reshape pro-
foundly what it is and can be.

What’s in a Grain?
As I conducted research in the Doon Valley in 2007 and 2008, res-
idents of Asanpur, a village that had acquired particular fame for 
basmati, gave me small bags of a cultivar that was different from the 
one they were growing commercially. This cultivar was a landrace 
bred through farmer selection rather than a government-notified 
variety developed by a public- or private-sector breeding program 
and sanctioned for commercial sale. Farmers grew this landrace for 
their own consumption and often spoke of how its aroma was supe-
rior to that of any commercially available varieties. They called it 
simply mōta basmati—mōta in Hindi means fat or thick. Mōta bas-
mati shares many of the characteristics of the government-notified 
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commercial varieties, especially its elongation upon cooking and its 
distinctive fragrance. But, as the word mōta suggests, before cook-
ing the grain is short and bold or thick—not long and slender, as is 
more typical of commercially available grains. Despite its dubious 
appearance, residents of Asanpur spoke nostalgically of the won-
drous aroma of mōta basmati, recalling childhood memories of its 
scent wafting through the village whenever it was cooked.
 While Dehradun basmati is often described as if it were a single 
variety of rice, experienced cultivators discerned differing qualities 
across basmati produced in different locales in the Doon Valley.37 
Though named for a physical property of the grain, its thick ker-
nel, mōta basmati’s qualities were clearly also understood to exceed 
these parameters. In March 2008, shortly after the festival of Holi, 
I listened to Vinod Chauhan, an elderly resident of Asanpur, speak 
of the grain his village is known for. By the time that we met, he had 
passed the work of cultivation on to his sons, who also hold jobs in 
Dehradun. But a lifetime working his fields gave him an intimate 
knowledge of the micro-environment of Asanpur, the subtleties of 
its seasonal and daily rhythms, and their influence on basmati qual-
ity. Though increasingly frail in health, Vinod Chauhan spoke 
proudly of Asanpur’s mōta basmati. Explaining how he and others 
in Asanpur accounted for mōta basmati’s superiority, he remarked: 
“Above all else is the sun’s warmth. When the first morning rays of 
the sun enter a house, it will be very good, no? It warms the house. 
So it is with basmati.” Gesturing to the nearby foothills, he went on,

The wind blows down from the mountains and hills, down into 
the valley, at night. From this wind, what happens? It disperses 
the mist and dew from basmati. In places where the dew re- 
mains, there basmati—or any kind of grain—will not be good, 
it will become weak. The water also gives strength. Water cools 
the land when it is hot. In the rainy season it comes down from 
the mountains, it flows through the jungle, underneath the 
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leaves, and through the springs, and it gives much strength to 
the land. Also, in this water, calcium is more, and this also gives 
strength to the land. Here there are three canals. The water 
from two canals is good, they contain water from the Song and 
Bandal. This water, for paddy, for rice, it gives much strength. 
But water from the Baldi, in it there is lime, and it makes the 
rice weak.

He added that the more recent arrival of synthetic chemicals such 
as urea and DAP diminished the aroma of basmati, destroyed the 
fertility of the soil, and made the land hard. The optimum condi-
tions for good basmati, he related, were those in which the land it-
self was agentive; evoking earth that springs underfoot, he noted, 
“The field should catch our feet.”

Organic basmati must conform not only to standards of organic production, but 
to government-mandated export-quality standards for basmati rice. Such quality 
is coaxed from the grain through the labors of farmers and agricultural workers. 

Doon Valley, July 2008.
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 Vinod Chauhan conceived of basmati’s qualities as contingent 
and relational. Rather than being fixed in the grain, its most salient 
characteristics were the product of a complex ecological interplay, 
not just of climate and water, but of the wind’s specific directions 
at certain times of day, the warmth of morning sunlight, and the 
courses along which water flows. By describing what makes mōta 
basmati distinctive, he also affirmed the inseparability of “where it’s 
from” from “what it is.” His account resonates with notions of ter-
roir that attribute the quality of wine or cheese to the physical and 
material characteristics of the environment where it is produced as 
well as to “the cultural know-how behind agricultural products that 
helps constitute ‘place’ as a locus of shared custom and affective 
belonging.”38 If we extend the implications of Vinod Chauhan’s de-
scription, it becomes clear that the socioecological characteristics 
of particular places and localities arguably matter as much for bas-
mati as they do for wine or cheese. For him, as for others, mōta 
basmati’s qualities are manifestly not inherent in the grain, or pro-
grammed through a given production process, but conditioned by 
variations in weather, the water’s temperature and mineral content, 
the use of fertilizers, and the rapidly expanding frontiers of the city. 
In this sense, then, mōta basmati’s qualities are forged ecologically 
and relationally, rather than being constituted primarily through 
measurable and calculable means.39

 During the course of my fieldwork I found that, like Vinod 
Chauhan, a number of organic farmers in the Doon Valley grew a 
local basmati cultivar, such as mōta basmati, alongside the certified 
organic, government-notified variety they were contracted to grow 
for Hira Foods. Yet the differences between the notified varieties of 
basmati cultivated for organic markets and Asanpur’s mōta basmati 
made only more urgent the question of what basmati is. In the 
summer of 2008, I took this puzzle, along with a few grains of mōta 
basmati, to an eminent rice geneticist at the G. B. Pant Agricultural 
University. Our conversation was initially wide-ranging, as he ac-
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knowledged that the term basmati is “a confusion.” He elaborated: 
“If you go to the rural area, you will find the basmati of every vil-
lage. Every village has its own basmati.” This seemed to me an op-
portune moment to ask him about mōta basmati.
 Taking out a small sample of the grains that I had carried with 
me, I was curious to see—though thoroughly unprepared for—his 
response. Because he was a rice geneticist, I had perhaps naively 
expected that he would be au fait with the variability and diversity 
of basmati. But his initial reaction was dismissive. He inspected the 
small, thick grains before him, looked up, and said, “But, Madam, 
this is not technically basmati.” He went on to explain his reasoning: 
“The grain is very coarse, there is lot of mixture [of other grains], 
and then more than 75 percent of grains, they are short and they 
are bold.” Pressing on this assessment, I told him that despite the 
appearance of the grain, it elongated significantly when cooked. 
Firm in his assessment, he replied that many such varieties elongate 
substantially, even “too much,” and that this does not make them 
basmati. Nonetheless, he genially asked his lab assistant to cook 
them, and his skepticism was tempered when we observed that the 
grain, as he put it, “behaved like basmati” and after cooking resem-
bled basmati, lengthening and becoming fine and flakey. Despite 
the way in which cooking transformed the grain, however, he main-
tained that this could not be true basmati on account of the length 
and breadth of the uncooked grain. Rice, he noted, is the only grain 
that is consumed predominantly in an unprocessed state, that is, 
without milling or grinding (unlike wheat, barley, maize, and mil-
lets). Thus, he explained, the size and shape of the uncooked grain, 
and not just the cooked grain, are integral to characterizing its phys-
ical qualities. Contrasting basmati with more recently developed, 
high-yielding varieties, he noted that for basmati, “we may sacrifice 
yield, but we cannot sacrifice the cooking quality, eating quality, the 
physical quality. Because if there is no quality, it is not basmati.”
 In rejecting Asanpur’s mōta basmati as basmati for want of the 
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right qualities, this rice geneticist no doubt probably had in his mind 
India’s export-quality standards, which now also limit the scope 
of India’s GI for basmati. These standards stipulate not only the 
length, breadth, length-breadth ratio, and elongation ratio but also 
percentage parameters for foreign matter, other rice varieties, other 
grains, and so on (see Table 3.2). Thus, the rise of basmati as a glob-
ally traded grain has had two major ironic effects. First, it has shifted 
the locus of quality to the physical properties of the grain and to a 
geography defined spatially rather than socioecologically and affec-
tively. Second, it has expelled local cultivars like mōta basmati, in 
which the specificities of place and ecology are integral to the na-
ture of the grain, from recent regulatory definitions of the very 
category of basmati. In other words, as a result of recent processes 
of qualification, the most locally particular and distinctive kinds of 
basmati are no longer considered basmati at all.

Contracting Quality
Despite Dehradun’s history of basmati cultivation and prolific range 
of basmati cultivars, basmati’s production waned in the latter de-
cades of the twentieth century as it was replaced by higher-yielding, 
semidwarf rice varieties. Rice researchers working in the region 
attributed the decline in basmati to the high cost of inputs, particu-
larly pesticides, needed for this disease-prone grain; to the avail-
ability of disease-resistant rice varieties with higher yields; and to 
labor out-migration and rapid urbanization.40 The extent of the 
decline in varieties such as mōta basmati was reinforced for me one 
winter morning when J. P. Sharma, a farmer in Dharampur block of 
Dehradun district, described as paaramparik (traditional) Pusa Bas-
mati 1, a semidwarf hybrid first notified by the government of India 
in 1989, which, though labeled basmati, traces only one basmati 
parent line.41

 Dehradun’s renaissance in basmati cultivation has its origins in 
the World Bank’s Diversified Agricultural Support Project (DASP), 
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which ushered in organic agriculture. The DASP also laid the foun-
dations for contract farming and subsequent transformations in what 
basmati means and is in the Doon Valley. Initiated for the state of 
Uttar Pradesh in 1998, before the formation of Uttarakhand, the 
DASP had as its purpose the promotion of the diversification of 
agricultural production and livelihoods through interventions in 
the agriculture and horticulture sectors as well as through projects 
to improve rural infrastructure, build human capacity, and encour-
age the development of the private sector. With the formation of 
Uttarakhand in 2000, the DASP was effectively implemented as 
two separate projects, albeit with common, overarching objectives. 
In practical terms, this meant that Uttarakhand claimed U.S. $15 
million of the $160 million allocated to the project as the DASP 
came to cover 1,218 “bio-villages” in twenty-seven development 
blocks spread across five of the new state’s thirteen districts. As part 
of its effort to encourage agricultural diversification, an important 
objective of the DASP in Uttarakhand was to promote a shift from 
subsistence to commercial agriculture and from the production of 
low-value food grains to higher-value crops. In its early years, the 
project demonstrated a concern for questions of sustainability—
both in an ecological sense and in terms of the long-term viability 
of project activities. Integrated pest management, integrated plant 
nutrient management, and composting technologies were among 
the key interventions in the agriculture sector.42

 The Organic Basmati Export Program (OBEP), then called the 
Organic Basmati Production Program, began under DASP auspices 
in 2002 with the aim of boosting the incomes of farmers in the 
low-lying blocks of Dehradun district and Udham Singh Nagar. In 
2003 the APEDA and the Uttarakhand state government reached 
an agreement to designate Uttarakhand an agri-export zone (AEZ) 
for basmati. The AEZ designation carried the promise of financial 
and technical assistance from central and state governments to in-
crease basmati exports from the region and promote direct business 
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relationships between buyers and producers. Upon its completion 
in 2004, the OBEP was absorbed by the recently formed Uttara-
khand Organic Commodity Board (UOCB) and subsequently came 
to be partly financed by the Sir Ratan Tata Trust, one of India’s 
oldest and most well-established private philanthropic foundations.
 With its incorporation into the newly formed UOCB, the OBEP 
took on a mission never expressed in World Bank reports—“to re-
trieve the lost glory of Dehraduni basmati.” While the UOCB built 
on DASP interventions by encouraging composting, biodynamic 
farming, and effective microorganism technology, the board also 
combined the cultural work of reviving Dehradun basmati’s “lost 
glory” with the economic work of enhancing rural incomes, iden-
tifying several “seed villages” in Dehradun district to produce 
 government-notified organic Dehraduni basmati (Type 3) seeds. As 
part of its efforts to promote the production of organic basmati for 
export, in 2005 the board facilitated a contract between farmers’ 
federations in the Doon Valley and Hira Foods. Farmers registered 
with the board in the four blocks of the Doon Valley agreed to sell 
basmati directly to Hira for a fixed price through farmers’ federa-
tions, while Hira Foods would in turn provide extension advice and 
inputs as well as oversee cultivation. To this day, the UOCB remains 
a liaison between Hira Foods and the Doon Valley’s four farmers’ 
federations, coordinating internal and external inspections, recruit-
ing and training farmers, and providing technical assistance.43

 An important component of DASP was the formation of self-
help groups (SHGs) and, crucially, the aforementioned farmers’ 
federations. Such groups were not unique to the OBEP; they were 
part of a strategy to provide rural credit more broadly, disseminate 
training and technology, and form market linkages. In 2002 nearly 
1,900 village-based SHGs had been set up across the state. Though 
these mainly provided credit and small loans, in a number of areas 
several SHGs combined at the level of the development block to 
form farmers’ federations for the purpose of marketing specific com-
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modities. Requisites for the formation of larger farmers’ federa-
tions included a turnover of over 5 lakh (then equivalent to approx-
imately U.S. $10,350), a membership of over twenty SHGs or one 
hundred farmers, and registration under the Societies Registration 
Act of 1860.44

 In the four development blocks of Dehradun district that par-
ticipated in the OBEP, farmers’ federations became essential in-
stitutional linchpins in the system of contract farming established 
between Doon Valley farmers and Hira Foods as well as in the 
 administration of organic certification. Federations serve several 
important functions. They are units of group certification, as we 
saw in the last chapter. They also provide a conduit for information, 
extension advice, and training through both the Organic Board and 
contracting companies. Through them, farmers negotiate contracts 
with companies such as Hira Foods; they also disburse contractu-
ally agreed inputs, supplies, and payments. By enabling farmers with 
limited landholdings under organic cultivation to economize on 
the costs of certification and to pool their harvests, federations give 
farmers direct avenues to large retail markets that would otherwise 
be inaccessible.
 Moreover, federations are also important for companies, such as 
Hira Foods, that seek to enter the organic trade. For companies 
seeking to sell organic products, the traditional method of procure-
ment through India’s mandı̄ system is untenable. Mandı̄s, or regu-
lated marketing yards, are the cornerstones of many agricultural 
markets in India. In them, produce, including rice, is auctioned 
through an interlocking chain of government-registered brokers. 
They are not well equipped, however, to deal with the extensive 
documentation and traceability systems demanded by organic cer-
tification, nor do they allow for direct contact between the mills 
and farmers to ensure the provision of organic inputs, appropriate 
training, and opportunities for inspection.45

 The demands of certified organic farming therefore invite—and 
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indeed require—contract arrangements. Until April 2011, however, 
Uttarakhand had not made legislative amendments to its Agricul-
ture Produce Marketing Committee Act to enable contract farming 
and authorize direct procurement by companies outside the mandı̄ 
system. In the years preceding the development of the act, farmers’ 
federations served as innovative and pliable entities through which 
contract arrangements could be established within the government 
mandı̄ system. In Rawalnagar block, the farmers’ federation ob-
tained government registration to operate a shop in the mandı̄ at its 
block headquarters. Thus, though paddy was procured from indi-
vidual farmers at designated collection centers operated by each 
federation, it was then transported to the mandı̄ office, where fi-
nancial transactions occurred and were recorded. In effect, the 
farmers’ federations allowed contract farming to operate within the 
regulatory framework of the mandı̄ system in the years before leg-
islation to govern contract farming existed in the state.46 Thus, novel 
institutional formations that fashion connections between farmers 
and the private sector, from farmers’ federations to the UOCB it-
self, prefigured and underpinned contract farming as an emerging 
form of agricultural marketing.
 Producing organic basmati in the Doon Valley today occurs 
mostly through contract arrangements. In July 2005 federation 
presidents representing the four farmers’ federations in the Doon 
Valley, the general manager of Hira Foods, and the Organic Board 
signed a three-year contract in which the federations agreed to sell 
their entire quantity of certified organic basmati to Hira Foods. In 
the inaugural year of the program, Hira agreed to purchase basmati 
rice for a price of 2,100 rupees per quintal for certified organic bas-
mati and 1,900 rupees per quintal for basmati produced on land still 
in conversion to organic methods.47 The company further agreed 
to provide packing materials and tags and arrange for weighing and 
transport to their Haryana rice mill; in subsequent years, they also 
provided seed and technical assistance and offered federations ad-
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vances and support for the purchase of inputs. Beyond the stan-
dards that must be met to receive organic certification, the contract 
laid out certain metrics of quality to which basmati must conform. 
Thus, moisture content must be less than 16 percent, matter other 
than the basmati less than 0.5 percent, red grain less than 0.5 per-
cent, green grain less than 4 percent, and damaged and broken grain 
less than 0.5 percent. Paddy must also be of uniform variety and 
size; to ensure this, farmers were encouraged to undertake “rogu-
ing,” the practice of uprooting off-type varieties.
 Earlier in this chapter, I noted that the social life of basmati in-
cludes histories of royal supervision, elite consumption, and propri-
etary contestation.48 Modern contract farming arrived in the Doon 
Valley with Hira Foods in 2005. While situated broadly in the 
transformations brought about by India’s program of liberalization, 
contract farming may also be understood as part of a set of prac-
tices of surveillance, exchange, and control to which basmati has 
been subject for some time. Indeed, contract-like arrangements may 
not be entirely new to the production and marketing of basmati in 
the Doon Valley. According to the accounts of farmers and traders 
in and around Dehradun, during the early and mid-twentieth cen-
tury basmati farmers maintained similar trading relationships with 
the city’s rice merchants. In exchange for access to credit, advance 
payments, inputs, and assistance with major family expenses such as 
those incurred for weddings, basmati cultivators committed to sell 
their harvest to particular traders. Though such agreements were 
verbal, embedded more in established social relationships than in 
the idiom of contract, they did share the forward-looking element 
of today’s contract farming, which, at its most basic, is an agree-
ment for exchange at a given price to take place at a future date.
 Contract farming is frequently understood as an extension of the 
logic of capital accumulation—an exemplar of industrial agriculture’s 
neoliberal form. Contracts assure farmers that they will receive a 
certain price for what they produce, and they may also provide for 
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inputs or training, but they also transfer much of the risk of pro-
duction to farmers, who must comply with quality standards or face 
the possibility that their crop, or a portion of it, will be rejected by 
the contracting company.49 Many studies of contract farming focus 
on farmers themselves, examining how growers or producers be-
come subjects of new contracting regimes. Roger Clapp character-
izes contract farming as a kind of “proletarianization” in which “the 
farmer is required to work but not think.”50 Though relations be-
tween contractors and growers are undoubtedly asymmetrical, 
some have noted the potential for the development of moral econ-
omies through which farmers may renegotiate or resist the terms 
of contract by creatively reinterpreting their contract conditions, 
finding means for opting out, siphoning resources, or adulterating 
their products.51

 Even as contract farming repositions farmers in agricultural mar-
kets, demanding conformity with new standards, it also shapes and 
conditions the nature of production itself. In this regard, Michael 
Watts argues that while contract farming may well be a form of 
“Fordist” agriculture, geared to mass production of a standardized 
product, it simultaneously imposes grading and quality standards 
“that allow the commodity to be rigorously classified, screened, dif-
ferentiated, and priced in the contract.”52 Processes of singulariza-
tion and commoditization, of distinction and standardization, con-
verge around the quality that the contract seeks to elicit and assure 
in production processes. In the Doon Valley, it is precisely by means 
of such contract arrangements that processes of qualification and 
enrichment are brought to farmers’ fields and into the very prac-
tices of cultivating crops themselves.

Ecologies of Enrichment
In the midst of a monsoon downpour in August 2008, Dr. Sharma, 
the technical adviser for Hira Foods, stood on the edge of a paddy 
field pointing his finger at the young, bright green basmati plants. 
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Flanked by field officers and master trainers from the UOCB as well 
as the farmer whose crop he was gesturing to, Dr. Sharma sought 
to draw their attention to yellowish brown spots on the leaves of 
the young plants. As he and those around him huddled under um-
brellas, Dr. Sharma fervently compared the cultivation of basmati 
to providing for the nourishment and health of a child, urging on 
this and other occasions I observed, “Jaivik khetı̄ me, khana chahiye, 
dawai chahiye, panı̄ bhı̄ chahiye” (in organic agriculture, food is 
needed, medicine is needed, water is also needed). For Dr. Sharma, 
these signs of brown spot—as well as those of other diseases such 
as blast, nutrient deficiencies, and pest problems such as leaffolder 
and stem borer that he noted on his tour of the valley—bode ill not 
only for the final crop yield but also for the quality of the harvested 
grain. Though Hira Foods did not maintain a continuous presence 
in the valley, Dr. Sharma made regular visits to monitor the quality 

“Brown spot” on basmati paddy may cause blemishes and discoloration of the 
milled and polished grain. Employees from Hira Foods enjoined farmers to work 

to produce “quality” grain through labor and care that would mitigate such 
problems of quality. Doon Valley, October 2008.
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of the paddy at various stages of its growth over the crop cycle and 
at the moment of procurement, when farmers took their harvested 
grain to the company for inspection and sale. Contract farming 
thus accomplished much more than assuring buyers of their supply, 
and farmers of a price and buyer. It also afforded Hira Foods un-
precedented access to farmers’ fields in order to monitor the pro-
duction level and quality of the basmati it had contracted farmers 
to grow.
 If agriculture across much of India since the Green Revolution 
has emphasized production and yield, the advent of contract farm-
ing in the Doon Valley has inaugurated other priorities—not only 
organic farming methods, but also a particular concern with qual-
ity. Though such concerns were expressed through standards codi-
fied in lists, tables, and regulations, enacting quality entailed socio-
ecological labor—work in and on fields and plants. The progressive 
standardization of basmati that accompanied its increased com-
moditization may have created parameters and frameworks for its 
enrichment, but these characteristics themselves had to be coaxed 
from the crop. In other words, quality itself had to be brought into 
being in individual grains of rice. In this sense, economies of en-
richment do not necessarily function distinctively from the worlds 
of labor, as has sometimes been claimed, but rather rely on it. Karen 
Hébert lucidly shows how new norms and standards regarding the 
definition of quality in wild Alaskan salmon depended critically on 
harvesting practices and the labor of handling, bleeding, and chill-
ing individual fish.53 Scholarship on economies of quality or enrich-
ment has drawn attention to the ways in which consumer agency 
and reflexivity confer value.54 Such economies, however, are also 
present in the world of production and become the means of distin-
guishing among comestibles.
 The cultivation of quality basmati proved to be new to farmers 
bound by the contract with Hira Foods, and it was one of the prin-
cipal challenges that Hira employees identified as they spoke of the 
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company’s experience in the Doon Valley. Hundreds of kilometers 
away from Doon Valley fields, in his office near the company’s lab-
yrinthine rice mill, the general manager of Hira Foods explained to 
me that in the early years of the program, pains were taken to assess 
the quality of the basmati as it grew in the field and to “show” the 
farmers what “quality” basmati was—apart from the organic stan-
dards to which they were also committed. Quality basmati rice, he 
explained to me, was uniformly long, without wild rice admixtures 
or other residues, and with minimal green, red, and broken or dam-
aged grains. Intimating that initially farmers did not grasp these 
meanings of quality, he reflected that with time and training, “now 
they know this quality, they assess the quality themselves.”
 Dr. Sharma, who has worked as technical adviser for Hira Foods 
in the Doon Valley since the inception of the contract, spoke more 
candidly. The early years of the program, he declared, were a 
“hodgepodge.” Initially, the company had not provided farmers 
with seeds, a “package of practices” for organic basmati cultivation, 
or arrangements for inputs. Accordingly, he explained, Hira had no 
way of ensuring the uniformity and quality of the grain it procured. 
The evolution of the program in subsequent years brought a greater 
level of systemization. Hira now provides seed and advances for 
inputs if required; it also purchases “zero year” paddy, or rice in the 
first year of organic conversion, when farmers are likely to experi-
ence yield decreases but cannot access price premiums by selling 
their paddy as organic. The company, through Dr. Sharma, has also 
developed a “package of practices,” with detailed guidance on sow-
ing, spacing, transplanting, weeding, nutrient management, manure 
and composting, disease and pest management, and so on. This pack-
age forms the basis for more standardized training and technical 
advice provided by Hira Foods and master trainers at the UOCB.
 The parameters outlined in the package of practices, as well as 
the contract arrangement itself, create a picture of strict standards 
and Hira’s active disciplining of rice. Yet, while Hira Foods has 
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been critical in shaping quality through the inputs it provides and 
the extension advice offered by Dr. Sharma and the UOCB’s mas-
ter trainers, the labor of producing quality basmati ultimately fell 
on farmers themselves. Farmers were enjoined to grow “quality” 
basmati by uprooting what was deemed “rogue rice”—that is, cul-
tivars of other varieties that sprout unexpectedly in the fields of 
their own accord. By uprooting off-type plants, farmers ensured 
greater uniformity in the harvested grain and compliance with the 
standards for export-quality basmati. At the time of my fieldwork, 
however, even the most dedicated organic farmers experienced 
some frustration with the standards. A number complained about 
the high labor costs associated with weeding and pest control. For 
wealthier farmers, these costs were felt in the wages paid to hired 
laborers; for those farmers who undertook the work themselves, the 
cost was of their own time. On other occasions, farmers expressed 
discontent with the seeds that Hira Foods supplied, remarking that 
the organic basmati appeared more prone to disease and pest infes-
tations than other seeds.
 Intense focus on the quality of the grain became even more pro-
nounced at the time of procurement, when farmers came to sell 
their harvested paddy to Hira Foods. Procurement marks the mo-
ment of transaction and transfer: technical inspectors from Hira 
Foods weigh and evaluate the paddy, make tallies, and, if the bas-
mati meets quality standards, fix the total amount that a farmer 
receives on the basis of the quantity of paddy, the stage of conver-
sion, and the procurement price. The sociological study of markets 
and valuation has shown the critical role of such épreuves or tests in 
affirming quality.55 When farmers arrived at the collection point, 
they were met by Dr. Sharma and two aptly named “quality inspec-
tors” from Hira Foods. As bags of paddy, or unmilled grain, were 
unloaded and weighed by wage laborers, quality inspectors used a 
long metal sampler to draw out grains of paddy from each sack. 
Examining each handful carefully, the inspectors visually assessed 
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the presence of green grains, rogue grains, and broken grains, cast-
ing their handfuls down on the ground after each evaluation.
 On the occasions when I observed procurement in late 2007, it 
seemed that much of the basmati paddy brought by farmers sat-
isfied Hira’s quality standards. On a few occasions, however, the 
quality of the basmati became an issue. One morning, as I sat with 
Dr. Sharma and his employees in Dharampur block, a farmer 
brought paddy whose moisture content was higher than that stipu-
lated in the contract and governmental standards. A sample of the 
paddy was placed in a “moisture meter.” Dr. Sharma, the quality 
inspector, a field officer from the UOCB, and the farmer sat round 
a table as the meter confirmed that the paddy’s moisture indeed 
exceeded the maximum level of 16 percent. Outright rejection of 
the paddy is one consequence of failing to meet quality parameters. 
If that had occurred, it would have validated the disciplinary conse-

During procurement, a moisture meter is used to test a sample of paddy for 
moisture content. Failure to comply with quality standards can result in rejection 
of the paddy by Hira Foods, although in most instances work-around solutions 

are identified. Doon Valley, December 2007.
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quences of the contract and brought into sharp relief the asym-
metries of power that Clapp identified as integral to contract farming.
 What transpired, however, was something quite different. Dr. 
Sharma expressed a desire to avoid “discouraging” farmers through 
rigid interpretation of standards. In these initial years of contract 
farming, he suggested, it was important to affirm and recognize the 
commitment to the contract that each demonstrated by bringing 
paddy for procurement. Though standards themselves were not al-
tered, Dr. Sharma made compromises or devised work-around solu-
tions to avoid rejecting the paddy altogether. After much discussion, 
it was decided that the paddy would be taken out from the bags and 
spread on plastic tarps to allow it to dry further in the sun. Toward 
the end of the day a sample was taken for reading in the meter. 
Again the reading showed that the moisture content remained ele-
vated. Despite the meter readings and the moisture content, Dr. 
Sharma decided that the paddy would be purchased, explaining 
that the grain would have further time to dry at the rice mill. On 
another occasion, samples taken by a quality inspector showed an 
excessive percentage of green (or immature) grain. This too could 
be grounds to reject the paddy, but again Dr. Sharma decided to 
accept it with the caveat that extra paddy for which the farmer 
would not be paid would be loaded into each bag to compensate for 
the higher proportion of green grain that would have to be weeded 
out at the rice mill.
 That Dr. Sharma devised such compromises to avoid rejecting 
paddy outright does not negate the disciplinary aspects of contract 
farming or the inequalities of power that attend it. On the contrary, 
it was Dr. Sharma alone who could initiate a compromise and de-
vise alternatives. Farmers themselves were not involved in making 
the compromise and, on each occasion, were left on the margins to 
wait for Dr. Sharma’s final decision. If anything, the discovery of 
these instances of noncompliance worked to further inculcate the 
disciplinary aspects of the contract by bringing into sharp relief the 
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standards against which the paddy—and by extension the farmers— 
were measured. These compromises, moreover, were possible be-
cause the quality inspections undertaken at the time of procurement 
represented just one step in a much longer process of qualification 
that would continue at the rice mill.
 Dr. Sharma’s technical advice, dispensed to farmers on the edges 
of basmati fields, the “package of practices” he devised to familiar-
ize farmers with Hira Foods’ expectations of quality, and the nego-
tiations and compromises he struck with farmers during the time of 
procurement worked to engrain the production of certain forms 
of standardized quality within everyday acts of cultivation. In this 
way, the production of organic quality may be understood not only 
as a sociotechnical but a socionatural practice, one that enriches the 
economic value of organic basmati grains through efforts to coax 
and nurture from them particular physical, material, and even bio-
chemical properties. Structuring this process were a panoply of 
standards, which not only defined the requirements of organic pro-
duction, but also limited which seeds could be considered basmati 
and which particular configurations of physical properties would 
render basmati of “export quality.” As much came to depend on 
these progressive limitations of what basmati is, or could be, earlier 
ways of naming and knowing basmati on the basis of “where it’s 
from” were eclipsed. Local landraces such as mōta basmati were 
gradually disappearing from the Doon Valley, as standardized varie-
ties of government-notified basmati were taken up for cultivation.
 These processes are relevant for thinking further about the dis-
tinction between “organic by default” and “organic by design,” dis-
cussed in the first chapter. The production of quality basmati, in 
many respects, relied on farmers who demonstrated a deliberate 
commitment to being “organic by design,” who adopted and en-
acted agricultural labors and practices that would yield basmati with 
particular quality characteristics. In the Doon Valley, this proved to 
be a process akin to that by which hill farmers were enjoined to 
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demonstrate their status as “organic by design” through adherence 
to particular composting practices and methods (see chapter 1). 
But, as we shall see in the next chapter, considerations of quality 
were important for hill areas too. They incited, conditioned, and 
came to trouble the imagination and aspirations of board officials 
and hill farmers for organic supply chains that would connect Ut-
tarakhand’s mountain districts to lucrative, far-flung metropolitan 
and international markets.
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Because of its histories of commoditization and ongoing qualifi-
cation through organic cultivation and international trade, the bi-
ography of basmati differs sharply from those of many staple hill 
crops grown in the Uttarakhand Himalaya—millets, other coarse 
grains, and a myriad of pulses among them. Deepa Agarwal, pro-
gram manager of the UOCB, remarked on this as she reflected on 
her three years managing the work of the board: “When I started, I 
realized that never before had products from the mountains, organic 
or inorganic, been sold. The task of bringing markets is a big one. 
An entire supply chain has to be put in place.” Himalayan crops 
have long circulated in regional markets and via trans-Himalayan 
trade routes, but these historical market connections were not what 
Deepa Agrawal had in mind as she linked the need to build supply 
chains with the work of “bringing markets” to the mountains. This 
chapter turns from the basmati fields of the Doon Valley to Ut-
tarakhand’s mountainous regions, and in particular the village of 
Nagthari, in order to explore this self-described challenge and, 
through it, the ways in which organic quality catalyzes imaginations 
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of, and everyday aspirations for, new agricultural markets. I exam-
ine both how the bureaucratic state is imbricated in market making 
in the mountains and, equally, how residents of Nagthari in Jaunsar 
Bawar participate in these efforts. As commercially oriented organic 
agriculture in Uttarakhand enlists hill farmers in reimagining and 
refashioning their connections to markets, the chapter is animated 
by a simple question: In this region of the Himalaya, how are new 
agricultural markets being made?
 Establishing agricultural markets in the Uttarakhand Himalaya 
has been one of the great challenges of rural development in the re-
gion. In the wake of economic liberalization, pressure for increased 
private-sector involvement in agricultural markets has mounted. 
This has resulted in, among other things, the recent rise of contract 
farming, as we saw in chapters 2 and 3. On the whole, however, 
agricultural market relations and supply chains in India continue 
to be predominantly configured through the state-operated mandı̄ 
system. Selling grain and produce in these venues presents farmers 
across India with its own set of challenges linked to intermediation 
and price setting, but Himalayan cultivators must surmount addi-
tional challenges even before their crops arrive at the market.1 For 
those who live far from a road, the journey may begin on foot or by 
mule and then continue by means of the shared jeeps, buses, and 
trucks that ply mountain roads. In some cases, particularly when 
perishable fruits and vegetables are involved, farmers sell their pro-
duce to roadside intermediaries who aggregate produce from a 
number of growers and then transport it to the mandı̄—and who 
often pay farmers a fraction of the price they would receive in the 
mandı̄.2

 Developing rural markets in the Himalaya is thus often framed 
as a challenge of overcoming the constraints of the region’s moun-
tainous geography by building physical and institutional infrastruc-
ture to reduce farmers’ reliance on such intermediaries. These efforts 
include facilitating post-harvest processing, storage, and transporta-
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tion as well as adapting or establishing institutions to aggregate 
crops and provide access to credit. A report on the development of 
high-value crops in Uttarakhand by the International Food Policy 
Research Institute advised the state government to proceed along 
these lines: “To better connect farmers to the market and to enable 
farmers to take advantage of the new opportunities offered in the 
market place, the state of Uttarakhand should change its role from 
tax collection and regulation to facilitation where a private market- 
driven agricultural environment is created that will benefit produc-
ers and consumers alike. . . . The state should turn attention to get-
ting the institutions and infrastructure in place as to allow private 
trade to flourish.”3

 The technical, institutional, and infrastructural emphasis of such 
assessments of agricultural marketing, however, belies other dimen-
sions of what is involved in “bringing markets to the mountains.” In 
this chapter, I attend to imagination and aspiration as forms of af-
fect and elements of human agency that are equally central “forces 
of production” in forging new market connections in Uttarakhand’s 
Himalayan regions.4 Efforts to develop certified organic agricul-
ture and, through it, to establish news kinds of market connections 
and relations hinged on the imaginative possibilities conceived by 
Organic Board officials and farmers alike, as well as their aspira-
tions and strivings. Charles Taylor’s work on the modern social im-
aginary is instructive here. He explains the social imaginary expan-
sively as “the ways in which people imagine their social existence, 
how they fit together with others, how things go on between them 
and their fellows, the expectations that are normally met, and the 
deeper normative notions and images that underlie these expecta-
tions.”5 Taylor illuminates the ways in which ideas and ideals cen-
tral to European and Anglo-American modernity—particularly 
those relating to the economy, public sphere, and democratic self- 
government—acquire meaning in everyday life and popular imagi-
nation, thus shaping and producing forms of social practice.6
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 The notion that imagination and aspiration are conditioned by, 
and in turn condition and shape, social and cultural worlds has been 
articulated more pointedly by Arjun Appadurai. Identifying imagi-
nation as a key aspect of agency, he argues that “the imagination has 
become an organized field of social practices, a form of work (in the 
sense of both labor and culturally organized practice), and a form 
of negotiation between sites of agency (individuals) and globally 
defined fields of possibility.”7 Aspirations hinge on the work of im-
agination, and they are similarly conditioned, “always formed in 
interaction and in the thick of social life.”8 Though imagination 
and aspiration themselves are multiple and diverse, and the “capac-
ity to aspire” may not be equally distributed, they constitute a key 
element of the affective force of development and modernity.9

 In postcolonial India, Sudipta Kaviraj has argued, the state is the 
site of everyday aspirations and political imaginaries for elites and 
subalterns alike.10 In “the Nehruvian state,” he writes, “there was a 
historic convergence of radically different expectations. The upper 
classes saw it as an instrument of economic growth. . . . Lower 
strata in Indian society were drawn into it by the promise of social 
dignity, and end of the caste system, and a distant dream of eco-
nomic re-distribution.”11 But in post-liberalization India, as in neo-
liberal settings around the world, the state is no longer a singular 
“source of modernity” and locus of everyday aspirations. In the wake 
of liberalization, aspiration, as a well-developed literature demon-
strates, has also come to be importantly intertwined with consumer 
citizenship, forms of education and employment, varying forms of 
mobility, and temporally situated ideas of progress.12

 This chapter argues that aspiration and imagination are, in Ap-
padurai’s sense, forms of work and social practice, as well as sites of 
negotiation, in rural and agrarian worlds. In Jaunsar Bawar, and the 
wider Uttarakhand Himalaya, multiple imaginaries and aspirations, 
both realized and unrealized, play a crucial role in making markets. 
My analysis departs from the tendency to view the work of making 
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markets through an understanding of economic agency as primar-
ily calculative, an approach characteristic of both recent behavioral 
and actor-network approaches.13 Instead, I understand imagination 
and aspiration as elements of an ineluctable human agency that are 
central to market making. In what follows, I first consider the ways 
in which different kinds of aspiration and imagination encounter 
each other, and are negotiated, in the context of buyer-seller meets 
organized by the UOCB to bring hill cultivators together with 
potential buyers. Then I shift to the headquarters of the UOCB 
itself to understand the bureaucratic imagination through which its 
managers organize organic agricultural production in the hills in a 
manner amenable to the supply-chain logistics of metropolitan and 
international buyers. Finally, I turn to the village of Nagthari in 
Jaunsar Bawar and examine how its residents aspire and act to cul-
tivate new forms of market participation.

The Buyer-Seller Meet
I met Amrita Devi for the first time in the fall of 2007, at a buyer- 
seller meet held at an ashram near the UOCB’s headquarters. She, 
along with other cultivators from the hill regions of Uttarakhand, 
had traveled to Dehradun for the meet in the hope of finding buy-
ers for their freshly harvested kharı̄f crops. With farmers, master 
trainers, and buyers assembled in a single space, these meets pro-
vided an occasion for representatives from the UOCB and the 
state’s Department of Agriculture to articulate a vision for the fu-
ture agrarian development of Uttarakhand and describe how to 
achieve it. Uttarakhand’s secretary of agriculture opened the day’s 
proceedings with remarks that held out the promise of better prices 
and access to export markets through organic agriculture. Holding 
up basmati rice as an example of a crop that had attracted successful 
contracts with large retailers, he suggested that such arrangements 
might be replicated for other crops in the region.
 Basmati, however lucrative it may be, cannot be grown in moun-
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tainous environs. Amrita Devi, one of the few women participating 
in the meet, stood up and asked pointedly: “What are we to do if 
we cannot grow basmati?” Her question revealed the hope and 
frustration that are intermixed through hill farmers’ efforts to forge 
new market connections for food grains that are often little known 
among urban consumers. One such grain is jhangōra, or barnyard 
millet, grown widely in the hills and consumed there mainly as a 
subsistence crop. As we spoke over lunch, I told her how I prepared 
jhangōra for my one-year-old son. Surprised at my familiarity with 
this coarse grain, at the end of the day she pressed a small, neatly 
packaged bag of jhangōra into my hand. At the meet, I learned, she 
had found no buyers for this crop. I would soon come to know 
Amrita Devi and her family well, as she would come to know me 
and mine; our acquaintanceship later led me to locate part of my 
fieldwork in her village of Nagthari. But although Nagthari was 
among those villages that had invested in equipment and training 
for basic post-harvest processing, contracts with buyers and private- 
sector companies still proved elusive.
 Buyer-seller meets were among the principal events that the 
UOCB organized to facilitate the formation of market linkages. 
For organic basmati farmers in the Doon Valley, the proximity of 
the state capital meant that such meetings often occurred on the 
periphery of farmers’ fields or in the office of UOCB with the pres-
idents of farmers’ federations. Perhaps testifying to the greater 
challenge of establishing links between hill farmers and buyers, ef-
forts to facilitate new market opportunities in mountain areas took 
the form of annual or biannual buyer-seller meets that convened a 
larger number of people in a single venue. Those that I attended in 
2007 and 2008 were occasions when the potential for market mak-
ing was palpable, along with the affective dimensions of such efforts.
 At the 2007 buyer-seller meet where I met Amrita Devi, Deepa 
Agarwal, the UOCB’s director, elaborated on the aspirations for far- 
flung markets kindled by the agriculture secretary. Crops produced 
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in the hills of Uttarakhand are found nowhere else in India, and this, 
she emphasized, created a unique market opportunity. Exports, she 
explained, could be realized only through organic certification—
something the UOCB could help with. It would also be necessary 
for farmers to form federations, or clusters, to ensure that they could 
supply adequate quantities to buyers. “What buyer from Punjab or 
Haryana,” Deepa Agarwal asked rhetorically, “is going to buy thirty 
kilos of rājmā [kidney bean]?” These ambitious opening comments 
envisioned an agrarian future based on contracts and export mar-
kets, one that would require new levels of coordination among hill 
farmers for certification, supply, and post-harvest processing.
 At both of the buyer-seller meets in which I participated, the 
transition from opening remarks to the activity of the meet itself 
was marked by a transformation in the spatial layout of the room. 
Tables and chairs that had been set up conference-style were sepa-
rated to allow people to move around individual tables. The physi-
cal rearrangement of the room was, I discovered, accompanied by 
a rearrangement in market imaginaries. Official pronouncements 
about orderly supply chains functioning for the volume production 
of certified organic crops under forward contracts, in which buyers 
and sellers agree on the price and quantity of a crop to be exchanged 
at a future date, yielded to diverse and at times incompatible sets of 
expectations and hopes. Buyers circulated around the individual ta-
bles on which farmers displayed their crops and produce. At each 
meet, the atmosphere was initially frenetic as buyers sought out those 
sellers whose products most interested them. As time progressed, it 
became evident that certain farmers and groups attracted more buy-
ers than others. While some of those assembled were master train-
ers, service providers, or heads of farmers’ groups or federations, 
others were cultivators independent of any larger affiliation.14

 This was true of Kamal Singh and Ruchi Devi, an elderly couple 
whom I met in early August 2008 at a buyer-seller meet convened 
in a hotel on the outskirts of Dehradun. They had traveled thirteen 
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hours from Pithoragarh, a northeastern district of Uttarakhand 
abutting Nepal and Tibet, bringing with them a bag of soybeans 
and a small plastic bag of kidney beans that they were sorting care-
fully into three different varieties. When I asked how they grew 
their crops and what they had to do to be organic, they replied, 
“Kuch nahı̄n karte, esı̄ local” (We don’t do anything, this is simply 
local). Their response was one I often heard from hill cultivators, 
particularly those whose ties to the UOCB were weak. While more 
prominent organic farmers, such as Rawatji and Amrita Devi, had 
embraced the organic program and spoke eagerly of their efforts to 
implement new composting methods, as I described in chapter 1, 
other hill farmers, like Kamal Singh and Ruchi Devi, often spoke in 
more understated registers about their own agrarian labor and 
agency, indicating that there was nothing particularly special about 
how they farmed organically and glossing their crops as “only local.” 
As I sat with Kamal Singh and Ruchi Devi, a prospective buyer ap-
proached to inquire about their soybeans—his interest hinging on 
how much they would be able to supply him. Kamal Singh consid-
ered his reply to the question for some time, eventually responding 
that his village would be able to supply twenty-five quintals (2,500 
kilograms, or 5,500 pounds). The potential buyer quickly dismissed 
this amount and, with a wave of his hand, walked away in search of 
other prospects. Throughout the rest of the day, few buyers lin-
gered long at Kamal Singh and Ruchi Devi’s table.
 As the meet progressed, it became clear that the negotiations 
were largely buyer-driven—deals were struck if a buyer’s require-
ments could be satisfied; if not, they faltered. One buyer, in conver-
sation with the UOCB’s service provider from Tehri Garhwal dis-
trict, Ram Das, declared that he required soybeans to be between 
4.5 and 4.75 millimeters (about 3/16 inch) in diameter, and that 
anything falling outside those parameters would be used as feed 
grain for livestock. Further, the color of those soybeans that met 
the size criteria would have to be uniform and not green. Finally, 
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the buyer required 220 to 250 quintals (22,000 to 25,000 kilos, or 
48,500 to 55,000 pounds). Ram Das agreed, but he explained that 
he would need to confer with master trainers from Tehri Garhwal 
and Chamoli districts to procure this quantity. In this manner, Ram 
Das was able to leverage forms of state capital far more extensive 
than those available to Kamal Singh and his wife.15

 Many discussions that I observed at buyer-seller meets centered 
on the quality parameters required by buyers. During a question- 
and-answer session at the conclusion of one meet, a buyer stood up 
in front of all assembled to lament that farmers’ samples had no 
uniformity and to declare that agreements cannot be made without 
grading and quality standards. Rajendra Shastri, the UOCB’s tech-
nical manager, explained that in many instances the seeds farmers 
used were those of “traditional varieties” that they selected, saved, 
reused, and exchanged. This inevitably led to a lack of uniformity 
in the harvested crop. He went on to discuss the UOCB’s efforts to 
train farmers in practices such as “roguing” and assured the assem-
bled buyers that uniformity would be achieved “next year.”

Looking Forward, Working Backward
For the bureaucrats who work in the headquarters of the UOCB, 
the challenge of creating markets for organic produce from the hills 
became all too apparent in settings such as buyer-seller meets. Sup-
porting hill farmers to produce grains that met the exacting quality 
standards of buyers, in the quantities that they demanded, was a 
key aspect of the spatial, aesthetic, and institutional work of creat-
ing a supply chain. As she professed the UOCB’s ambition to bring 
markets to the mountains at our initial meeting in 2006, Deepa 
Agarwal explained to me that the Organic Board’s main challenge 
was that demand for organic products outpaced supply. The UOCB 
needed both to expand the range and to increase the volume of or-
ganic commodities in order to create a supply chain. Sitting at her 
desk, an air conditioner humming behind her, she told me confidently 
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that the board was working to “convert organic farming into some-
thing with a trade focus.”
 How was this conversion imagined and enacted bureaucratically? 
At that time, the Uttarakhand Organic Commodity Board’s website 
showed how it conceptualized and represented its role in generat-
ing markets for organic products in the region. Though the con-
tent and appearance of the website have since changed, at that time 
the UOCB used the platform to characterize itself as the “prime 
facilitator for backward as well as forward linkage in the state.” The 
website described how the UOCB designed and disseminated prod-
uct plans on the basis of market demand, assisted farmers in form-
ing organic producer groups, and linked them with markets. Sum-
ming up its purpose, the website declared that the UOCB provides 
“the vital fill in the blank service.” This prompts the question of how 
exactly to understand the “blank” in the first place. For hill farmers 
growing crops organically in Uttarakhand, market formation is 
fraught with expectation and disappointment owing to discrepant 
ways of imagining what an organic market is. For the UOCB, then, 
filling in the blanks means reshaping expectations and imaginations 
about what organic is. In the mountains, this sort of work was an 
important way in which organic markets were made.
 As an institution affiliated with the state government and regis-
tered under the Societies Registration Act of 1860, the UOCB is 
not permitted to buy, store, or sell organic products. How, then, 
does an entity that cannot itself participate in markets generate 
both supply and demand for organic commodities from the region? 
The UOCB coordinates an organic supply chain through inter-
related subdivisions—the quality cell, the production cell, and the 
marketing cell—that have distinct institutional genealogies. The 
latter two cells fall under the ambit of the Centre for Organic Farm-
ing (COF), an initiative funded in 2003 by the Sir Ratan Tata Trust, 
a large philanthropic organization established by a key figure in one 
of India’s preeminent industrialist families of the early twentieth 
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century. The state government’s original submission to the trust 
proposed that the COF would be housed in an NGO. But with the 
formation of the UOCB in 2003, it was decided that the COF could 
exist as a distinct entity housed within the UOCB. In an everyday 
sense, there is little to distinguish the COF’s work from that of the 
UOCB, as personnel share office space and collaborate closely on 
shared projects. While their work is organizationally distinct and 
there is a well-specified division of labor, their deep symbiosis also 
blurs the boundaries between state and nonstate entities and pro-
duces an institutional hybridity that is, arguably, a product of eco-
nomic and governance reforms undertaken in the name of struc-
tural adjustment as well.16 Indeed, Deepa Agarwal herself described 
the UOCB to me as “a kind of hybrid.”
 Under the auspices of the Centre for Organic Farming, the de-
cision was made to establish organic producer groups (OPGs) dis-
tinct from but connected to the UOCB’s macro-mode bio-villages. 
The term bio-village arrived in the region in the 1990s through the 
World Bank’s DASP, which was first implemented by the state gov-
ernment of Uttar Pradesh and subsequently handed over to the 
newly formed Uttarakhand government. Under DASP, bio-villages 
were initially conceived as model or demonstration villages for com-
posting technologies and biofertilizers. Following the completion 
of DASP, the bio-village effort was expanded through the govern-
ment of India’s Macro Management of Agriculture scheme, which, 
in line with broader moves toward more decentralized government 
administration, shifted the central government’s emphasis on pro-
grammatic interventions in agriculture to a “macro managerial” 
approach coordinating different projects through work plans de-
vised by federal states. Under this scheme, more bio-villages were 
added to the DASP’s original sixteen, initially expanding the total 
number to ninety-five. The DASP’s concept of bio-villages was 
broadened to include a substantial technical-assistance component 
with the creation of a cadre of master trainers to advise farmers on 
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organic cultivation practices, certification requirements, and so on. 
Whereas bio-villages were thus envisaged as nodes in a wider net-
work of extension and training in organic production methods, 
OPGs were clusters of villages that joined together to assume re-
sponsibility for grading, post-harvest processing, storage, packaging, 
labeling, and microfinance. OPGs were equipped with the necessary 
facilities and infrastructure—such as graders, threshers, scales—to 
carry out this role. Officials within the UOCB and COF believed 
that devolving this work to the village or cluster level would give 
owner-cultivators more control over the marketing of their crops, 
promote the concentration of particular crops in particular geo-
graphic areas, and facilitate farmers’ incorporation into supply chains.
 Because of their symbiotic relationship, the UOCB and the COF 
together carried out work of a scope and scale that neither a state 
agency nor an NGO would be able to undertake alone. The exis- 
tence of the COF quite literally within the compound walls of the 
UOCB gave the state a hand in activities not normally within its 
remit—namely, building private institutions to act as hubs of local 
agrarian commerce. At the same time, these institutions relied crit-
ically on the state-funded extension network of master trainers to 
provide technical advice and act as liaisons among the villages, the 
government bureaucracy, and wider markets. This hybridity allowed 
the UOCB to “fill in the blanks.”

Cultivating Demand
Over the course of my time at the UOCB, efforts to create market 
linkages—and indeed markets themselves—took varied forms, in-
cluding selling organic products in melas and exhibitions, which 
I discuss in chapter 5, as well as buyer-seller meets on a range of 
scales, from small-group discussions on the margins of cultivated 
fields to organized meetings in larger venues. The UOCB stood 
between Uttarakhand’s hill farmers, who cultivate crops little known 
in urban markets, on the one hand, and a still-inchoate world of 
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existing and prospective buyers, markets, and consumers, on the 
other. One day, Deepa Agarwal departed from the bureaucratized 
language of “facilitation” to describe the UOCB more powerfully 
and evocatively as an “umbilical cord” for the region’s hill farmers— 
a conduit of technical and institutional nourishment that would in 
time enable them, in her words, to “stand on their own feet.”
 She was not alone in her conviction that the UOCB’s work was 
to grow markets and organic farmers together. In late 2007, Ajay 
Solanki, the marketing manager of COF, told me that they began 
with “a base of products that had never before been seen in mar-
kets” in Delhi and other metropolitan areas. These products in-
cluded finger millet, barnyard millet, black soybeans, and other 
coarse grains, pulses, and dryland rice. Of the forty-odd organic 
commodities on their product list, he observed, only ten—among 
them spices, kidney beans, cereals, wheat, and vegetables—had rea-
sonable demand in the market. The challenge for the marketing cell 
was to discern where there was demand and organize for its supply, 
an approach that Ajay described as consumer-driven. Though this 
had been accomplished in the Doon Valley for basmati and, more 
recently, wheat, it has proved more difficult in the hills, where pro-
duction is more geographically diffuse and the diversity of crops and 
varieties is higher. In this circumstance, the UOCB sought to iden-
tify niche markets for spices such as chili, turmeric, and ginger as well 
as certain kinds of pulses and coarse grains. For example, the UOCB 
has worked to cultivate a market for paharı̄ toor in Delhi, as toor 
(pigeon pea) is a pulse widely used in regional cuisines across India.
 Demand for other hill crops does not exist simply because such 
crops are not widely consumed outside the region or in urban cen-
ters. The UOCB has struggled to find a market for finger millet, 
for instance. With high calcium and iron content, this crop is pro-
duced mainly for subsistence. Indeed, in conversations with urban 
and suburban residents, I encountered the perception that the dark 
color of the flour produced from finger millet, which is often con-
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sumed as roti (a type of flatbread common in many regions of north 
India), would make one’s complexion “black,” something that many 
considered undesirable in a cultural milieu that privileges fair skin.17 
Wheat, rice, and maize were therefore preferred cereal crops. When 
I arrived in 2007, the UOCB had already undertaken a series of 
efforts to find buyers for this widely cultivated coarse grain. These 
included an agreement with a Japanese buyer to export finger mil-
let for use in baby food and a separate effort with a buyer to export 
millet-husk baby pillows. Neither of these initiatives bore fruit, but 
in the winter months of 2008, the UOCB secured a contract with 
the state government to procure several tons of finger millet for 
private vendors to use in the state’s midday meal program. Deepa 
Agarwal described how this agreement had been forged through a 
conversation with an acquaintance of hers at the World Food Pro-
gram. They decided that, since finger millet is rich in minerals es-
sential for childhood health, it should be incorporated into the 
“India Mix” for midday meals—rather than crops such as soybeans 
imported from outside the region. The World Food Program pro-
vided financial support for research at G.B. Pant Agricultural Uni-
versity to develop a formula for the mix, while the UOCB’s field 
staff worked continuously for several months to procure adequate 
quantities of the crop from across the state. Although the finger 
millet was sold to private vendors who received a contract from the 
state to prepare the mix, the formation of a market for it was not a 
private undertaking but instead a result of public and intergovern-
mental efforts.
 In recent years, the UOCB has also sought to leverage other 
channels to shape demand and taste for hill crops such as finger 
millet through an initiative to develop “green restaurants.” This 
idea, floated during my time at the UOCB, came to fruition in June 
2012 with the opening of Haritima organic restaurant. In its invi-
tation for expressions of interest, the UOCB described the aim of 
this “organic kitchen of Uttarakhand” as being to “promote the 
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highly nutritious but lesser known cuisines of Uttarakhand. . . . It is 
envisioned that the traditional cuisines would be developed for the 
cosmopolitan palette [sic].”18 Aiming to develop Haritima as a pro-
totype, the UOCB initially retained considerable control over the 
restaurant’s cuisine, recipes, and marketing and required the oper-
ator to adhere to its guidelines on décor, management, and opera-
tions.19 Although Haritima closed only a few years after opening, 
the UOCB has since undertaken similar initiatives to expand its 
reach to urban consumers through, for example, opening an or-
ganic shop in Dehradun in early 2018 and establishing a weekly 
farmers’ market.

Mobilizing Supply
As the marketing cell works to cultivate demand for hill crops and 
engages with potential buyers, it communicates closely with the 
production cell, which is formally administered by the COF. This 
cell, as its name suggests, is responsible for organic agricultural 
production; it works to expand the area under cultivation, conduct 
benchmark surveys of new villages, and organize training for new 
farmers. Much of this work is performed by field staff—that is, 
master trainers and service providers across the state—and by lead-
ers of farmers’ federations and organic producers’ groups. I accom-
panied the federation president for Dharampur block, R. S. Bisht, 
and the block’s master trainer, Mohan Singh, on one such visit. 
Claiming that this was “the original organic village,” Bisht guided 
us through households, seeking to generate interest in and com-
mitment to the program with promises of “company tie-ups,” good 
profits, and the provision of inputs and training. Progress, he ex-
pounded to those we met, entails mehnat khetı̄, thus enjoining them 
to see cultivation (khetı̄) as a quest for progress and improvement 
through hard work and toil (mehnat). Our visit, he explained, would 
be followed by one from a UOCB internal inspector who, Bisht 
was careful to mention, should be told that no chemicals are ap-
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plied to the fields. As efforts such as these occur across the state, 
farmers’ names are recorded along with details of farm size, fields, 
and cropping practices.
 The field-level work to expand the UOCB’s presence in Uttara-
khand’s villages and to recruit new organic farmers informed bu-
reaucratic imaginations and planning efforts in UOCB headquar-
ters. One afternoon toward the end of the kharı̄f season, I found 
Monish, a UOCB field officer, sitting at the boardroom table pre-
paring three lists: one of new villages recently recruited into the 
organic program, a second of new farmers registered in villages 
where the UOCB already has a presence, and a third of currently 
registered farmers who have expanded the land area that they cul-
tivate organically. These lists gave bureaucratic life to encounters 
between farmers and field staff, like those described above, as they 
classified the UOCB’s efforts at expansion. In conjunction with the 
production of such lists, Monish also produced a map of the state 
with individual villages color-coded by the dot of a felt-tip pen, 
each color representing a different crop. As Monish added dots with 
pointillist precision to the rainbow-hued mosaic in front of him, I 
learned that the map showed clusters of villages specializing in the 
production of particular crops. The map not only visually depicted 
the spatial organization of crop production in the state, but also, 
perhaps more important, was a sign of the UOCB’s ambition to de-
velop geographic clusters specializing in the production of particu-
lar crops to make grading, post-harvest processing, and packaging 
easier for potential buyers.
 This effort to nurture a particular spatial organization of agricul-
ture was first explained to me in 2006 by the marketing manager, 
who described the UOCB’s work to develop commodity villages 
that would specialize in the production of particular crops. To do 
this, he said, farmers would need to be encouraged to abandon ex-
isting mixed cropping or intercropping practices. Rajendra Shastri, 
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the UOCB’s technical manager and leader of the production cell, 
was more cautious in characterizing the board’s efforts to promote 
crop specialization over traditional mixed cropping practices. De-
scribing their efforts to identify marketable crops in conjunction 
with the marketing cell and then to conduct benchmark surveys to 
determine which crops could be produced in which areas, Rajendra 
noted that though the UOCB had established fifteen crop clus-
ters, maintaining agricultural biodiversity was also his concern and 
farmers would, of necessity, continue to produce a range of crops in 
the hills. These sorts of decisions faced by managers in the UOCB 
required them to confront and navigate the tension of being or-
ganic by default and organic by design; while the former was an-
chored in practices that favored multiple forms of agricultural bio-
diversity, the latter pulled toward specialization, commodification, 
and greater degrees of uniformity.
 Bureaucracies, Michael Herzfeld writes, are not abstractions or 
ideal types, but institutions deeply enmeshed in social and cultural 
relations.20 His argument is somewhat symmetrical to those of an-
thropologists and economic sociologists who have long contended 
that economic life is similarly embedded.21 Herzfeld points to the 
ways in which ritual, symbolic actions, and affective bonds demon-
strate that “bureaucrats and their clients alike are potential brico-
leurs, working both within and upon ‘the system.’ ”22 At the UOCB, 
such bricolage is evident in the ways in which staff members en-
deavor to reconcile the standardizing supply-chain logics of private 
agrarian capital with the market aspirations of hill cultivators in a 
setting where high levels of agrodiversity and lack of uniformity 
among grains has historically been a mainstay of agricultural liveli-
hood strategies. As they navigate discrepant understandings of what 
organic is—something that is “just local” or something with a “trade 
focus”—officials from the UOCB attempt to knit together the im-
aginations and practices that shape both supply and demand.



Intercropping is common in mountain villages such as Nagthari, but it may be at 
odds with the specialization and volume production sought by many private-

sector buyers of organic crops. Jaunsar Bawar, June 2008.
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“Āj, har chı̄z commercial hai”  
(Today, All Things Are Commercial)

In the summer of 2010, my father unpacked his suitcase in our New 
Haven apartment and handed me an envelope of photos he had 
carried with him from India. Several months earlier he had traveled 
from his boyhood home in Mumbai to Dehradun to meet friends 
he had made there during several extended stays with us during my 
fieldwork in 2007 and 2008. Among those friends were Rawatji and 
Amrita Devi, whose warmth and care for my family during our stays 
in Nagthari had made a deep impression on him and fostered en-
during gratitude. As he made his journey north, I asked my father 
to give Rawatji and Amrita Devi several recent family photos from 
New Haven—I was keen for them to see our younger son, who was 
born not long after I finished my fieldwork, as well as how our elder 
son had grown in the months since we left India. This gesture, it 
seemed, was reciprocated, and my father recounted how Rawatji 
had insisted on going out to the bazaar to get copies of the prints I 
now held in my hand. Enclosed in the envelope were a passport- 
sized photo of a young Rawatji and two photos of Amrita Devi in 
her youth—one taken outside their home in Nagthari and another 
in a verdant hill pasture. Most of the photos, however, were of their 
orchard. Several photos showed established mango and lychee trees, 
frail new saplings, and fields of chili; in another, their Nepali chowk-
idar (watchman) crouched in a field of cabbages, holding a green 
hose; others showed greenhouses constructed to grow tomatoes; 
and still more showed a newly whitewashed house built at their 
orchard. Like those I had sent of my young family, these photos 
spoke in their own way of growth, change, and aspiration.
 Two years before, in the early weeks of the 2008 kharı̄f season, I 
stood with Amrita Devi, her brother-in-law Surbir Singh, and her 
sister-in-law Raksha Devi in their orchard several hundred feet above 
the Yamuna River and adjacent to the Chakrata-Kalsi road. Their 
family had been among the first in the area to establish one, and it 
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marked a diversification from agriculture into horticulture—a shift 
increasingly taken up by dominant Rajput and Brahmin families. 
The land, I learned, had been owned by Rawatji and Surbir Singh’s 
father, and in earlier years they took their livestock down to this 
lower elevation to protect them from the bitter cold of the Hima-
layan winter months. Some thirteen years earlier, seeking to become 
more involved in horticulture, they had planted mango and lychee 
saplings on this land for the first time, constructed two greenhouses, 
and built a small house on the premises where a Nepali couple, whom 
they paid 700 rupees a month, lived and managed the orchard.
 On this day in late May, we came to the orchard to plant ginger. 
Over the preceding few days I had joined them in preparing fields 
and sowing maize, an important cash crop, at higher elevations. 
As I spread a thick layer of compost across this field, Surbir Singh 
showed a concern for this crop that he did not for maize, giving me 
careful instructions about how to prepare the field, how to space 
the rhizomes, and at what depth to plant them. As I came to learn 
more about ginger—that one can expect a tenfold increase in yield 
over the rhizomes planted and that the harvested ginger may com-
mand between 2,000 and 8,000 rupees per quintal (100 kilograms, 
or 220 pounds)—I grasped part of Surbir Singh’s concern.
 I learned that several years earlier the UOCB had encouraged 
villagers in Nagthari to plant more ginger, noting its lucrative mar-
ket potential. Many families already planted ginger for household 
consumption, but on this advice many more families took up ginger 
cultivation. A mere three years later, however, the cultivation of 
ginger had waned substantially among Nagthari residents. What 
prompted disenchantment with a crop that had such market poten-
tial? The chief difficulty, it seemed, was labor. The substantial effort 
involved in preparing the large amount of compost required at the 
time of sowing was only the beginning of the labor necessary for 
this crop to be successful. Amrita Devi described the need to mulch 
the planted rhizomes to encourage sprouting and to weed the grow-
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ing crop many times. Effort invested, however, was not necessarily 
rewarded, as the crop was susceptible to ruin through disease and 
pest attacks.
 The family’s tangible investments of labor and capital in their 
orchard over the previous decade joined with a less tangible aspira-
tion, evident in spindly young mango saplings and colorful blooms 
of gladioli planted in an experiment with floriculture, for greater 
integration with a commercial agricultural economy beyond the 
regional mandı̄ several hours away. This aspiration for new and dif-
ferent market connections was brought home to me one afternoon 
when Rawatji arrived back in Nagthari after a trip to Dehradun and 
remarked as we talked over a cup of chai:

Today you must have seen a truck coming from this side 
[gesturing to a distant hill]. In that truck there is a banner. 
On that banner are the words written “Mother Dairy.” There 
is written “Azadpur Mandı̄, New Delhi.” From here, from 
Naugaon, from Lohari, ginger, arbi [taro], chili, potato, apple, 
vegetables, spices are packed in crates and loaded in the truck. 
The truck was full. I just met it here. There is a banner, how 
beautiful it looked. It will go straight to Delhi. It will go to 
Delhi. Now the farmer will get a good profit. The produce of 
this region is the apple of Uttaranchal. In the morning you go 
to the intersection for three roads. One road is for Vikasnagar, 
one is for Mussoorie, and one is for Chakrata. Trucks all loaded 
with apples, all fully loaded are coming from Uttarkashi, Purola, 
Jarmola, Badkot, Naugaon, and from Himachal. All the apple 
of Hatkoti and Simla, all the apple comes from this valley. And 
where will this apple go? Delhi, Bombay, Calcutta. All the apples 
will go there.

With these words, Rawatji painted a vivid picture of agrarian abun-
dance and prosperity, one in which the far reaches of a productive 
and bountiful Himalaya are linked with India’s metropolitan cities 
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through the transport of fruits, vegetables, and spices. Yet Rawatji’s 
lyricism also spoke to specific kinds of market connection. Mother 
Dairy, a subsidiary of the National Dairy Development Board, is 
among a handful of companies laying the foundations for contract 
farming in the Uttarakhand Himalaya by procuring fruits and veg-
etables that meet certain quality parameters for a fixed price.23 Azad-
pur Mandı̄ is among Asia’s largest wholesale fruit and vegetable 
markets; spread across ninety acres in and around Delhi, it accepts 
and distributes produce across the country. In 2000 to 2001, the 
most recent date for which figures are readily available, Azadpur 
Mandı̄ accepted nearly four million metric tons of produce.24

 In the world of fruit and vegetable marketing, Mother Dairy 
and Azadpur Mandı̄ are at opposite ends of a spectrum. Though 
it is a national subsidiary, Mother Dairy relies on direct relation-
ships and contracts with producer groups, whereas Azadpur is the 
locus of a vast and intricate supply network that stretches across 
large tracts of the subcontinent and involves several thousand 
commission agents at the man

˙
d
˙
ı̄ alone. Nonetheless, these sub-

stantially different modes of agricultural marketing are two im-
portant figurative threads from which Rawatji’s dreams of market 
connection are woven. A third, of course, is the neighboring state 
of Himachal Pradesh, which in many ways pioneered horticul-
tural development and whose most famous product is the apple. 
Here, the apple is appropriated as “Uttaranchal’s,” while the bounds 
of the two states are blurred as Rawatji lists regions and towns in 
both.25

 As he narrated this tale of the market’s promise, Rawatji also 
observed its perils. Apples, he told me, sell for fifty to sixty rupees 
in Dehradun, but farmers get merely one fifth of this price. The 
difference is taken by those involved in their transport, storage, and 
sale. “The farmer,” he declared bluntly, “is dying.” Keenly aware of 
the larger socioeconomic and demographic changes occurring in 
Nagthari, he noted that more and more people are giving up agri-
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culture, leaving their villages, and going to study or “for service” in 
towns and cities in an array of service jobs. Though his own sons 
are among those who have made such moves, Rawatji was quick to 
warn, “One who goes for service, what will he eat if he doesn’t get 
grain in the market? Money is not everything. Money is not eaten. 
The stomach is filled only with the grain. Money will not fill the 
belly.” Emphasizing the continued importance of agriculture in 
supporting ever-greater numbers of people who have migrated to 
urban areas, Rawatji argued that to survive, the farmer needs the 
help of the government: “If, in each village, a small cold-storage 
facility, a processing center, is built, then the farmer will benefit.” 
Pointing across the valley to peaks that towered above the far bank 
of the Yamuna, he spoke, impassioned: “From these mountains, 
peas, tomatoes, apples, walnuts, pear are grown. But how will they 
arrive at the road below? For these things, a trolley, a ropeway, must 
be built to bring them to the road. In this way it can be brought 
straight from the fields. Fresh! From the fields [snapping his fin-
gers] it will be in Dehradun in ten minutes. Just as in Himachal.”
 For Rawatji, agrarian prosperity—and indeed the viability of ag-
ricultural livelihoods in the mountains—hinged on infrastructure 
such as cold storage, ropeways, and processing centers for packag-
ing and grading. These, he believed passionately, would give culti-
vators greater control over the marketing of their crops. Over the 
course of my fieldwork, some of these aspirations and infrastruc-
tural imaginaries were realized. Indeed, among the first things I was 
shown in Nagthari was the khalihan, the threshing floor, located on 
a hillock directly behind the scheduled-caste Kolta settlement. The 
khalihan was a circular pit lined with slate, at the center of which 
was a wooden stake several feet tall. Amrita Devi explained how, to 
thresh grain, the walls and floor of the pit would first be lined with 
cow dung to create a clean, smooth, and extremely level surface. 
Dried crops of wheat, barley, pulses, and millets would be spread 
out on the floor and bullocks, tethered to the wooden stake, would 
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be driven in a circular fashion over the crops, thereby gradually sep-
arating the grain from the stalks and chaff. I did not have the oppor-
tunity to see the khalihan in use during my stays in Nagthari, but 
it was apparent as I looked at the uneven slate flooring that simply 
creating a level surface across this fairly large area so that grain 
could be evenly threshed would involve painstaking labor.
 From the khalihan, Amrita Devi took me into a large brick build-
ing that was still under construction. Inside the building, she showed 
me a motorized threshing machine and explained that it had been 
purchased by the women’s self-help group in Nagthari that helped 
organize the village’s involvement in organic agriculture and com-
munity rural development, among other things. Several months 
later, I was in Nagthari to witness the arrival of an electronic scale. 
The scale generated excitement and curiosity and, in its early days, 
was a source of much amusement, as women took turns weighing 
themselves and commenting on the weight of others. The threshing 
machine and the electronic scale were both forms of post-harvest 
technology that would facilitate market participation—the former 
by allowing larger quantities of crops to be threshed with less labor, 
the latter by allowing cultivators to weigh their own crops with pre-
cision and thus loosen their dependence on mandı̄ operators, who, 
many felt, underreported the actual weight of the crop. Both would 
also provide farmers more leeway in establishing direct marketing 
or contracting agreements.
 Many families in Nagthari were seeking new ways to participate 
in markets, but such participation was not new in itself. In this re-
spect, the experience of Nagthari’s cultivators does not bear out the 
putative distinction between subsistence and capitalist rural econo-
mies.26 In Nagthari, maize has long been an important cash crop, 
one that all families cultivate and, after holding some back for sub-
sistence needs and seed, sell in the market either on the cob or as 
grain.27 Hung in garlands from the eaves of houses, between door-
ways, and over balconies, it provides an important, visible index of 
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agrarian prosperity and integration into agricultural markets. Gar-
lands are densely packed in rows and layers on some homes, while 
on others a few meager cobs are hung above a doorway.
 For many of Nagthari’s lower-caste families, participation in ag-
ricultural markets, like other forms of social, political, and eco-
nomic participation, is conditioned by their caste position. This is 
true for Bimla Devi, one of the Kolta women whom I met from 
time to time during my stays in Nagthari. At the time of the kharı̄f 
harvest in 2008, I walked with Bimla Devi to her fields in the culti-
vated area known as Tikro, a rocky outcrop about half an hour from 
the main village. As I followed her along the path, winding through 
fields and along the ridge that would eventually take us to her land, 
she told me that she makes this journey several times each day, as 
her cattle and goats are housed in a barn located here. While she 
worked in the fields, her two cattle and five goats grazed alone in the 
jungle below Tikro. Her husband is one of five brothers; although 
the others also reside in the village, they live and farm separately, in 
a pattern that seems common among a number of Nagthari’s Kolta 
families.28 With a grown son working in Dehradun, Bimla Devi and 
her husband had to manage their land alone.
 As we arrived at her fields, her husband was already plowing the 
last stubs of maize into the soil to prepare it for planting rapeseed. 
I noticed that both the barn where she housed her animals and the 
stones holding the terrace walls in place appeared relatively un-
weathered, and Bimla Devi’s husband told me that they built the 
terraces thirteen years earlier. After picking up rocks in the field to 
prepare the ground for planting, I moved with Bimla Devi to the 
barn as she gathered dung and leaves from the stalls and added them 
to an adjacent concrete compost pit. Like the higher-caste Rajput 
families, but in a more limited way, she and her husband engaged in 
cash cropping and planted maize, chili, and taro. The monkeys, she 
told me, eat everything, even the chili, and as if on cue a troupe 
took up position on the boundary wall above, seemingly oblivious 
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to the rocks we threw to scare them off. Because their fields are 
located at a distance from any human settlement and they lack suf-
ficient labor to guard the ripening crops or the wherewithal to hire 
others to do so, the outcrop of land farmed by Bimla Devi and her 

In Nagthari, land farmed by low-caste Kolta families is often located far from 
the village, which makes it more difficult to access, and the crops grown are 

more susceptible to being ravaged by monkeys, birds, and other animals. 
Jaunsar Bawar, September 2008.
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husband did not seem to hold the lucrative potential of Rawatji and 
Amrita Devi’s orchard, tended by a Nepali chowkidar and his wife, 
on the other side of the hill.
 One evening, conversing with his neighbors about the condition 
of agriculture in the hills, an elderly resident of Nagthari, G. N. 
Dogra, commented that ‘āj, har chı̄z commercial hai’ (today, all things 
are commercial). This is increasingly true for Nagthari’s cultivating 
families, virtually all of whom engage in some form of cash crop-
ping. The ability to participate in agrarian markets is conditioned 
importantly by caste and wealth; connected with this are the struc-
ture and composition of the household, and the ability of its mem-
bers to command their own and others’ labor. Nagthari’s dominant- 
caste families, such as Rawatji’s and G. N. Dogra’s, have larger 
landholdings in prime locations, the ability to mobilize labor within 
their usually larger joint families, and the ability to command the 
labor of Koltas and Nepali migrants. Many of these families have 
also acquired a familiarity with development interventions and new 
technologies through training, field trips, and regular interactions 
with field and bureaucratic officials. Together, these constitute im-
portant sources of capital, in a Bourdieusian sense. They also form 
the conditions of possibility for incipient efforts at commercial hor-
ticulture and floriculture in Nagthari. For Bimla Devi and most oth-
ers of Kolta caste in Nagthari, the horizons of agrarian commerce 
do not extend as far. Limited, marginal landholdings, the want of 
labor, and the inability to fully command their own labor (which is 
also commanded by dominant and high-caste families drawing on 
long-standing intercaste relations often spanning several genera-
tions) circumscribe the extent of engagement with agrarian markets, 
including those for organic products. These inequalities, rooted in 
caste, ripple through agrarian practices and possibilities in Nagthari. 
As they do, they structure and stratify the horizons of imagination 
and aspiration among its residents.
 The task of creating organic markets in the Himalaya, then, is 
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importantly constituted through diverse and at times incongruent 
aspirations and imaginations. This marks a difference from the 
Doon Valley, where, as the previous chapter demonstrated, market 
arrangements for organic basmati have already been established 
through contract farming, and the status of organic basmati as an 
elite, sought-after export crop has made it the object of much en-
richment work and processes of qualification. Organic markets and 
supply chains across Uttarakhand’s hill regions, in contrast, remain 
largely aspirational. But market imaginaries and aspirations assume 
concrete forms as they are articulated, channeled, conditioned, and 
negotiated in everyday ways.
 In Uttarakhand, the work of making markets takes place in buyer- 
seller meets and training programs, through the purchase and use 
of electronic scales, and in decisions to cultivate crops such as 
 ginger and spices for which consumer demand already exists. Hill 
 cultivators are thoroughly implicated in the work of making or-
ganic markets, but they are enrolled in it differently, depending on 
whether they labor in their own fields or in the organic fields of 
others. Becoming organic, then, is by no means something to which 
all aspire, in part because the forms of market participation that 
organic production takes presume social, cultural, and economic 
capacities that cultivators do not possess in equal measure. As the 
foregoing chapters have also indicated, however, the subnational 
state is also thoroughly involved in the work of making markets. 
And this, as the next chapter will show, extends to reimagining and 
branding the region itself.
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Sonali Devi sat on the floor of the verandah outside the Dehradun 
headquarters of the Uttarakhand Organic Commodity Board, me-
thodically filling clear plastic bags with dark red kidney beans that 
she drew from a worn machine-woven plastic sack. At the top of 
each bag she left a little room and, giving it a shake to settle the 
contents, placed it in a bag sealer to close it. On the front of each 
sealed package she then carefully attached a printed green sticker 
with a circular photo showing ripe maroon-colored bean pods and, 
below, a label reading, “Ramgarh Beans,” in English. Above this 
sticker she attached a smaller, round label with the logo “Organic 
Uttaranchal,” as the state was then known. Sonali Devi had come to 
Dehradun from the hill district of Nainital, joining other farmers 
from across the state to sell her produce at Virāsat, an annual mela 
in which the UOCB was participating for the first time. As they 
arrived at the board’s headquarters in the lead-up to Virāsat, farm-
ers brought with them finger millet, buckwheat, kidney beans, red 
chilis, aromatic and medicinal herbs, and other products from vil-
lages and districts throughout Uttarakhand. Their reused woven 
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sacks of grains, legumes, and dried herbs and chilis lined the perim-
eter of the UOCB’s boardroom, temporarily transforming it into a 
storeroom.
 As UOCB officials, immersed in certification documents or the 
development of marketing strategies, worked at their desks in other 
areas of the office, Sonali Devi’s quiet labor on the verandah was 
easy to overlook. But as she individually packaged and labeled her 
kidney beans, she too participated in a process of qualification, 
transforming beans from a straightforward economic good into a 
product on which a variety of characteristics and identities are in-
scribed.1 Through packaging and labeling, her kidney beans became 
not only “Ramgarh Beans,” but also identifiably organic and explic-
itly linked to “Organic Uttaranchal.” During this process, the beans 
themselves also became both more and less generic. Packed into 
bags of uniform size, affixed with labels printed in a similar style, 
they acquired a certain uniformity, like products one might find on 
the shelf of a grocery store. But, simultaneously, they were also ren-
dered more distinctive and recognizably authentic than they would 
have been if they had remained in the old, unmarked gunnysacks 
and plastic bags in which they had been transported. Whatever their 
local origins, the beans came to be marked with a larger regional 
identity and to participate in a wider state project of brand build-
ing.2 This project was crystallized in the name “Organic Uttara-
khand” (succeeding “Organic Uttaranchal”) itself, which the UOCB 
developed as a common brand for all the organic products grown 
under its auspices, from kidney beans and buckwheat to millets and 
spices from far-flung hill regions. This brand was reproduced in 
brochures and pamphlets as well as on the stickers affixed to com-
modities themselves.
 The Organic Uttarakhand brand proved crucial not only as a 
marketing strategy for products, but also as a way of making organic 
quality in Uttarakhand by reworking ideas of nature, tradition, and 
modernity long in play in the Himalaya. Earlier chapters of this 
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book have traced the historically and regionally situated ways in 
which organic quality is assembled through particular expressions 
and representations of agrarian agency, intentionality, and moral 
subjectivities; through the productive force of sentiments of trust 
(viśvās) and aspiration; and through the practices of composting, 
certification, and contract farming. Branding efforts work in a dif-
ferent way to produce organic quality and embed it in the region. 
The UOCB’s public messages reverse entrenched representations 
of the South Asian rural area or village as backward and in need of 
development. Indeed, it is this very history of backwardness and 
isolation from development and modernization that the UOCB con-
sciously invokes to make its claim for the state’s organic status. By 
reinventing entrenched ascriptions of the region’s backwardness as 
the mantle for a newfound organic status, the UOCB makes the 
quality of being organic intrinsic to the region itself.
 The process of packaging and visibly marking or branding agri-
cultural products by region of origin, and sometimes also by locale, 
is relatively new in Uttarakhand.3 Here, as in other regions of India, 
dry food grains and pulses have historically been unlabeled and un-
branded. Though a certain volume of select essential staple foods 
is procured by the Food Corporation of India and sold in fair price 
shops through the public distribution system, the vast majority of 
agricultural goods are traded through the government-regulated 
mandı̄ system. Until recently, much of the retailing of dry goods 
occurred in kirana, or shops owned by individuals or families.4 Food 
retail in India has been overwhelmingly dominated by what is often 
referred to as the “unorganized” or “traditional” sector that, in ad-
dition to pushcarts, hawkers, and wet markets (purveyors of perish-
able foods), includes millions of small kirana shops.5 In these retail 
settings, food products have remained largely unlabeled and un-
branded, often sold by weight in paper or plastic bags. But even as 
such individual- and family-run enterprises remain the cornerstone 
of food retail across the country, the rapid rise of supermarkets in 
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India since the 1990s has been accompanied by the wider availabil-
ity and prominence of packaged, labeled, and branded food.6

 Though Sonali Devi’s efforts participated in these broader trans-
formations in how unprocessed dried food is marketed in India, 
they were not directed solely at the beans themselves. They also 
enacted a strategy to brand Uttarakhand as organic, a plan that had 
been first charted in the summer of 2002 by the inaugural forest 
and rural development commissioner of Uttarakhand, who declared 
an ambition “to build Uttaranchal brand-equity as a region ‘pure’ 
and ‘pristine.’ ” In the realm of advertising, brands have been de-
scribed as “immaterial capital”7 and famously by David Ogilvy as 
“the intangible sum of a product’s attributes.”8 For this reason, 
brands are often understood to belong to the immaterial realm of 
meaning and to stand apart from the materiality of the product 
they represent.9 For Adam Arvidsson, the meanings embodied by 
and realized through the consumption of brands are also critical 
components of a product’s use value.10 In this sense, cultural anthro-
pologists and sociologists have noted the broader work that brands 
do, observing that they may be “resources for constructing imagi-
nary worlds.”11 Consumers thus participate in the construction of a 
brand’s image and reputation through the attachments and loyal-
ties they form.12 As “metonymic symbols” of larger entities, such as 
capitalism, Orientalism, or tradition, brands may index a multitude 
of “imaginative geographies” insofar as their “circulation defines 
a broader social imaginary, whether it is the market, the nation, or 
the empire that in part gives them meaning.”13

 Though the locations and modalities of production for certain 
commodities—from smartphones to shoes—are obscured through 
branding and marketing, place sometimes figures prominently and 
specifically in the branding of agricultural products. Qualities of 
place, region, terroir, craft, and heritage, as chapter 3 discusses, have 
long been important to the branding of wine, foods, olive oil, tea, 
and the like.14 But the development of Uttarakhand’s organic brand 
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equity bears greater resemblance to nation-branding. Scholars un-
derstand nation-branding as a process whereby national identity is 
formulated as a brand identity and statecraft comes to resemble 
brand marketing.15 In India, nation-branding has taken place mostly 
through tourism campaigns. Pathbreaking among these was Kerala’s 
campaign to brand the state “God’s Own Country” in the 1990s. In 
2002 the Incredible India campaign replicated this at the national 
level. As these campaigns show, nation-branding seeks to attract 
not only tourists but also foreign and domestic capital.16 At the sub-
national level, branding projects undertaken by Indian states form 
part of the regional character of liberalization: in a liberalized eco-
nomic and investment environment, individual states in India’s dy-
namic federal system seek to establish niches that are based on 
claims of regional distinctiveness.
 Endeavors to brand Uttarakhand organic also reveal how sub-
national state institutions configure their role in capitalist processes 
of commoditization and marketing in the wake of liberalization. 
As I noted earlier, the UOCB is not authorized to engage directly 
in the purchase or sale of agricultural products. Yet, operating as a 
hybrid institution with features of both a state agency and a non-
governmental organization, the UOCB has facilitated market link-
ages by managing organic certification, enabling contract farming, 
and convening buyer-seller meets.
 In this chapter, I explore how the UOCB participates in building 
a brand and how “Organic Uttarakhand” comes to brand not just 
pulses, grains, and spices, but the region itself. I consider three dis-
tinct exhibition spaces in which the UOCB participated in 2007 
and 2008: the UOCB’s organic pavilion at the Dehradun folklife fes-
tival Virāsat, the “Spirit of Uttarakhand” festival in the craft bazaar 
of Dilli Hāt in New Delhi, and the sprawling grounds of the India 
International Trade Fair (IITF) at New Delhi’s Pragati Maidan. Ex-
hibitions, world’s fairs, museums, parades, and cultural theme parks 
have long been sites for studying the public performance of state or 
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colonial power, national identity, and heritage. While Virāsat, Dilli 
Hāt, and the IITF were important venues through which the UOCB 
sought to connect rural producers with urban consumers through 
the sale of organic products, these exhibitions were also part of the 
creative and discursive project of reinventing Uttarakhand as it as-
pired to carve a distinct place within the pantheon of Indian states. 
These exhibitions proved to be crucial sites in which the promo-
tion of organic agriculture was linked with efforts to build the 
state’s brand equity as “Organic Uttarakhand.” The circulation of 
discursive and material artifacts—signs, posters, and brochures as 
well as agricultural products from the mountains—formed part of 
the exhibitionary complex and helped produce Organic Uttarakhand 
as a brand. At the same time, abiding social imaginaries of Uttara-
khand as a place of nature and an abode of the gods were also con-
jured in these domains and endowed organic products with a singu-
lar authenticity as they circulated through new market channels.

(Agri)cultural Authenticity
In northern India, public exhibitions, melas, and fairs are seasonal 
phenomena, accompanying the dip in temperatures after the mon-
soon rains, the kharı̄f harvest, and the onset of the major Hindu 
festival of Dussehra.17 Events such as these may be religious, agri-
cultural, cultural, or purely commercial; among the most ubiqui-
tous in urban centers are handicraft exhibitions that showcase the 
craftwork of artisans from across India. In late 2007 and early 2008, 
the UOCB took part in two such exhibitions—as a high-profile 
participant in the Virāsat folklife festival in Dehradun and as the 
prime organizer of the “Spirit of Uttarakhand” festival at Dilli Hāt 
in New Delhi. Both the UOCB’s participation in these events and 
their locations were significant: the UOCB’s effort to root organic 
agriculture in an ecological authenticity associated with Uttara-
khand’s mountain geography mirrored the grounding of Indian 
cultural authenticity in folklife and craftwork.
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 The roots of present-day craft exhibitions lie in rich colonial and 
postcolonial histories of relations among craft, empire, and nation-
alism. The amalgamation of diverse local and regional craft tradi-
tions into a national idea of “Indian Design” occurred, significantly, 
in the Orientalist space of the Great Exhibition of 1851.18 Craft-
work and artisanal production were central in the iconography of 
the nationalist movement, as the charkha, or spinning wheel, and 
homespun cloth, or khadi, became emblematic of the Gandhian 
principle of swadeshi.19 Today this craft heritage is further invoked 
as an affirmation of national identity and Indianness through insti-
tutions such as the National Craft Museum, which seeks to pre-
serve, manage, and even mold India’s diverse craft traditions. Such 
exhibitionary endeavors privilege folk culture and artisanal tradi-
tions. In annual Republic Day parades, processions of distinct state 
floats similarly celebrate the heterogeneity of India’s regional tra-
ditions. Museum exhibitions abroad, such as the 1985 Festival of 
India in Washington, D.C., aim to present what is authentically 
Indian for foreign audiences.20

 Yet at the heart of many such displays and celebrations of folklife 
and artisanal craft is an ideal of cultural authenticity that seeks to 
distill the essence of India or that of a particular region. Notions 
of authenticity and tradition are closely linked because “authentic-
ity is . . . equated with the transmission through time of a tradition, 
that is, an objectively definable essence or core of customs and be-
liefs.”21 Thus, Paul Greenough observes that, at the craft museum, 
artists are valued for their ability to achieve “parity with the past,” 
while innovation, exchange, and the melding of different regional 
craft traditions is discouraged.22 Similarly, “concern for authentic-
ity, root forms, and community-oriented performance” was evident 
at the 1985 Festival of India, where performers were prohibited 
from singing contemporary film songs.23

 Between Dussehra and Diwali—two major Hindu festivals cele-
brated widely across India in October or early November—Dehradun 
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hosts Virāsat. A Dehradun NGO called Rural Entrepreneurship for 
Art and Cultural Heritage (REACH) organizes Virāsat, which it 
claims is “Asia’s biggest heritage festival.” It brings together artists 
from across India in a celebration of rural folklife that also aims to 
provide a venue where independent artisans can sell their work. 
Virāsat distinguishes itself from other handicraft exhibitions through 
an explicitly articulated sense of cultural mission, and its location 
in Dehradun is significant. The 2007 festival program announces: 
“Welcome to the abode of the Gods. . . . Virāsat is held at Dehra 
Dun since this town is the gateway to the Himalayas, the fountain-
head of our pluralistic, diverse culture. . . . It generates economic 
means for artisans and performers from remote regions, while it 
introduces the urban people to the innate beauty of our folk tradi-
tions. It gives people a respite from their mechanized existence and 
. . . an opportunity to reinvent themselves. The Festival is a micro-
cosm of the greater Indian culture that spans the entire sub-conti-
nent.”24 In promoting the festival, the organizers play on the idea of 
devbhumi, “the abode or land of the gods,” often used to describe the 
Uttarakhand Himalaya, whose landscape and geography are imbued 
with religious and mythological meanings central to Hinduism.
 The festival program not only invokes the Himalaya as the au-
thentic fountainhead of India’s culture and thus implicitly glosses 
that culture as Hindu, but also promises to connect rural artisans 
with an urban public alienated from their cultural roots by their 
“mechanized existence.” Indeed, the festival organizers tap into a 
discourse that is skeptical of and disillusioned with modernity in 
describing their mission:

It is becoming evident that the advance of modernity is not an 
unmixed blessing and it is essential to counterbalance its nega- 
tive aspects by initiating appropriate measures. The distinctive-
ness of Indian Culture over millennia has lain in the unique 
fact that its matrix has been its villages from where its cities 
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have drawn their cultural nourishment. However, in the last 
fifty years our villages have suffered a cultural drain, especially 
because they have ceased to function as the spring-wells of our 
national culture, and during all this time, ideas, values, norms 
and forms of living have tended to flow in one direction, that 
is from the city to the village. This development coupled with 
the growth of modernism is bound to aggravate the negative 
fall-out of modernistic development, which can be counter- 
balanced and negatived by ensuring the cultural vitality of 
village life and its multifaceted forms. Virāsat is a step towards 
this revitalization process.25

By locating villages at the center of India’s cultural heritage, the 
festival program suggests that in them may be found a counter-
weight, if not an antidote, to the ills of modern urban life. The 
festival is thus more than an amalgam of handicraft stalls and cul-
tural programs; it is a space in which organizers seek to revitalize 
the village traditions that they valorize as the cornerstones of na-
tional culture. In this respect, Virāsat is part of the wider nationalist 
exhibitionary tradition of festivals, parades, and museums that treat 
rural folklife, craftwork, and artisanal production as the keystones 
of national identity.26 It connects the cultural authenticity of rural 
folklife with the sacred geography of the Himalaya, captured by the 
festival catchphrase “the hills come alive to the rhythm of heritage.”
 In 2007 the festival, while claiming its place in the “abode of the 
gods,” was housed in a large, open-air stadium owned by the Oil 
and Natural Gas Corporation of India, a public corporation that 
epitomizes extractive modernity and mechanization.27 Leaving the 
traffic and throng of balloon and popcorn hawkers and street food 
vendors outside the stadium, visitors entered the grassy festival 
grounds and browsed leisurely through rows of stalls selling Mad-
hubani paintings from Bihar, shell jewelry from the Andaman Is-
lands, pearls from Hyderabad, saris from Tamil Nadu, woolens from 
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Kashmir, and even survey equipment from the historic military can-
tonment town of Roorkee in Uttar Pradesh. Popular regional and 
national foods were available, as were small cups of sweet coffee dis-
pensed from a Nescafé machine. A large stage area that re-created 
an ancient temple complex dominated the grounds. The festival 
grounds remained largely empty during the still-hot days, but at 
nightfall they filled with crowds that flocked to the stage area to 
watch performances of folk and classical music or dance and theater 
and to browse for festival gifts amid the handicraft stalls.
 Though Virāsat has been held since 1995, the Uttarakhand Or-
ganic Commodity Board did not register as a participant until 2007. 
In its first year there, the UOCB was by far the festival’s largest 
participant, having purchased what would have been fifteen indi-
vidual stalls for the organization, farmers’ groups, and NGO affili-
ates. A day before the festival opened, staff from UOCB headquar-
ters and fieldworkers assigned to work at the stalls surveyed the 
space allotted to them. The festival organizers had already set up 
temporary structures with bamboo frames and jute and cotton par-
titions to create individual stalls for vendors. While this suited the 
needs of smaller artisans with diverse wares, it was evidently not the 
layout the UOCB had envisaged. As assembled staff discussed how 
best to assign and apportion space, the UOCB’s director, Deepa 
Agrawal, arrived and wasted no time in expressing her dissatisfac-
tion with the individually partitioned stalls. With the vision and 
determination that I soon learned were characteristic of her leader-
ship, she issued directions to dismantle the partitions and instead 
create a single pavilion that would house all the organic producer 
groups participating in the festival. Laborers were called to execute 
the task, and they quickly restaked bamboo poles, laid down green 
felt mats as carpet, removed inner partitions, and created outer 
walls. Deepa Agrawal watched carefully, keen to ensure that the 
structure itself contributed to the idea of Organic Uttarakhand that 
would be presented to the public under its roof. To this end, special 
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calls were made to procure additional jute or burlap to replace 
bleached white cotton as the fabric of choice for the outer walls, 
which thus gave the pavilion a more natural and unrefined feel. In 
a short time, the subdivided area was transformed into an open pa-
vilion that represented a singular, unified Organic Uttarakhand spa-
tially. Within the walls of the UOCB’s pavilion, however, tables were 
arranged to create independent booths so that each group could sell 
its own products.
 With the basic structure and layout in place, the remaining work 
focused on creating a display that would present the idea of Or-
ganic Uttarakhand to the public. At the front entrance of the pavil-
ion, a banner was put up that read, in English, “Barahnaja Organic 
Food Festival.” The term barahnaja refers to the practice of mixed 
cropping, which is common in hill agriculture, and specifically to a 
system in which up to twelve different crops are grown in a single 
field. This system is often held up as a model of the inherent sus-
tainability of traditional hill farming. The UOCB’s use of the term 
barahnaja thus married the notions of traditional and organic agri-
culture. As we saw in chapter 1, many made this link when describ-
ing hill farming practices as “organic by default,” though in other 
instances being certified organic or “organic by design” was distin-
guished from traditional hill farming.
 With the basic structure and layout of the pavilion established, 
colorful posters, printed on PVC, were unrolled, and debate ensued 
about which ones should be pinned to the pavilion’s jute walls. The 
posters, which were exclusively in English, had not been created 
specifically for this festival and were instead recycled from past ex-
hibitions in which the UOCB participated in New Delhi. As the 
posters were unfurled in a new venue, staff showed some anxiety 
about ensuring that posters with out-of-date information were not 
included in the display. In the end, several posters with photos that 
vibrantly depicted village life as well as organic grains and spices 
were put up near the entrance to the pavilion. Inside, a series of four 
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other posters interspersed photos with text to convey particular 
messages about organic farming. Despite the invocation of the ba-
rahnaja system on the pavilion’s banner, photos on these posters 
tended to show single field crops of vegetables, coarse grains, and 
oilseeds being cultivated or tended.
 In these exhibitions, the UOCB aimed in part to raise awareness 
among the public about hill crops rarely consumed in urban centers 
such as Dehradun. A poster titled “Grains of Tomorrow,” for ex-
ample, provided a description and photos of several varieties of 
millet, amaranth, and buckwheat, which are commonly grown in 
hill regions. The description of each crop included nutritional in-
formation—in particular its protein, calcium, and mineral content 
and its medicinal properties—as well as how to use the grain to 
prepare food. The poster sought to pique viewers’ curiosity and 
ultimately to develop a taste, demand, and market among urban 
populations for some of the lesser-known coarse grains cultivated 
in the hills. It thus reinvented so-called minor crops, which grow 
in largely rainfed conditions and typically receive few resources in 
crop improvement programs, as the “grains of tomorrow.”
 Three other posters pinned to the walls did a different kind of 
marketing work. Titled “Uttarakhand: An Organic State,” “The 
Most Preferred Organic Destination,” and “Unlimited Options in 
Organic Farming,” they invoked notions of geography, nature, 
ecology, and traditional agriculture to cultivate an image of Uttara-
khand as a natural location for organic farming: “The pristine eco-
system of Uttaranchal is vulnerable to the slightest disturbances, 
making organic farming an ecological imperative rather than an 
economic one. Prevalent traditional farming systems in Uttaranchal 
are eco-friendly. Forests of oak, pine, sal etc. together produce over 
10 million tons of leaf litter annually. Traditionally, mountain farm-
ers have been using the litter for ‘Compost’ as an essential farming 
input. As a result, 75% of the agriculture in the hill regions of the 
State is chemical free.” These posters highlighted the fragility of 
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Uttarakhand’s environment, the purity of its “snow clad moun-
tains,” and the fertility of plains irrigated by the Himalayan waters 
of the Ganges and its tributaries to make an ecological case for or-
ganic farming. By characterizing Uttarakhand’s mountain ecosys-
tem as “pristine,” such public messages challenged long-held notions 
of Himalayan environs as degraded and threatened by population 
growth and villagers’ destructive livelihood practices. They also pro-

Dehradun basmati is displayed in a stall in the Barahnaja Organic Food Festival 
pavilion managed by the UOCB. Dehradun, October 2007.
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moted a sense of agro-ecological authenticity untouched by, and in 
need of protection from, modernizing agricultural development.28

 Discourses of pristine nature and enduring tradition, however, 
coexisted with an equally emphatic articulation of the state’s com-
mercial and global ambitions in the sphere of organic agriculture. 
For example, the poster promoting Uttarakhand as “The Most Pre-
ferred Organic Destination” stated: “Uttaranchal, one of the young-
est states of India, is today geared up to extend its traditionally 
strong agricultural base into Organic Farming. In the next five 
years it is envisaged that over 2,000 villages will be providing a 
range of commodities for domestic and export markets, bringing 
the total area covered under organized organic agriculture to over 
20,000 hectares [50,000 acres]. Considering all its geographical and 
ecological advantages, Uttaranchal has tremendous potential to be-
come a major player in the world organic market.” This poster sug-
gests that it is precisely the agro-ecological purity of the region’s 
past that provides the basis for a high-value agrarian future. In the 
process, however, it uses the words “organized organic agriculture,” 
a phrase with similar connotations to “organic by design,” to distin-
guish this certified organic future from its claimed base in tradi-
tional farming.
 It was through these efforts that the UOCB branded organic 
commodities for domestic and international markets alongside 
branding the region itself. Claims about the region’s pristine eco-
systems and its traditional and ecologically sound farming practices 
are some of the “brand associations” that the UOCB seeks to link 
to organic agriculture and Uttarakhand. Values accorded to place 
and product are thus intertwined and come to shape each other: the 
distinctiveness of Uttarakhand’s organic commodities emerges from 
the particularities of the environment in which they are grown, 
while agricultural practices preserve the pristine character of that 
environment.29

 As it crafts its messages to brand both the region and organic 
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commodities, the UOCB articulates a complex vision for the state’s 
agricultural development. In the Virāsat spirit, it expresses a certain 
skepticism about the kind of development that has transformed 
agriculture in other parts of India. At the same time, however, the 
UOCB is not lacking in commercial ambition and displays an ea-
gerness to make Uttarakhand a leading actor in world markets for 
organic food. Indeed, whereas Virāsat affirms and celebrates an 
ideal of cultural authenticity through craft and folklife, the UOCB’s 
Barahnaja Organic Food Festival proclaims the state’s unique agri-
cultural authenticity in a bid to expand its domestic and interna-
tional markets.

Branding Organic Uttarakhand in the National Capital
Located in a lush, shady, and protected compound set some dis-
tance back from Sri Aurobindo Marg in South Delhi, Dilli Hāt is a 
permanent, year-round outdoor craft market with handicraft and 
food stalls from virtually every state in India. Yet, in contrast to the 
majority of markets or bazaars in India, Dilli Hāt is a managed 
space established in a joint endeavor by the New Delhi Municipal 
Corporation and the Delhi Tourism and Transportation Develop-
ment Corporation. In 2007 and 2008, Dilli Hāt, unlike an ordinary 
market, required a modest admission fee of fifteen rupees (less than 
forty U.S. cents) and required that visitors pass through a security 
checkpoint. The grounds of the market were immaculately kept, 
paved with brick, and meticulously landscaped. Permanent stalls, 
also made of brick, lined the perimeter and, at certain points, the 
middle of the main pedestrian thoroughfare. Artisans and crafts-
people rotated through these stalls, offering a living kaleidoscope 
of India’s diverse regional craft traditions, as the website of the 
Delhi Tourism and Transportation Department attests. While Dilli 
Hāt aims to create a market atmosphere, it lacks the level of activity, 
the crowded streets and alleys, and the sensory intensity of many 
other markets. Indeed, it is a far cry from even the upscale Indian 
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National Airways (INA) market directly across the road, which spe-
cializes in imported food products and produce such as asparagus 
and fresh basil and targets those with foreign culinary tastes, among 
them wealthy Delhi residents and expatriates. Many of the same 
people who scour INA’s narrow passages for imported luxury items 
and exotic produce also frequent the carefully planned space of the 
Dilli Hāt Bazaar to consume handicrafts that are seen as authen-
tically Indian. Dilli Hāt provides an ordered, clean, and peaceful 
space in which one can eat and shop at leisure, and for this reason 
it is a popular destination for Delhi residents and tourists seeking 
souvenirs of India’s craftwork tradition—everything from bamboo 
desk organizers, pashmina shawls, and wooden toys to coconut 
placemats, brass jewelry, and marble coasters.30

 From late January to early February 2008, the UOCB organized 
the third annual “Spirit of Uttarakhand” festival at Dilli Hāt. While 
the festival was intended to promote the state generally, the UOCB 
took a special interest in the venue as a space in which its farmers’ 
groups could market their produce. The festival brought together 
a range of enterprises and organizations involved in artisanal pur-
suits as well as in both certified and uncertified organic production. 
The Barahnaja Organic Food Festival took place under the awning 
of a single pavilion at Virāsat, but at Dilli Hāt the UOCB purchased 
exhibition space for a sum of 2.5 lakh (then the equivalent of U.S. 
$6,172) to allow each group to have its own stall. A large billboard 
listing the names of the UOCB’s twenty-four participants, with 
photos of snow-capped Himalayan peaks, village women surrounded 
by harvested maize, and a hill village nestled among cascading agri-
cultural terraces, marked the entrance to its 2008 exhibition. These 
photos emphasized the natural abundance, fertility, and purity of 
Uttarakhand’s agricultural landscape.
 Whereas participants in the Barahnaja Food Festival at Virāsat 
were brought together through a common connection to organic 
or traditional food products, the Spirit of Uttarakhand Festival at 
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Dilli Hāt incorporated a more eclectic group of participants. What 
united them was an emphasis on artisanal production, both craft- 
oriented and agrarian. A number of stalls in the exhibition were 
dedicated to food and agricultural products, ranging from grains 
and spices to honey, other condiments, and juices. In addition, how-
ever, several stalls sold soaps and clothing. Though the UOCB’s 
pavilion at Virāsat was explicitly focused on organic agriculture, the 
organic theme at the Spirit of Uttarakhand festival was significant 
but not singular. Despite these differences, both Virāsat and Dilli 
Hāt shared a vision of artisanal work as emblematic of, or essential 
to, Indian culture.
 As the prime organizer of the Spirit of Uttarakhand festival at 
Dilli Hāt, the UOCB occupied four prominent stall spaces at the 
entrance to the exhibition area. In contrast to Virāsat, however, its 
stalls placed less emphasis on raising public awareness about or-
ganic agriculture and greater emphasis on sales. This was perhaps 
to be expected, as Delhi is the largest market for farmers registered 
with the board and, for the past several years, sales at the Spirit of 
Uttarakhand exhibition had yielded significant income for farmers’ 
groups. Like those at Virāsat, the UOCB stalls at Dilli Hāt were 
run by field staff and farmers from across the state. Much of my 
time at these exhibitions was spent with them, and our conversa-
tions focused on the villages and regions from which they hailed, 
the crops most commonly grown there, and the challenges of their 
work. The master trainers at these exhibitions were entirely young 
men, many of them single or just starting the process of becoming 
engaged, married, or raising families.
 Through my conversations with farmers and fieldworkers about 
place, work, and family, I learned that sales at Dilli Hāt were disap-
pointingly lackluster that year. They remarked that though sales 
in 2007 had averaged 18,000 to 20,000 rupees per day (U.S. $460 
to $512), in 2008 sales averaged only 4,000 to 5,000 rupees ($102 to 
$128). They attributed this to the fact that their exhibition slot had 
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been allotted late in the agricultural year, whereas in earlier years 
the festival had followed close on the heels of the kharı̄f harvest, 
which enabled farmers to bring freshly harvested produce to Delhi 
consumers eager to buy food in large quantities for the festival sea-
son and winter months. In 2008, with the festival falling in late 
January and early February, consumers were less interested in mak-
ing purchases, having already stocked up several months before. 
Compounding the poor timing was what they perceived as the poor 
location of the Spirit of Uttarakhand exhibition, tucked in a far cor-
ner of the Dilli Hāt grounds away from the main bazaar, food court, 
and stage area. Though colorful signs about the exhibition were 
abundant in the main bazaar, UOCB staff lamented that with so 
many other visual attractions, no one stopped to read the signs or 
walk the short distance to the exhibition.
 In discussing sales, fieldworkers described to me their unique 
role in the UOCB’s network to link rural producers with urban 
markets. More than just extension workers, they were also impor-
tantly brokers and entrepreneurs who, in many respects, made the 
movement of produce from the hills to the cities possible. Because 
the UOCB cannot directly sell the products of farmers affiliated 
with it, fieldworkers—principally master trainers—bought produce 
from farmers who, as they put it, “do not want to take the risk” of 
selling at a distant market where demand is uncertain. In the master 
trainers, then, farmers have an assured buyer, and in theory the 
master trainers recoup the costs of the initial purchase through 
sales at exhibitions such as Dilli Hāt. In doing so, however, they 
shouldered the financial risk that farmers sought to avoid, and, in 
2008, when sales were poor, many were experiencing a loss. Telling 
me that there was no point taking the produce back with them, they 
explained that they would instead sell it in Delhi for less than what 
they paid for it. When I asked how they would deal with this loss, 
they explained that while they experienced a loss on certain crops, 
such as finger millet, they would be able to mitigate it through the 
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higher prices that other crops, such as spices, commanded. In my 
conversations with them, it became clear that the production of 
Organic Uttarakhand in these spaces occurs not only discursively, 
but practically and logistically through vast regional networks. The 
linchpin of these networks was, in many cases, the liminal figure of 
the fieldworker who moved among villages, the UOCB, and urban 
markets and exhibitions.
 As much as Uttarakhand may claim to be a natural home for 
organic agriculture, the term organic, both in English and in its 
Hindi form, jaivik, is not one that resonates deeply with either 
farmers or urban publics. As I pressed this apparent paradox, one 
fieldworker in the program, Vinod, observed that farmers tell him 
that they are already organic but do not understand what organic 
means. Alluding to the tensions between being “organic by default,” 
and becoming “organic by design,” he went on to explain that it is 
only with the transfer of new technology, in particular vermicom-
post and biodynamic farming, that they come to understand how 
organic agriculture differs from what they do and that, according to 
him, they realize it is better than traditional technology because 
compost may be prepared in a shorter period. Though the UOCB’s 
posters and banners root the development of organic agriculture in 
the region’s “traditional” agricultural base, for Vinod organic agri-
culture is linked to a long-standing developmental project of im-
provement through technology transfer. Implicit in Vinod’s account 
is the ascription of a certain foreign quality to organic agriculture, 
as the transfer of modern technology for organic agriculture is a 
foil to indigenous, local, and traditional practices—or “what farm-
ers already do.”
 A steady trickle of visitors passed through the exhibition. Gener-
ally middle- and upper-middle-class Delhi residents and expatri-
ates, most visitors browsed but did not buy any of the products for 
sale. One potential customer remarked with an expression of disbe-
lief that half a kilogram of moong dal cost the same as one kilogram 
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in the market. Indeed, if anything deterred people from buying, it 
was the higher price of organic products. This, however, was not a 
deterrent for all. One older Delhi resident made a large purchase 
that included 17 kilograms (37 1/2 pounds) of organic basmati rice 
from Dehradun. He told me that he had bought the organic prod-
ucts for the first time the previous year and, finding the quality 
good, returned this year. Reminiscing that in his childhood every-
thing was organic, he remarked that organic foods are not easily 
available now in the market and that they taste better than their con-
ventionally produced counterparts. He pays the price premium not 
simply for organic production methods, better taste, or purported 
health benefits, but also for an affective connection with his child-
hood that consuming organic food enables him to reestablish.31

 Other customers, however, expressed different reasons for buy-
ing organic. An American man took particular interest in organic 

Although prominently placed signs for the Spirit of Uttarakhand festival at Dilli 
Haāt directed visitors to the exhibition space, board staff lamented that in 2008 

the festival was poorly attended. New Delhi, February 2008.
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turmeric rhizomes and discussed the possibility of juicing them 
with his Indian companion. Though turmeric has a wide range of 
culinary, medicinal, cosmetic, and ceremonial uses in the subconti-
nent, the consumption of its juice is not commonly among these.32 

He told me of his plans to open an Ayurvedic spa and treatment 
center in Dehradun; he was experimenting with products to use in 
its “rejeuvamixes.” After purchasing 3 kilograms (6 1/2 pounds) of 
the rhizomes, he commented to me enthusiastically that “you can 
feel the vibrations of this organic stuff.” For him, organic consump-
tion was less about memory and childhood nostalgia than about the 
intrinsic powers of organic produce itself—and its potential to gen-
erate commercial profit.
 There is no doubt that the consumption of certified organic 
products both reflects and produces social distinctions in India. 
Much consumption literature to date draws inspiration from Pierre 
Bourdieu’s pathbreaking study of the links between the constitu-
tion of class and the development of taste in France.33 Subsequent 
studies in the Indian context have documented everything from 
how relations of power were constituted through cloth and clothing 
in the late colonial period to how “gastro-politics” in Hindu South 
Asia conveys social hierarchies and meanings, how festivals, muse-
ums, and exhibitions help shape modern Indian citizens, and how 
middle-class taste is cultivated through exposure to India’s craft tra-
ditions.34 Arguably, the consumption of organic foods in contempo-
rary India may produce social distinctions in analogous ways.
 In India, organic food occupies an extremely small niche in the 
overall food market, and organic products are often significantly 
more expensive than their conventional counterparts. Organic food 
is also not widely available, and at the time of my fieldwork it was 
sold primarily through markets such as Dilli Hāt, high-end Indian 
retail chains, and independent grocers. Though the organic con-
sumption patterns of Indian consumers require more in-depth study, 
my research suggests that social distinctions produced through the 
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consumption of organic foods may not provide a window into the 
reproduction of class. Rather, what emerged from the remarks of 
visitors at Dilli Hāt was the multiplicity of meanings and the lack 
of uniformity in what one might call “taste” circulating around the 
ambiguous label organic.
 The UOCB was just one of several groups participating in the 
Spirit of Uttarakhand exhibition; other groups highlighted the dif-
fering ways in which organic is represented and branded. Another 
significant presence was that of the Beej Bachao Andolan (BBA), an 
NGO that was founded in the 1980s but has deep roots in historic 
social and environmental movements in the region, including the 
Chipko movement.35 Although the BBA has become involved in 
organic agriculture, its primary mission differs from that of the 
UOCB: it works to identify and encourage the preservation of local 
seed varieties unique to Uttarakhand’s mountain agro-ecosystems. 
For example, the BBA has documented and collected the many va-
rieties of kidney bean found in the hills.
 With an extensive network stretching from the villages of Tehri 
Garhwal in Uttarakhand to affluent colonies of south Delhi, the 
BBA, like other NGOs, has identified a potentially lucrative market 
for organic foods in India’s urban centers.36 The BBA’s stall at the 
Spirit of Uttarakhand festival sold kidney beans and chili as well as 
lesser-known products that had undergone some basic processing 
to make them more amenable to urban tastes, such as popped am-
aranth, pickles, and malt powder made from finger millet. Dry 
goods were packaged in small brown paper bags with colorful labels 
handwritten in English. In 2008 the UOCB packaged its produce 
in clear polythene bags with computer-generated English labels, 
although the products themselves had undergone little processing. 
Such differences in processing, packaging, and labeling signaled, 
perhaps, more fundamental differences in the ways in which these 
organizations envisioned the “organic.” Thus, while the UOCB’s 
slick packaging declared its ambition to develop “high value organic 
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produce” and establish the state’s position in world organic mar-
kets, albeit with products that were minimally processed, the Beej 
Bachao Andolan cultivated a more artisanal image of organic pro-
duction while simultaneously offering a wider range of processed 
organic foods.
 Visual differences in labeling and packaging were mirrored by 
differences in the marketing philosophy and style of each organiza-
tion. One of the BBA’s Delhi members, Anil, described the BBA’s 
endeavor to establish markets in Delhi for little-known products by 
highlighting their health benefits—a strategy that the UOCB also 
employed through its “Grains of Tomorrow” poster. He noted that, 
because of the BBA’s efforts to introduce Delhiites to minor hill 
crops, the group now has a dedicated consumer base that generates 
demand for lesser-known products, such as horse gram, said to be 
good for kidney stones, finger millet, and amaranth. At the same 
time, given its concern with the erosion of local agricultural diver-
sity, the BBA engaged in what he described to me as “creative mar-
keting” to farmers themselves. That is, the NGO sought to affirm 
and enhance the “social and cultural” value of these crops by high-
lighting demand for them in cities and encouraging farmers to con-
tinue growing them. In this respect, the BBA’s model was almost 
diametrically opposed to that of the UOCB, which established 
what its marketing manager described as “backward linkages” from 
consumers to farmers—first identifying crops already in demand in 
urban areas and then encouraging farmers to grow more of those 
crops.37

 According to Anil, the BBA also addressed rural and urban divi-
sions that appeared to be growing even starker in India after liber-
alization. The BBA’s work on organic agriculture, like that of the 
UOCB, created networks between rural and urban areas. The two 
organizations, however, imagine these networks differently. While 
the UOCB fosters linkages that are primarily commercial and 
income- generating, the BBA sees its role in a broader social sense. 
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Anil remarked: “There is a big gulf between the city and the village, 
and it’s hierarchical. Though the Himalayas are much higher, the 
guys from the cities think they are much more civilized and the 
villages are backward, country bumpkins or whatever. So this is also 
an attempt to . . . make human-mountain-city connections, rural- 
urban or mountain-city connections where people from the hills 
come and share what they do, what they have, out of their choice, 
and so it’s like having an equal kind of relationship. Here actually 
it’s the village guys coming and telling the city guys something.”
 In exhibition spaces, both the UOCB and the BBA clearly fore-
grounded connections between rural and urban, village and city 
that were fostered through the production and consumption of or-
ganic food. Yet, compared with other nongovernmental organiza-
tions participating in the same exhibitions, the UOCB operated 
at a more explicitly regional level—and more consciously within a 
larger national context—by branding Uttarakhand as India’s first 
organic state. The UOCB’s claim about Uttarakhand resonated 
with those of other organizations that similarly emphasized the 
“rediscovery” of ancient food grains and the sustainable integration 
of agriculture and Himalayan ecology through traditional farming 
practices. Significantly, at both Virāsat and Dilli Hāt, the UOCB’s 
bid for Uttarakhand’s agricultural authenticity was arguably ena-
bled by a milieu that celebrated craft traditions as emblematic of 
Indian cultural authenticity.

Place Making and Post-Reform Agriculture
The India International Trade Fair differs significantly from Virā-
sat and Dilli Hāt in scale and mission. It is held annually in New 
Delhi, at Pragati Maidan, a premier exhibition complex that houses 
a number of permanent pavilions, many dedicated to each of India’s 
states, across approximately 130 acres of sprawling, landscaped 
grounds. The complex is located a short distance from India Gate, 
among institutions and monuments that represent India’s national 
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patrimony—including the Supreme Court, National Gallery of Mod-
ern Art, National Handicrafts and Handlooms Museum, National 
Zoo, and National Stadium.38 While Virāsat, Dilli Hāt, and the IITF 
all shared a focus on the kaleidoscopic diversity of India’s states and 
regions, the IITF was not a celebration of folklife. Rather, it was 
organized by the India Trade Promotion Organisation (ITPO) of 
India’s Ministry of Commerce and Industry and focused explicitly 
on both domestic and international trade. Officially targeting rep-
resentatives from government and industry, the fortnight-long exhi-
bition also attracts middle-class Delhi residents and school groups 
who flock to it in large numbers to take in the colorful displays of 
each state pavilion and the eclectic mix of regional cuisines, cultural 
programs, and opportunities to browse and buy everything from 
Afghan rugs to plastic kitchenware. The name of the complex, 
Pragati Maidan, is itself significant: in Hindi, pragati means prog-
ress, and the grounds themselves have provided physical space for 
the expression of India’s trade aspirations since the inception of the 
IITF in 1980. Indeed, the ITPO claims that the venue is a symbol 
of “progress and development through trade.”39

 At the 2007 India International Trade Fair, visions of progress 
and development revolved around rurality and the theme of “pro-
cessed food and agro-industries.” State pavilions dominated the ex-
hibition grounds; many states were housed in their own buildings, 
and spectacular displays created a theme park of rural development. 
In each state pavilion, an elaborate and distinctive exterior facade 
enticed visitors through the doors and then channeled them along 
a set path past posters, booths, stalls selling all manner of consumer 
products, and displays promoting the state and its activities, par-
ticularly in food and agricultural industries.
 The IITF participates in what the ITPO calls “Modern Fair 
Culture.”40 This culture has historic roots in what Tony Bennett 
termed the “exhibitionary complex,” an array of institutions—from 
the museum to the department store—that emerged in the nine-
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teenth and early twentieth centuries.41 The exhibitionary complex, 
Bennett argues, presented a performative and spectacular facet of 
state power, but one no less essential to the modern state’s develop-
ment than the discipline and biopower associated with institutions 
such as the prison and the census.42 Scholars have shown how im-
perial powers constructed their colonies and colonized peoples as 
objects of knowledge through world exhibitions and museums and 
projected their power in colonial contexts through public specta-
cles, such as the imperial darbar (coronation assembly).43

 Literature on exhibitionary phenomena draws attention to the 
spectacular, performative dimensions of state making and nation 
building in imperial and postcolonial contexts, but it has not yet 
considered the ways in which these displays are invested with dif-
ferent meanings in the post-reform, liberalized economic environ-
ments of many postcolonial states, including India. Indeed, I sug-
gest that in India a “post-reform” condition may be taking its place 
alongside the postcolonial condition, as both India and individual 
states in it redefine their roles in an increasingly liberalized eco-
nomic environment. The once singular central state has yielded, in 
some domains, to something resembling a confederation of regional 
states as individual state governments set their own economic pol-
icies and compete for corporate and private investment.44

 In this context of increased state competition through economic 
policy, the distinctiveness of place and culture is no less significant. 
At the IITF, the celebration of cultural and regional diversity is 
wedded to trade and investment ambitions for post-reform devel-
opment. The ITPO thus proclaims that “the fair mirrors India’s 
‘Unity in Diversity’ to the rest of the world that the country . . . is 
not only emerging as a successful economic power, but also a toler-
ant, peace loving and cosmopolitan nation.” The IITF’s state pavil-
ions vibrantly testify to the continued salience of the nationalist 
mantra of “unity in diversity” while they reveal the ways in which 
different states seek to project and position themselves in the tap-
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estry of trade and development on the exhibition grounds and, more 
broadly, in India’s post-reform economy.45

 Exterior facades offer a glimpse into such efforts of image and 
brand building, akin to the state floats at the annual Republic Day 
parades. Some state pavilions, for example those of Rajasthan and 
Orissa, emphasize the cultural, artistic, and architectural heritage 
of their regions. Others, such as the Haryana and Tamil Nadu pa-
vilions, are a curious mosaic of future-oriented visions of develop-
ment and depictions of the region’s heritage or rural life. The facade 
of Haryana’s pavilion provides images of its agri-food sector— 
including towering grain silos, large tracts of land burgeoning with 
ripened grain, and a culinary bounty of breads, pastries, honey, and 
other food products. These are linked with banners that read “Pros-
perous Haryana” and “The Small State of All Things Big.” Imme-
diately in front of these larger-than-life emblems of modernity, 
abundance, and prosperity is a diorama of village life in miniature, 
complete with straw-roofed mud huts and women engaged in ac-
tivities such as churning butter, tending livestock, and receiving 
instruction in a village training center. Far from denying or omitting 
what in many areas continues to be common agricultural activities, 
the idealized depiction of rural life is presented as the foundation 
for the bold visions and plans for Haryana’s agri-food future.
 In a similar vein, the facade of the Tamil Nadu pavilion juxta-
poses fine-grained photos of its agri-food industries and pharma-
ceutical sector with images of its famous temples. Inside the exhibi-
tion, dioramas of rural life offer depictions of the All Village Anna 
Renaissance Scheme, in which a rural village is laid out in a grid 
pattern, with a school, paved roads, substantial houses, streetlights, 
public transport, and a common tap where women collect water 
in earthen pots. Another scene shows an agro-forestry and horti-
culture plantation in which women carry produce from plantation 
grounds to an adjacent food processing and packing facility, where 
workers clad in blue sterile gowns transform the raw agricultural 
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product into a commodity ready for consumption. Scenes such as 
these capture in highly schematic and symbolic form the kinds of 
visions, intentions, and ambitions state government planners wish 
to communicate to industry and investors, and to urban publics 
more generally. More than simply a celebration of regional and 
cultural diversity, state pavilions reference icons of place, region, 
and rural cultures as resources for the achievement of economic 
and development goals.
 Indeed, themes of prosperity, development, and progress abound 
throughout the exhibition. These themes are expressed in relation 
both to the agriculture sector specifically and to India’s develop-
ment trajectory more generally. In one state pavilion, a poster de-
picts an image of a smiling farmer cutting crops with a sickle in a 
lush, green field. The English caption reads: “Your future is still 
before you. Your land is a vast storehouse of mineral and agricul-
tural wealth awaiting further development for the benefit of man-
kind. Its potentialities are magnificent.” In many respects, the state-
ment captures the spirit of the fair, the sense conveyed through 
many displays and pavilions of promise and potential, of natural 
wealth waiting to be tapped and molded into a form that will bring 
prosperity.
 In this process, the role that state governments identify for them-
selves provides a window into the reconfiguration of government 
and private sector activity and relations in India’s post-liberalization 
economy. Marking this reconfiguration, a poster in Madhya Pradesh’s 
pavilion declares, “Government Synonymous to Business,” and 
proceeds to emphasize the ways in which the state government is 
working to create an enabling environment for business and invest-
ment in the state. This general sentiment is reflected in the displays 
of other state governments as well, and much attention is given to 
the ways in which government is working to attract and support 
private industry and investors through schemes such as food parks 
and land and tax concessions.
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 In all this, the spectacle produced by the IITF projects a certain 
nationalist pride, but one that differs in important respects from 
earlier, more statist expressions of nationalism in that it emanates 
from the dynamism of India’s private sector channeled through 
state governments and the country’s projected future potential as 
an economic superpower. Exhorting IITF visitors to “come and 
experience the real India,” the Business Visitors’ Guide describes 
the IITF as “a mega celebration of the new India that is fast taking 
shape. It is an India that is confident, stepping out into the world 
with pride and ambition. It is an India that believes that it is finally 
reaching its ‘tryst with destiny.’ ” Drawing directly on nationalist 
discourse from the very moment of India’s independence, the IITF 
organizers redefine visions of India’s destiny at the turn of the mil-
lennium.46

 Though state pavilions are clearly the key attraction of the IITF, 
the exhibition also features pavilions created by different govern-
ment ministries—for example, the Ministry of Agriculture, Minis-
try of Defense, Ministry of Power—as well as pavilions dedicated 
to specific industries or sectors. Many of these tend not to be as 
elaborate, but others, such as the Ministry of Agriculture, clearly 
participate in the makings of an agrarian theme park at IITF with a 
facade depicting joyous, smiling villagers and a banner that reads 
“Prosperous Farmer: Advanced Nation.” On entering the pavilion, 
one encounters a display of more joyful farmers, dancing with 
drums, arms raised in celebration. Further dioramas of rural life 
depict women sitting on the ground with cooking pots and glass 
jars of what looks like tomato ketchup—intended to suggest, one 
might guess, the possibility of value addition and value creation in 
agro-food products through village-level processing schemes. Other 
areas of the ministry’s exhibition area are devoted to displays of 
tractors and mechanical equipment such as reapers, as well as ded-
icated areas set aside for private companies promoting pesticides, 
weed killers, and related equipment. In the space of the ministry’s 
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exhibition, these coexist with stalls and displays by different govern-
ment research institutes that fall under the umbrella of the Indian 
Council on Agriculture Research (ICAR), indicating the reconfig-
ured relationship between the state and corporate sector vis-à-vis 
the development of agriculture. In the ministry’s pavilion, technol-
ogy, conventional inputs, mechanization, productivity, and yield are 
featured prominently, whereas little attention is drawn to questions 
of environmental sustainability. The exception is a rather innocu-
ous stall, containing limited informational material, set aside for 
the National Project on Organic Farming.
 But what of Uttarakhand in the theme-park atmosphere of the 
IITF? Uttarakhand occupies a strategic location in the exhibition 
grounds—it is housed in Hall 6, the “Hall of Nations,” which is the 
largest building in the Pragati Maidan complex, located a short dis-
tance from one of the main gates to the IITF grounds from Bhai-
ron Marg and elevated above the other pavilions and buildings in 
the complex. Uttarakhand shares the space with the Ministry of 
Power, and given both the fact that the space is shared and the 
sheer size of the pavilion, the exterior facade is not as elaborate as 
those of other pavilions. It consists chiefly of a banner depicting a 
high-alpine meadow in which sheep are grazing as snowy Himala-
yan peaks rise in the background. Beneath this billboard plastic 
flowers and fruits offer a sense of the state’s natural and agricultural 
bounty.
 Ascending a ramp or stairs up to the pavilion from the main 
pedestrian thoroughfare of the exhibition grounds, then passing 
underneath the banner and through a security checkpoint, one im-
mediately encounters a large billboard with “at a glance” figures 
on processed food and agri-industries. The state’s net sown area, 
irrigated area, production and productivity levels, and major fruits, 
vegetables, spices, and floriculture are listed against background 
photos of gerberas growing in a greenhouse and being tended, cut, 
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and arranged for sale. The hall’s vast floor space teems with people 
observing and gazing at the various exhibits but who, for the most 
part, rarely stop to engage more actively with them. The pavilion, 
like others, offers a visual feast for hungry visitors as they are con-
fronted with an eclectic mix of displays describing state activities in 
various sectors, and stalls selling items such as soaps, pickles, shawls, 
and handicrafts. Above the stalls that line the perimeter of the pa-
vilion are banners that read “Uttarakhand: A State on the Move,” 
“Uttarakhand: The Floriculture State,” “Uttarakhand: The Land of 
Celestial Beauty,” “Organic Uttarakhand,” and “Uttarakhand: Sim-
ply Heaven.”
 The tenor of Uttarakhand’s agri-food exhibits clearly empha-
sizes high-value commodity crops, and it is in this context that the 
high profile accorded to organic agriculture may be seen. Indeed, 
Uttarakhand’s attention to organic agriculture appears unique among 
other exhibits at the IITF, even those of such states as Himachal 
Pradesh that have also sought to develop their organic sectors. In-
side the stall a large poster about organic agriculture is subtitled 
with the phrase “Delivering Prosperity with a Focus on Posterity,” 
an ambition that marries development and wealth creation objec-
tives with sustainability goals. The UOCB has space allotted across 
several stalls and, I am told by one of the fieldworkers staffing it, 
that despite the large potential consumer base, emphasis is being 
placed much more on awareness raising and information sharing 
than on sales. Large posters at the rear of its stall describe the state’s 
vision and strategy for organic agriculture, articulate its long-term 
and short-term goals, and provide data on area expansion under 
organic cultivation, though few visitors cross the threshold of the 
stall to read the posters in any detail. The language of these posters 
is in keeping with the state’s depiction of its overall development 
ambitions, emphasizing the organic certification system, contract 
farming arrangements, supply chains, and “progressive” farmers.
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 Yet, as it brands itself the “Organic Capital of India,” for all its 
future-oriented focus on high-value commodities and its elaborate 
contract and marketing arrangements, the Uttarakhand exhibit also 
consciously grounds itself in discourses about the region that play 
on ideas of environmental richness, diversity, and natural purity. 
Indeed, the fusion that the state seeks to achieve between narratives 
of pristine nature and the development of high-value agri-industries 
is not reflected in discourses about organic agriculture alone. Along 
with organic agriculture, the state claims to be “The Floriculture 
State,” and a brochure published by the Department of Horticul-
ture remarks that with “the pristine beauty of the Himalayas . . . 
refreshing climate all year round, favorable government policies 
and easy accessibility to markets . . . what more does an entrepre-
neur need to start a flourishing floriculture business in Uttara-
khand? It will hardly be surprising if people around the globe soon 
start associating quality flowers to this small hill state in India.”47

 By invoking images and discourses of nature, the state govern-
ment seeks to build on and reinforce popular ideas about the re-
gion. Eliciting some of these ideas and perceptions through con-
versations and short interviews with visitors to the pavilion, I found 
that many identified Uttarakhand with nature, purity, and good 
health and saw its people as being correspondingly honest, “less 
cunning,” simple, and hardworking. In making these observations, 
however, an older gentleman also commented that the region was 
“somewhat backward” in terms of science and technology, drawing 
a contrast with states such as Haryana, where “every village has 
running water and electricity.” In the mind of this individual, then, 
the positive qualities of honesty and natural purity are also associ-
ated with a relative absence of modernizing development. In these 
short narratives, Uttarakhand was often held up as a foil to Delhi, 
as qualities of peacefulness, harmony, and a lack of pollution were 
contrasted with characteristics of the national capital, which was 
described in largely negative terms as a dusty, dirty, hectic place 
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where people are selfish and dishonest. Interestingly, sentiments of 
these Delhi residents echoed those of the UOCB’s fieldworkers at 
Virāsat, many of whom hailed from Uttarakhand’s villages. Such 
views may not be unique to Uttarakhand itself, but may map, more 
broadly, onto the stereotypical contrast drawn between pahar (moun-
tains) and maidan (plains). Linkenbach suggests that in the paharı̄ 
imagination the fresh air, clean water, and cool weather of the hills 
are connected to characteristics of honesty, generosity, and solidar-
ity, whereas plains dwellers, living amid dust, heat, and pollution, 

“Organic Uttarakhand” at the India International Trade Fair.  
New Delhi, November 2007.
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are characterized as dishonest, not to be trusted, and greedy. What 
is of interest about such views is less the sentiments that they con-
vey and more the way that the Uttarakhand state government has 
mobilized such popular imaginings in its effort to craft a distinctive 
image and brand equity.48

 In Uttarakhand the urge to develop brand equity is bound up with 
its recent formation as a new state. This move cannot be seen as the 
sole consequence of the “contemporary history of capital” or the ex-
pansion of neoliberalism; rather, it is entwined with distinct though 
interrelated political and economic processes of regionalism and 
state reorganization at the subnational level in India. Such entan-
glements invite reflection on processes of nation branding. Related 
to claims hailing the arrival of the brand state and corporate nation-
hood is an assertion that, as part of this phenomenon, states them-
selves are becoming more like corporations.49 Of the three exhibi-
tions, the IITF was the most revealing of the manner in which state 
governments from across India chose to position or “brand” them-
selves in a liberalized trade environment—for example, as being 
investor-friendly or creating an enabling economic environment 
for the development of the private sector. Yet, while statements 
such as that in the Madhya Pradesh Pavilion—“Government Syn-
onymous to Business”—seem to lend credence to the heralding of 
state-as-corporation, close attention to the nature of the board’s 
participation in different exhibition spaces offers a different pic-
ture. Indeed, at both Virāsat and Dilli Hāt, the board used its con-
vening power as a state-affiliated entity to gather together different 
public, private, and nongovernmental groups and so project an or-
ganic identity for the state that was based on something larger than 
itself as a single organization. Thus, the UOCB is able to brand 
Uttarakhand as India’s first organic state not only because of its 
own intensive efforts to realize this ambition but also because of 
the momentum generated by a dynamic nongovernmental sector 
and a growing group of organic entrepreneurs and small businesses. 
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In this manner, the board’s efforts in region branding do not equate 
it with a corporation; rather, they gesture to the ways in which Ut-
tarakhand, in the wider landscape of post-reform India, fashions 
and projects its future through mobilizing and reinventing histori-
cal ascriptions of nature, ecology, culture, and tradition.
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In the summer and fall of 2008, while I conducted my fieldwork 
in Uttarakhand, food prices in many regions of the world surged 
upward and subprime mortgage lending began to unravel in the 
United States, gathering over a matter of weeks into a global finan-
cial crisis. The spike in food prices was felt in India, though its ef-
fects were more muted there than elsewhere, in part because of the 
domestic regulation of food supply and prices. Still, I wondered at 
the time, what did a global event such as this one mean for the pur-
suit of organic agriculture in Uttarakhand? As I reflected on vari-
ous possible connections, the looming financial crisis still seemed 
incomprehensible and remote. Newspaper photos I saw late that 
summer of investment bankers carrying cardboard boxes on the 
streets of New York appeared a world away from the daily work of 
becoming organic in Uttarakhand. When I returned to the United 
States in early 2009, the crisis was full-blown. From there, sur-
rounded by field notes, transcripts, photos, and documents, I began 
to write my dissertation. But, over the years it took to complete this 
work, I have come to perceive how these global events—and more 
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particularly their afterlives—might not be as distant as they seemed 
at the time from Uttarakhand’s organic fields.
 The events of 2008, in themselves as well as their points of con-
juncture, helped bring forth what is now widely known as the green 
economy. To be sure, the concept of the green economy was not 
invented in their wake; it had, rather, been around for some time.1 
But the convergence of the food, environmental, and economic cri-
ses of 2008, which arose within specific locales and touched down 
differently around the world, enabled the green economy to be 
launched as an idea whose time had come. In June 2009 the United 
Nations issued an interagency statement titled “Green Economy: 
Transformation to Address Multiple Crises,” which advocated that 
“investing stimulus funds in such sectors as energy efficient tech-
nologies, renewable energy, public transport, sustainable agricul-
ture, environmentally friendly tourism, and the sustainable man-
agement of natural resources including ecosystems and biodiversity, 
reflects the conviction that a green economy can create dynamic 
new industries, quality jobs, and income growth while mitigating 
and adapting to climate change and arresting biodiversity decline.”2

 In 2011 the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) 
published a report that, like many analyses at the time, framed crisis 
as opportunity. It noted that “recent traction for a green economy 
concept has no doubt been aided by widespread disillusionment 
with our prevailing economic paradigm, a sense of fatigue emanat-
ing from the many concurrent crises and market failures experi-
enced during the very first decade of the new millennium, includ-
ing especially the financial and economic crisis of 2008. But at the 
same time, we have seen increasing evidence of a way forward, a 
new economic paradigm—one in which material wealth is not de-
livered perforce at the expense of growing environmental risks, 
ecological scarcities and social disparities.” It proclaimed further 
that “the rewards of greening the world’s economies are tangible 
and considerable, that the means are at hand for both governments 
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and the private sector, and that the time to engage the challenge is 
now.” A green economy, it explained, is simply one that is “low car-
bon, resource efficient and socially inclusive.”3 Following this logic, 
green economy initiatives have since been promoted as triple-win 
solutions to what are often presented as the multifaceted economic, 
environmental, and societal challenges of our time. In this context, 
organic agriculture has been enthusiastically mobilized and lauded 
as an important element of this transition. Organizations such as 
the International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements 
have foregrounded the compatibility of certified organic agricul-
ture with green economy objectives, and the Organisation for Eco-
nomic Co-operation and Development and the World Bank now 
also identify its relevance for broader strategies of “green growth.”4 
More recently still, organic agriculture, along with sustainable ag-
riculture initiatives more broadly, has been identified as a target of 
private capital in relation to the rise of green bonds, sustainable fi-
nance, and impact investing.
 Uttarakhand’s pursuit of organic agriculture, of course, predates 
the rise of the green economy and exceeds simplified narratives of 
globalization or neoliberalism. Contemporary organic agriculture 
in Uttarakhand, I have argued in this book, is entangled historically 
with long-standing imaginaries of nature and agriculture in the 
Himalaya, and with recent efforts to reimagine them. It is also, 
nonetheless, uniquely poised in relation to gathering interest in the 
green economy. This broader interest, then, is far more recent and 
was by no means as widespread when I began my fieldwork in 2005. 
Indeed, in some of my first interviews, board officials and civil ser-
vants recounted the resistance they encountered from state bureau-
crats and agricultural scientists when they initially proposed the 
promotion of organic agriculture in the state. Well over a decade 
later, organic agriculture is increasingly pursued as an element of 
agricultural and rural development policies by a range of states 
across India. In 2016 Sikkim, in northeastern India, became the 
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country’s first “fully organic” state. Meanwhile, elsewhere in India, 
Karnataka, Kerala, Andhra Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat, 
Mizoram, and Nagaland are among the other states that have taken 
up the promotion of organic agriculture, or declared their inten-
tion to. But what, then, has the rise of the green economy meant for 
Uttarakhand’s organic fields?
 In March 2016 I arrived at the new headquarters of the Uttara-
khand Organic Commodity Board on Dehradun’s ring road, where 
many other state government offices are now located. Processes of 
state formation had continued to make a physical mark on the city, 
and four months earlier, the UOCB had relocated to a new three-
story, expansive glass and brick structure with granite floors, eleva-
tors, and a wide central staircase. Ascending the stairs, I noted that 
the building brought together under one roof many of the insti-
tutions created in the early 2000s, at about the same time as the 
UOCB—among them the horticulture and tea boards and the state’s 
seed and organic certification agency. These changes spoke of the 
ongoing expansion and consolidation of state institutions, and of 
the entrenchment of these newly created bureaucracies in the gov-
ernment of rural and agricultural life.
 Seemingly small changes provided an indication of the shifting 
position of the Organic Board in Uttarakhand’s bureaucratic land-
scape. Offices of board officials now projected far more strongly 
the aura of state authority. In the period from 2005 to 2008, while 
I was conducting my fieldwork, the UOCB had been located in a 
bungalow near the Forest Research Institute, and its quarters had 
very much retained the sense of a converted private home. At the 
time Satish, who throughout this period had remained in charge of 
the certification division, shared a small office with several other 
employees. With the move, his division now occupied its own dis-
tinct section in the UOCB headquarters. Outside Satish’s office 
were several computer terminals and desks, arranged in an open 
plan, where other members of the quality cell worked to manage 
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the internal control system and certification processes. Satish’s of-
fice was equipped with a large L-shaped desk, computer, printer, 
and scanner. Among the most striking changes were the several 
rows of chairs positioned in front of his desk for receiving visitors, 
something I was accustomed to seeing more in offices of govern-
ment bureaucrats than in the headquarters of the Organic Board. 
In its former premises, even the office of Deepa Agrawal, then the 
senior program manager of the UOCB, was not laid out in such a 
manner.
 The symbolic power conveyed through these rows of chairs sig-
naled a change both in Satish’s status and in that of the board itself. 
After I took a seat in one of the chairs, Satish described to me not 
only the changes in the system of certification that I discussed in 
chapter 2, but also the expansion of the UOCB’s work across the 
state’s thirteen districts. In recent years, the focus had intensified on 
ways to address challenges of marketing organic produce from the 
state’s hill regions, and on methods for establishing supply chains 
for organic products from these regions. Under the auspices of a 
state government–funded program, a strategic decision had been 
made to select certain development blocks within which to focus 
on the promotion of a particular organic commodity: spices, kidney 
beans, chili, amaranth, or basmati. Other initiatives within the state 
government also tell of the ways in which it seeks to direct and shape 
the organic transition within the region—recent years have seen the 
drafting of an Organic Agriculture Bill to establish a legal frame-
work for organic production and marketing within the state, as well 
as plans for the development of a dedicated organic mandı̄.
 In the years from 2005 to 2008, the UOCB had been what Deepa 
Agarwal described as “a kind of hybrid”: it brought together the 
mandate and structure of a state government agency with those of 
an NGO through its philanthropically funded marketing arm and 
Centre for Organic Farming. In those years the very creation of the 
board as a novel bureaucratic entity affiliated with the new state 
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government appeared to me as part of a process of state formation 
in Uttarakhand. In the years after 2008, these processes had only 
intensified. In 2013 the UOCB was brought more fully under the 
auspices of the state government; a number of staff positions be-
came permanent government positions, staff numbers more than 
doubled, and a prominent state politician assumed the role of chair-
person, a position that had once been held by a government civil 
servant. Around this time, Deepa Agarwal stepped down from her 
position, and a new managing director was appointed to lead the 
board. Further interconnecting state bureaucratic authority with 
private-sector and market orientation, the new managing director 
held an MBA in agribusiness management and brought with him 
experience working for the Indian arm of a large multinational 
food corporation as well as for an Indian pesticide company. The 
board, then, evidently still was a “kind of hybrid,” but in the com-
position of its senior staff and its strategic priorities, it appeared 
now to combine the power of a state bureaucracy, the formalization 
of closer ties with state-level politicians, and the ambition of India’s 
growing private food and agricultural sector.
 This impression of the growth and dynamism of organic agri-
culture that pervaded the board’s headquarters did not, however, 
reach Nagthari in the mountainous tract of Jaunsar Bawar. In the 
years since I completed my fieldwork, the road to Nagthari had 
been extended up to the village itself. And as the road traveled up, 
people continued to travel down. Returning to Nagthari in 2016, 
I discovered that a number of the young children of Rajput caste 
whom I had known in 2007 and 2008 had left the village, sent by 
their parents to Dehradun and other towns in the Doon Valley to 
pursue better educational opportunities. While a few of these chil-
dren returned to Nagthari to continue farming, many did not. “Niche, 
niche, niche”—“down, down, down”—Rawatji remarked, describing 
the migration of now-grown children from the village to Delhi, 
Bangalore, Mumbai, and the Gulf states. His aspirations for better 
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road connections had been realized, but the same was not true for 
the hopes he had harbored for organic agriculture. Though resi-
dents of Nagthari participated occasionally in select markets for 
organic kidney beans, in 2016 the kind of commodity production 
envisioned by the UOCB had not taken off.
 The story in the Doon Valley was rather more mixed. Not far 
from the board’s new headquarters lies Asanpur, where I had con-
ducted part of my fieldwork in 2007 and 2008, at a time when fam-
ilies in the village participated in the contract with Hira Foods. 
Usha Devi, whose family I had come to know and remained in 
touch with, had chosen to stop producing organic basmati once the 
contract between Hira Foods and the Dharampur farmers’ federa-
tion (to which organic farmers in Asanpur belonged) ended in 2009. 
Her family was not alone. The Dharampur farmers’ federation, I 
learned, had entirely disbanded and Hira Foods now procured or-
ganic basmati from the remaining federations in the Doon Valley. 
The numbers of farmers in those federations had also shrunk sub-
stantially, and by 2016 the total number of farmers supplying or-
ganic basmati to Hira Foods had fallen from over one thousand to 
about five hundred.
 Despite leaving the program, Usha Devi told me that she con-
tinued to practice largely organic methods. But it was evident that 
she did not see her family’s future in the cultivation of niche crops 
for distant organic markets. Her husband, in addition to the sand- 
mining business he continued to run, had opened his own hardware 
shop in Dehradun, and it was clear that for them the possibilities of 
small business ownership in the rapidly expanding capital of Deh-
radun afforded more promise and potential than the production of 
organic basmati for export markets. While farmers from Asanpur 
and the larger Dharampur block had abandoned the contract farm-
ing of organic basmati, in the western Doon Valley, where the 
farmers’ federation had always been strong, and relations with Hira 
Foods were of longer standing, many continued enthusiastically. 
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These farmers, on the whole, tended to be larger and more well 
resourced than others, and when I returned in 2016 I found that a 
number of them not only cultivated organic basmati to supply to 
Hira Foods but also were diversifying their farms to supply organic 
herbs and spices to other private food retailers.
 The emergence of organic agriculture in Uttarakhand, then, in-
vites reflection on what it promises, and for whom. Assessing the 
promises, and the problems, of organic production was, of course, 
something farmers did themselves. In 2007 and 2008, many of the 
farmers in the Doon Valley decried the price they received for their 
paddy, which was, they noted, not competitive with prices they re-
ceived in the mandı̄ and too low to compensate for the additional 
labor they needed to expend in cultivating it organically—at the 
time, they received between 2,100 and 2,400 rupees per quintal 
(then equivalent to about U.S. $53 and $61 per 100 kilos, or 220 
pounds) of paddy. On occasion, during these conversations, I would 
be asked by farmers if I knew how much consumers paid for or-
ganic basmati. They were aghast when I told them that one kilo (a 
little more than two pounds) of organic basmati in an upmarket 
Dehradun grocery store sold for over 300 rupees ($7).
 When I returned to the Doon Valley in 2016, even those farmers 
who had maintained their contract with Hira Foods expressed on-
going difficulties reconciling the price they received and the costs 
they incurred. Rajesh Uniyal was among them, but in recent years 
he had decided to diversify his production into other crops. Look-
ing over plots once planted with basmati, which he now dedicated 
to the cultivation of chili and parsley, he told me that there is no 
phāyadā (profit) in basmati. The price, he indicated, fluctuates wildly 
(basmati, unlike many other food grains, does not have a government- 
regulated minimum support price to ameliorate price declines). Enu-
merating the labor and input costs involved in its production, he 
told me that there was little to be gained by its cultivation. By com-
parison, the small plots of chili and spices, coriander and parsley, 
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were more lucrative. “Ismein, phāyadā hai”—in this, he said, there is 
profit.
 In both Asanpur and Nagthari, larger and more well-resourced 
farmers—invariably those in dominant or high-caste positions, and 
especially those with other significant income streams—were those 
most able to become organic, for it was they who could bear the 
risk and mobilize the labor, infrastructure, and inputs required by 
organic practices. In both places, caste and social position also 
proved crucial in shaping access to training and seeking out poten-
tial marketing opportunities. Certification practices (in particular 
diary keeping), moreover, presumed literacy skills and a familiarity 
with paperwork and regimes of record keeping that not all farmers 
possessed or expressed in equal measure. Becoming organic, then, 
was not a narrowly agricultural endeavor, but a process that was 
profoundly conditioned by social position, capacities, and relations. 
For those who could avail themselves of training, invest in compost 
pits, hire or otherwise mobilize labor; who could tolerate price 
fluctuations and stringent quality standards; who had a facility with 
documents and an aptitude for interacting with bureaucrats and 
buyers, organic agriculture held out a meaningful avenue for re-
fashioning their forms of identity and subjectivity as cultivators vis-
à-vis broader shifts in visions of agrarian modernity.
 Needless to say, many cultivators were neither equipped nor nec-
essarily inclined in this way. In previous chapters, notably chapters 
1 and 4, I have shown further how many of the labors that are espe-
cially associated with organic agriculture—in particular the care of 
domestic animals, collection of their manure, and weeding—are 
strongly gendered, as women from within the household, or whose 
labor was mobilized on a wage or in-kind basis, assumed responsi-
bility for such tasks. Within these rural communities, the rewards 
and toil associated with organic agriculture were therefore unevenly 
shared. The ambivalent promise of organic agriculture in Uttara-
khand is, therefore, worth noting in relation to some of the more 
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celebratory proclamations associated with the green economy. The 
account offered in this book invites more critical interrogation of 
its promise of “triple-win” solutions and transformations that are 
socially, economically, and environmentally sustainable. In 2016 it 
was arguably the Organic Board itself that had experienced the most 
striking changes, growing and consolidating its bureaucratic power.5

 In this manner, Uttarakhand’s experience may also speak to con-
temporary and more overtly political discussions about food sover-
eignty that advocate for access to and control of resources within 
farming systems that are ecologically and socially sustainable. These 
discussions gathered force in the wake of the food and economic 
crises late in the first decade of this century, drawing together schol-
ars, activists, and social movements.6 Organic agriculture has oc-
cupied an ambiguous place in discussions of food sovereignty. As 
Guntra Aistara notes, it has been subject to criticism because “the 
transformative potential of organic movements is seen as neces-
sarily tempered by their ties to state regulatory powers and neolib-
eral markets, as mediated by certification.”7 Like Aistara’s study of 
the negotiation of sovereignty within organic movements in Latvia 
and Costa Rica, Uttarakhand’s experience can be instructive for 
thinking about these ongoing discussions. It reveals, for example, the 
 coexistence—and also the co-constitution—of multiple forms of 
sovereignty by both the regional state and organic farmers.8 More-
over, the diversity of farmers’ experience with organic agriculture, 
certification, contract farming, and marketing underscores a very 
real need to parse finely the pathways through which some culti-
vators are more able to exercise or claim sovereignty than others. 
This work then speaks to questions about what organic becomes, 
and for whom, when it is increasingly incorporated into modes of 
economic and financial action that proclaim themselves as green.
 But it is also the case that ideas of organic, which build on and 
relate to ideas of nature, retain a sense of possibility about differ-
ently imagining what agrarian relations might be, especially as the 
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myriad negative effects of industrial modes of agricultural produc-
tion are increasingly felt, known, and contested. Organic farming is 
replete with possibilities for thinking through the productive agen-
cies and industries of the nonhuman. Such accounts are not entirely 
new. As I discussed in chapter 1, in colonial India Sir Albert How-
ard engaged in precisely such thinking when he declared “living 
organisms,” and “not humans,” to be the real agents in making com-
post. At the same time, soil and compost are once more sites for 
thinking afresh about agency, labor, and the category of the human. 
Donna Haraway, whose scholarship reworks notions of agency and 
categories of being, addresses calls to move beyond the human 
through a play on words that invokes these earthy agencies: “we are 
all compost, not posthuman.”9

 In this sense, the idea of organic appears to offer a way of re-
sponding to new reckonings of the human and posthuman brought 
forth by the Anthropocene. The creation of Uttarakhand in the 
year 2000 coincided with the heralding of the Anthropocene, which 
in subsequent years has catalyzed varying ways of reckoning life on 
a planet increasingly acknowledged to be shaped by human action 
from the microscopic to planetary scales.10 The Anthropocene, as 
others have noted, marked the agency of humans, as a species, on a 
geological scale. It has spurred varied critical responses, many of 
them in some way linked in their efforts to nuance how this agency 
is understood and historically located.11

 In the preceding chapters, agency has proved of crucial signifi-
cance for what it means to be, and become, organic. Throughout 
this book, I’ve grappled with a related tension between being or-
ganic by default and organic by design, a tension made palpable by 
the difficulty of perceiving organic quality in a directly physical, sen-
sory, or material way. Becoming organic by design meant construct-
ing compost pits, demonstrating intentional efforts to adhere to 
organic standards, and carrying out deliberate agricultural work to 
produce organic basmati that met export-quality standards. These 
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practices distinguished those farmers who pursued such endeavors 
from those deemed merely organic by default. To be organic by 
default, in other words, was to have one’s agency remain unrecog-
nized. Though in melas and trade fairs, narratives of tradition were 
discursively invoked to brand the region as by default organic, in 
matters of everyday agricultural practice, organic standards and 
certification, contract farming, and marketing, becoming organic—
and being certified as such—relied on farmers’ demonstrating in-
stitutionally recognizable forms of agrarian agency.
 The recognition—and misrecognition—of human agrarian agency 
is not unique to organic agriculture, for questions of agency have 
long been crucial to figuring human-environment relations in the 
Himalaya and beyond. Encounters that take place in Uttarakhand’s 
agricultural fields, and in the practices that have come to surround 
certified organic agriculture in the region, show us that there are 
also many ways in which this agency is parsed. The layered histo-
ries of human, environmental, and agricultural relations in the Ut-
tarakhand Himalaya are thus a reminder to contend with agency—
human and otherwise—in its many dimensions, and as a politically 
constituted and historically conditioned capacity.
 In showing us how the world might be connected through a 
spoonful of sugar—linking West African slaves to the British work-
ing class, the Caribbean plantation to the northern English factory, 
and slavery to capitalism—Sidney Mintz pioneered a way of think-
ing not only about, but with, agricultural commodities. The rise of 
organic agriculture invites us, as Mintz urged his readers, to recon-
sider “what commodities are, and what commodities mean.”12 In 
taking up this call, however, my work has not focused on a specific 
commodity form per se. Instead, I have asked related questions 
about what organic means, and how it comes to be. This approach 
challenges the notion that organic might ever have a purified essence 
or embody a carefully cultivated material property. Organic is, I have 
suggested instead, a more contingent quality, eminently assembled 
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and composed, hinging in Uttarakhand on historically conditioned 
notions of nature and human agency, on sentiments of trust and 
aspiration, as well as on the institutional infrastructures of stan-
dards and audits. These, to be sure, are different from the forces of 
production and commodity chains, networks, and webs that have 
long shaped understandings of how agricultural commodities come 
into being. But as agriculture remains a medium for the formation 
of states and markets, and for the co-constitution of myriad social, 
cultural, and ecological relations and practices, the production of 
such qualities is acquiring a force that we must also heed.
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devbhumi abode of the gods
gobar khād cow manure
jaivik organic
jaivik khād organic manure, or compost
jaivik khetı̄  organic farming
khād manure, compost, fertilizer
kharı̄f agricultural season in which crops are harvested 

in autumn
khetı̄  cultivation, farming, agriculture
mela fair, festival
manDı̄  wholesale market, marketing yard
mōta fat, thick
pahaR hill, mountains
rabı̄  agricultural season in which crops are harvested 

in spring
rasayanik khād chemical fertilizer
viśvās trust, faith

Glossary
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